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I
n these difficult economic times, Vodafone

Greece's objective is to be there for consumers,

to listen to their needs and to respond to them.

In light of that, in the year ended, we developed

service plans for individuals and businesses 

bearing in mind the real economy, while also 

covering their communication needs.  We contin-

ued to invest in our technology so that we can

continue to provide extensive coverage via our 3G

network, quality communication as well as rapid

mobile internet. We launched innovative products

and services with the aim of providing solutions 

that will stimulate development in Greece and 

improve the competitiveness of Greek businesses

while also offering environmental benefits. 

We revised our Corporate Responsibility and 

Sustainability strategy to make a positive contri-

bution to the challenges we face today. Revising

that policy led us to put three strategic pillars in

place, which in effect ensure that the company

continues to operate responsibly, makes efficient

use of natural resources, energy and materials,

while also systematically utilising our technology,

products and services to develop a sustainable 

society in economic, social and environmental

terms.

We prepared a Carbon Connections study in 

partnership with Accenture which presents specific

quantitative data showing that smart applications

that utilise mobile telecommunications technol-

ogy can contribute to a drop in the operating costs

of Greek businesses by reducing the expenditure

required to meet their energy needs, while helping

address climate change by reducing carbon 

emissions. If businesses adopted just 16 smart 

mobile telecommunications applications they

could generate savings of € 1.4 billion in the 

energy costs which businesses pay to cover their

operating needs, with a corresponding 6.4 ΜΤ

CO2eq reduction in carbon emissions which 

corresponds to 4.5% of emissions in Greece in

2020. To achieve those reductions 13.6 million mo-

bile telecommunication connections will be

needed -most of which are related to wireless 

communication between devices- which will 

contribute to the development of the information

and communication technologies (ICT) sector

overall. We have already developed strategic 

partnerships to put integrated products and 

services on the market such as the fleet manage-

ment service ZeliTrack and the video conferencing

service Vodafone Web Conferencing.

At the same time we are continuing to utilise 

our own technology in the fields of health and 

environmental protection, through our telemedi-

cine program and the program to protect the

brown bear, and for the first time this year we ran 

a pilot program that uses our state-of-the-art 

technology, our network and smartphones in the

educational sector. 

Our strategic aim remains to reduce the impact of

company operations on the environment, through

systematic programs implemented in the energy

savings and recycling sectors. The results of the 

energy savings programs we implemented on our

mobile telecommunications network and office

buildings show that in the 2010-2011 period we

managed to prevent more than 41,000 tonnes of

CO2 being emitted, which corresponds to 39,000

MWh of electricity. In parallel, from 2006-2007 

onwards we have managed to reduce CO2

emissions per MB of network traffic (all calls, sms

and internet usage via the Vodafone network) by

66%, far exceeding the target we had set for 

ourselves. We also sent more than 43,000 mobile

communication products including mobile

phones, chargers and accessories, and more than

10 tons of household batteries to be recycled. 

Our ‘Parent’s Guide’ which was updated with 

the help of the Hellenic Society for the Study of 

Internet Addiction Disorder and the Hellenic 

Society for Social Paediatrics and Health Promotion

and provides practical hints and tips about how 

parents can guide their children about responsible

use of mobile telecommunications technology

and the internet.

We are firmly committed to ensuring that our 

products and services are accessible to all our 

customers. Against that background, the company

website now provides a Voice Navigation Service

and we also continue to provide the Vodafone

Speaking Phone service to the visually impaired,

and a service to hearing-impaired customers. We

also supported the innovative, multi-purpose 

information and communication portal for the dis-

abled, www.blind.gr.

This 9th Report presents the programs which we

implemented, and will continue to implement; our

objectives, and the results achieved in the last 

financial year, as well as our commitments for the

new financial year. For the 7th consecutive year 

we are employing the Global Reporting Initiative

(GRI) international guidelines to ensure that our

results are reported objectively and transparently.

In recognition of our endeavour to constantly 

improve the range of information included in the

Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Report

and its accuracy, we are proud to announce that the

content of this year's report has been rated at GRI

application level A+, and we have also ensured that

the content of the Report is compliant with the

principles of the AA1000 standard following an

audit by an external, independent body.

Glafkos Persianis
CEO

Letter from 
the CEO
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The multi-faceted Vodafone Greece Corporate Re-

sponsibility and Sustainability program is defined

through the Risk Assessment process and the

Stakeholder Engagement Survey, both conducted

every two years for all company’s operations (see

pages 9-12). Based on the results of these processes,

the areas where we focus our activities, with sys-

tematic actions and measurable results, are:

Responsible behavior

1. Mobile Phones - Masts - Health - 

Network Deployment

2. Customers

3. Access to Communications

4. Supply Chain

5. Employees

Eco-efficiency

6. Energy efficiency and use of renewable 

energy sources

7. Recycling

8. Use and promotion of environmentally

friendly products and services

Contribution to Sustainable Societies

9. Developing and marketing services that lead 

to a carbon low economy

10. Utilising mobile communications technolo-

gy in the health, environmental protection

and education sectors

11. Vodafone World of Difference  

12. Programs for the Children

13. Employees Volunteerism

This is the 9th Vodafone Greece Corporate Respon-

sibility and Sustainability Report which presents

the management practices and the results of our

actions for the financial year from 1 April 2010 to

31 March 2011 (2010-2011 period). The informa-

tion relates to VODAFONE PANAFON S.A. and its op-

erations at its central and regional offices, its

telecommunications network and its shops (own

and franchise*) and does not include associates or

hellas online.

Note

¬ The term ‘Vodafone Group’ refers to Vodafone

Group Plc which indirectly holds 99.871% of

Vodafone Greece’s share capital.

¬ The 2010-2011 objectives cited in this report

were laid down in the Corporate Responsibility

Report for the 2009-2010 financial year, which

is available on the website vodafone.gr.

Sources of information

All information included in this publication is avail-

able on the company’s website and is updated at

regular intervals. For more information you can visit

the website vodafone.gr.

¬ The EMAS Environmental Statement is also

available at vodafone.gr.

¬ The current Corporate Responsibility and Sus-

tainability Report that refers to the financial year

1 April 2010-31 March 2011, as well as all previ-

ous Reports are available at vodafone.gr.

¬ Vodafone Group Sustainability Report is avail-

able at vodafone.com/Sustainability.
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*
The operation of franchise shops is not taken into account

in the data included in the Environment section of this re-

port, with the exception of data for the Mobile Phones and

Accessories Recycling Program.

Our mission
To be the leading company in communications and to be admired for our ethical 

and responsible operation, our multifaceted work and services 
that contribute to sustainability, via:

Responsible behaviour
We are committed to acting responsibly
in all our activities to maintain the trust
of our customers, our employees and 
other stakeholders.

Possibility – using mobile technology
to deliver a sustainable future

Certainty – trustworthy, respected and not
letting our customers down

Eco-efficiency: doing more
for customers with less
We aim to reduce enviromental impacts in 
our operations and across our value chain, 
from design and manufacturing of products 
by suppliers through to use and disposal 
by our customers.

Contribution 
to sustainable societies
We aim to deliver innovative products
and services that contribute to development 
and enable a low carbon economy.
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About Vodafone Greece and Vodafone Group

05/2010 Vodafone Greece presented the Carbon
Connection study 

06/2010 Exclusive strategic partnership agree-
ment between SingularLogic and Vodafone Greece

06/2010 Honorary award for Vodafone Greece's
telemedicine program, at the WITSA Global ICT Excel-
lence Awards 2010

06/2010 Vodafone Greece exclusively launched
the innovative Vodafone Mi-Fi Hotspot in Greece 

06/2010 Gold ‘Specified model criteria’ - Business
Ethics Excellence Certified Award from the Hellenic
Business Ethics Network (EBEN GR)

06/2010 Ecopolis 2010 award for Environmental
Project Sponsorship for the brown bear scientific mo-
nitoring program in collaboration with ARCTUROS
from the Ecocity organisation

06/2010 New innovative office automation servi-
ce from Vodafone Greece in collaboration with Micro-
soft 

06/2010 Vodafone reduced data roaming charges
in Europe by up to 88%

06/2010 Vodafone Greece offered mobile phones
at the lowest prices on the market

07/2010 Vodafone Greece won the prize for the
best Customer Service Center of the Year as part of
the National Customer Service Awards

07/2010 Vodafone Greece won 2 Effie awards

07/2010 Vodafone Greece exclusively launched
the HP mini 5102 on the Greek market, the first net-
book with a touch screen 

08/2010 Vodafone Greece launched the iPhone 4
in Greece on 27 August 

09/2010 The Scouts of Greece and Vodafone Gre-
ece celebrated two years of partnership in the mobile
phone and accessories recycling program 

09/2010 The innovative social investment pro-
gram 'Vodafone World of Difference' was launched in
Greece

09/2010 Vodafone Greece and hellas on line, ma-
ke integrated home communication more affordable
in the context of their strategic partnership  

10/2010 Vodafone Greece introduced the new
Samsung tablet, the Galaxy Tab P1000

10/2010 Vodafone Greece presented the Vodafo-
ne Joy 845, the cheapest smartphone on the market

11/2010 Vodafone Greece participated in the Ath-
ens 28th Classical Marathon to support the SOS Chil-
dren’s Village at Vari 

11/2010 Vodafone Greece introduced new type of
phone bill, simpler and clearer than ever before

11/2010 Vodafone Greece launched the innova-
tive ‘Full Sima’ solution which provides high quality
3G coverage indoors

11/2010 Vodafone Greece achieved the highest
possible rating according to WWF Hellas’ Environmen-
tal Management and Disclosure Index evaluation re-
port 

11/2010 Vodafone Greece released a new “Pa-
rents’ Guide”. Everything parents need to know about
mobile and fixed communications and the internet 

11/2010 Vodafone Greece reduced the cost of
using smartphones for subscribers travelling in Europe

02/2011 Vodafone Greece announced the availa-
bility of the new Samsung Galaxy Tab 10.1 

02/2011 Vodafone and LG Electronics presented
the first smartphone worldwide with a dual core pro-
cessor 

03/2011 From 2 May 2011 onwards, Mr. Nikos So-
phocleous, Chairman of the Board of Directors and
Chief Executive of Vodafone Greece remained as head
of the company, in the post of Chairman. Mr. Glafkos
Persianis was appointed as CEO

03/2011 Vodafone Greece participated in the ‘Ear-
th Hour’ action against climate change for the third
consecutive year 

03/2011 As part of the ‘Challenger’ program, for
the second consecutive year Vodafone Greece gave
young people the chance to get a dynamic start to th-
eir career

03/2011 For the second consecutive year, Voda-
fone Greece organised its employee volunteer sche-
me called ‘Me and My Shadow’ to support the SOS Ch-
ildren’s Villages

Comments

We welcome your feedback about our activities in

the Corporate and Sustainability area and about

this publication.

Please send your views to:

Vodafone Greece

Nafsika Zevgoli

Corporate Responsibility Professional

1-3 Tzavella St., Halandri

Athens GR-15231

email: CR.gr@vodafone.com

Vodafone Greece customers can send 

a SMS, free of charge, to 1256

Tel.: +30 210 67 02 651, Fax: +30 210 67 02 946

Vodafone Greece Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability

Report Data Audit

The assurance of Vodafone Greece selected per-

formance data related to corporate responsibility,

inclusive of the self declaration of the GRI Applica-

tion Level and the adherence to the principles of

AA1000 standard, were assigned to KPMG Advisors

AE, a Greek Societe Anonyme and a member firm

of the KPMG network of independent member

firms affiliated with KPMG International Coopera-

tive (‘KPMG International’), a Swiss entity. Informa-

tion regarding KPMG’s work as well as the relevant

Assurance Report can be found at the end of the

Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability Report.

The environmental data in this Report is subject to

audit and verification performed in the context of

the company’s certification according to the inter-

national standard ISO 14001:2004 and the Euro-

pean Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS)

Regulation by the accredited certification body

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (LRQA). More-

over, it is also included in the EMAS Environmental

Statement, which is submitted to the Ministry of

the Environment, Energy and Climate Change for

approval.

Vodafone Group 2010-2011 2009-2010
(£ m) (£ m)

Revenue 45,884 44,472

Adjusted Operating Profit 11,818 11,466

Free cash flow 7,049 7,241

Closing proportionate customers (m) 347.7 341.1

Vodafone Group - Vodafone Greece: Key financials and statistics

Vodafone Ελλάδος 2010-2011 2009-2010
(€ m) (€ m)

Turnover 1,087.81 1,303.78

Earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) 231.9 320.8

Earning before taxes -28.7 96.97

Net sales 430.91 535.36

Total investment in assets 2,687.76 2,595.95

Cost of goods sold 656.9 768.4

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011



Managing Corporate Responsibility 

and Sustainability 

As businesses face increasingly more reserved stakeholders as a result

of the economic crisis and the consequent lack of trust in large

enterprises, the need for transparency has become all the more vital.

Vodafone Greece has worked hard to rise to this challenge and to put in

place suitable management systems certified by recognised bodies. We

recognise that maintaining and building trust, which is of vital

importance, requires unwavering dedication and constant alertness. To

that end, our systems continue to develop as we come face to face with

new issues. We cannot avoid all moral issues we might have to face, but

our Business Principles are designed so as to ensure that our

stakeholders know that Vodafone Greece always endeavours to make

responsible choices.

This section of the Report is within KPMG limited assurance scope (see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)



Responsibility is part of our

Business Principles, Strategy 

and Governance

Our Code of Conduct

Vodafone’s global success emanates from its

reputation as a company with integrity and high

ethical standards, built through our commit-

ment to sound business conduct and the way

we interact with our key stakeholders.

The company’s vision and goals must be pursued

within a framework of agreed principles and val-

ues, which will determine the everyday conduct

and practice of its employees. Our corporate val-

ues will explicitly define our responsibilities to-

wards all stakeholders which are –directly or in-

directly– affected by our business activities.

The Code of Conduct seeks to provide guidelines

on our day-to-day conduct and to help attain

company targets and priorities. It is one of the

tools used to ensure that we will continue to be

a responsible business.  

All employees are responsible for implementing

the Code of Conduct, and managers are respon-

sible for briefing their subordinates. All employ-

ees received a copy of the Code of Conduct and

the management team has signed a statement

accepting it and undertaking to implement it. 

All employees are obliged to report any incident

or possible situation by utilising the clearly de-

fined procedures which have been put in place.

Failure to comply with the Code of Conduct is ex-

amined by the Business Conduct Committee

which has been set up, and this can lead to ap-

propriate disciplinary measures being imposed. 

The most effective assurance mechanism is

constant vigilance by all of company employ-

ees, at all times, to ensure that Vodafone Greece

is committed to maintain the highest ethical

standards. 

All company employees have been informed via

the Code of Conduct about how to deal with cor-

ruption. The Code of Conduct requires that all

employees act fairly, honourably and with in-

tegrity in their dealings with all stakeholders. In

addition, the company’s operating procedures

(e.g. the supply chain management procedure)

require employees to operate within the limits

of the law and ensure that this is so. An Official

Disciplinary Board has also been set up which

exercises disciplinary power within the compa-

ny. No case of corruption was drawn to the

Board’s attention via the available communica-

tion channels this year.

2010-2011 objective

Completion of the whistle blowing mechanism

for cases of corruption.

2010-2011 result

The mechanism has been notified to the

Hellenic Data Protection Authority for

approval.

Degree of success

-

► 2011-2012 objective

Completion of the whistle blowing mechanism

for cases of corruption.
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Our Business Principles

1. Value Creation. We believe that competition

in a market economy, pursued in an ethical

way, is the best way of delivering benefits to

our stakeholders.

2. Public Policy. We will voice our opinions on

government proposals and other matters

that may affect our stakeholders but we will

not make gifts or donations to political parties

or intervene in party political matters.

3. Communications. We will communicate

openly and transparently with all of our stake-

holders within the bounds of commercial

confidentiality.

4. Customers. We are committed to providing

our customers with safe, reliable products

and services that represent good value for

money.

5. Employees. Relationships with and between

employees are based upon respect for indi-

viduals and their human rights.

6. Individual Conduct. We expect all our employ-

ees to act with honesty, integrity and fairness.

7. Environment. We are committed to sustain-

able business practices and environmental

protection.

8. Communities and Society. We accept our re-

sponsibility to engage with communities and

we will invest in society in a way that makes

effective use of our resources, including sup-

port for charitable organisations.

9. Health and Safety. We are committed to the

health and safety of our customers, employees

and the communities in which we operate.

10. Business Partners and Suppliers. We will pur-

sue mutually beneficial relationships with our

business partners and suppliers.

11. Guidance. We believe that business life is

about employees having the freedom to take

decisions, so long as these are consistent with

these Principles. However, it is inevitable that

there will be occasions where individuals are

confronted by situations not covered by

precedent or procedure and have to make a

decision on the most appropriate course of

action. On these occasions when the matter

is unclear, any questions or queries should be

brought to the attention of the Line Manager.

In addition:

¬ Vodafone Greece’s 5-year strategic plan en-

compasses the implementation of Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability strategy and

relevant programs via long-term and medi-

um-term objectives.

¬ Vodafone Group’s Corporate Governance and

Policies Manual (available at vodafone.com),

which all members of the Group are obliged

to adhere to and which is revised at regular

intervals:

• covers optimum management 

of potential risk

• stresses the importance of vision 

and values

• provides information about the structure

of the Group’s various teams, their compe-

tences, and sectors where guidance is re-

quired.

Our Corporate Governance

Corporate Governance is a set of principles used

to promote responsible management, running,

organisation and control of a company. Voda-

fone Greece attaches particular importance to

Corporate Governance and has developed a set

of principles and rules to ensure that the com-

pany operates in a transparent manner and to

ensure that the company is managed in line with

the interests of all stakeholders. Within this

framework, we have the committees: 

Board of Directors

Vodafone Greece is managed by the Board of

Directors consisting of 3 to 11 Directors. The

members of the Board of Directors (who are first

line executives) are appointed by the sharehold-

ers of the company for a five year term, auto-

matically extended until the first regular Gen-

eral Meeting following the expiration of their

term, which term cannot exceed a six year peri-

od. The members of the Board of Directors,

shareholders or not, can be re-elected and are

freely revocable.

The Board of Directors has the responsibility for

the administration (management and disposi-

tion) of the company’s property and the repre-

sentation of the company. It decides generally

on all issues concerning the company including

(indicatively: the raising of loans, the approval of

the years financial statements), guarantees in

favor of third parties and the entrusting of the

management of the company to third parties

within the frame of the company’s object, with

the exception of those which, pursuant to the

law or to articles, belong to the exclusive author-

ity of the General Meeting. 
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The Board of Directors may, exclusively and only

in writing and by special resolution, entrust the

exercise of all or several of its powers and author-

ities (except for those requiring collective ac-

tion), as well as the representation of the com-

pany, to one or more persons, among its

members or not, determining at the same time

the extent of their authority. In any event the au-

thority of the Board of Directors is subject to the

provisions of Articles 10 and 23a of C.L.

2190/1920, as in force. Especially for the cases

where it is imperative for the company to be rep-

resented by personal appearance before any

Court, Prosecutor or other Judicial Authority, in

order to testify under oath, submit lawsuits or

file a complaint and to relinquish from these ac-

tions, attend as civil plaintiff before any penal

court both in the prejudicial stage and in the

court hearing stage and to relinquish from this

attendance, initiate judicial process against pe-

nal court decisions and orders and relinquish-

ment from these actions, the company is duly

and legally represented apart from the Chair-

man, by the Deputy Chairman and Chief Execu-

tive, by any Director of Division or subdivision, or

regional division and for cases regarding Voda-

fone Shops by its manager or his substitute.

Immediately after its election the Board of Di-

rectors meets self-invited or after invitation by

the elder of the Directors and is organised as a

corporate body electing its Chairman and Vice

Chairman. The Board of Directors may elect one

Managing Director (Chief Executive Officer), only

among its members, determining at the same

time their authority. The capacity of the Chair-

man or the Vice Chairman can coexist in the

same Director with the one of the Managing Di-

rector. The Chairman of the Board of Directors

conducts the meetings. The Chairman, in his ab-

sence or hindrance, is replaced to the full extent

of his authority by the Vice Chairman and in case

of hindrance of the latter, following a resolution

of the Board of Directors, by the Managing Direc-

tor, or by any other Member of the Board. 

If for any reason, a Director’s seat is vacated, the

remaining Directors, as long as they are at least

three, elect temporarily a substitute for the re-

maining time of the term of office of the re-

placed Director. Such election must be submit-

ted for approval to the first following Ordinary or

Extraordinary General Meeting. The actions of

the Director who was elected this way are con-

sidered valid, even if his election is not approved

by the General Meeting. After the annual ac-

counts (annual financial statements) have been

approved, the General Meeting, by a special vote

conducted by roll call, resolves on the release

of the Board of Directors and the Auditors from

any liability for compensation. The Board of Di-

rectors and the employees of the company vote

only with shares they own. The release of the

Board of Directors is invalid in the cases of Article

22a of Codified Law 2190/1920.

More information regarding the Board 

of Directors, is available on the websites 

vodafone.gr and vodafone.com.

Executive Committee

The CEO set up the Executive Committee to as-

sist him in his work and its activities include: 

¬ Reviewing financial and business trends and

evaluating the suitability and appropriateness

of company strategy.

¬ Reviewing organisational issues.

¬ Setting business priorities.

¬ Taking business investment decisions.

¬ Reviewing major audit findings and deciding

on the appropriate steps to be taken.

¬ Providing briefings about developments

and/or new guidelines at Vodafone Group 

level.

The company’s Executive Committee has 9

members; the CEO, the COO, the Chief Financial

Officer, the Human Resources Director, the Tech-

nology Director, the Chief Information Officer ,

the Consumer Commercial Director, the Busi-

ness Commercial Director and the Customer Op-

erations Director. It meets twice a month after

the end of each month to discuss results, and

extraordinary meetings are also scheduled

whenever they are considered necessary.

Management Committee

The CEO also set up the Management Commit-

tee to assist him in his work and its activities in-

clude:

¬ Reviewing company results.

¬ Reviewing the progress of important projects

and deciding on the next steps to be taken.

¬ Providing briefings about developments

and/or new guidelines at Vodafone Group 

level.

The company’s Management Committee has 12

members namely all the 9 members of the Ex-

ecutive Committee and the Head of Legal and

Company Secretary, the Corporate Affairs Senior

Manager, and the Head of Regulatory and Inter-

connection). It meets once a month and there

are a total of 12 meetings a year, but extraordi-

nary meetings can also be scheduled if that is

considered necessary.

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011



Internal Audit Committee

The Internal Audit Committee has 3 members

appointed every 2 years by the Company’s Board

of Directors. The Board of Directors can also re-

place members when appropriate. The Chair-

man of this Committee must be an independent,

non-executive director specialised in economics

and finance and a senior figure from one of the

Vodafone Group subsidiaries. The Committee

meets whenever necessary, but a minimum of

three times a year.

In carrying out its task the Committee draws, in

part, on the experience of the Company’s Man-

agement, on the head of the Internal Audit De-

partment and on external auditors. Just some of

the Committee’s duties include obtaining re-

ports from management, internal and external

auditors as and when it considers this appropri-

ate. The Committee’s main duties are listed be-

low:

1. Reviewing and discussing, with Manage-

ment and the auditors, preliminary results,

results of interim audits and the IFRS-com-

plaint annual financial statements.

2. Reviewing and discussing major accounting

issues and reports with Management and

the auditors and understanding their impact

on the financial statements.

3. Examining the findings of internal and exter-

nal auditors concerning major weaknesses

in the accounting and auditing systems.

4. Reviewing and evaluating the company's

general risk management system and the

adequacy of its internal audit system, includ-

ing information and data security.

5. Examining high risk audit issues which have

been identified and ensuring that suitable

measures are taken to address any weak-

nesses which appear.

6. Supervising the activities of the company's

Internal Audit Department, including review-

ing its articles of association, plans, re-

sources, operations, staffing and organisa-

tional structure.

7. Monitoring the implementation of and con-

stant compliance with business procedures

to ensure compliance with the Vodafone

Group's Corporate Governance and Policies

Manual, applicable laws and regulations and

the company's Code of Conduct.

Business Conduct Committee

The Board of Directors decided to establish a

Business Conduct Committee which exercises

disciplinary power within the company in line

with its approved Labour Regulation. The Busi-

ness Conduct Committee has 3 members; the

Human Resources Director, the Chief Financial

Officer and the manager of the department in

which the employee charged with a disciplinary

offence comes from. The Committee meets

whenever there are disciplinary matters to be

examined.

The Business Conduct Committee is responsible

for the following issues:

¬ Examining whether company staff com-

plaints about working conditions in the com-

pany are well-founded, in line with the provi-

sions and the restrictions in the applicable

laws and Labour Regulation.

¬ Reviewing poor management of corporate

affairs.

¬ Hearing the employees involved or other wit-

nesses in line with Articles 24 or 25 of its

Labour Regulation.

¬ Contacting Executives or other company em-

ployees to obtain information, if necessary.

¬ Inviting company employee’s charged with a

disciplinary offence to provide explanations.

¬ Taking a reasoned decision on whether or not

to impose a disciplinary measure after discipli-

nary proceedings are over.

¬ Briefing the CEO, submitting disciplinary

measure imposed for approval and notifying

its decision to impose sanctions to the em-

ployee concerned within a reasonable time

period.
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Assessing the impact 

of our operations

At Vodafone Greece, every two years we carry out

a Risk Assessment in the following Corporate Re-

sponsibility and Sustaibility areas:

1. Energy - Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Emissions

2. Waste

3. Responsible Network Deployment

4. Electromagnetic Fields (EMF)

5. Suppliers - Subcontractors

6. Cooling - Fire Suppressant Systems

7. Services Content - Spamming - 

Responsible Mobile Phone Usage

8. Products and Services

9. Responsible Marketing

10. Corporate Governance - Legislative 

Compliance - Workplace

11. Health and Safety

12. Emergencies

13. Water - Noise Pollution

Risk Assessment includes the following 5 stages:

1. Identification of the direct and indirect im-

pacts that Vodafone Greece’s operations

may have

2. Study of the relevant legislation, policies,

and/or best practice codes, relevant to Voda-

fone Greece 

3. Evaluation of the importance of identified

impacts, based on the likelihood of their oc-

currence (on a scale of 1 to 5) and their po-

tential impact (on a scale of 1 to 5)

4. Risk quantification

5. Prioritisation and target-setting for programs

the company is obliged to implement to

minimise risks.

Identifying our Stakeholders’

expectations

In order to recognise the needs and expectations

of our Stakeholders both in-house and in the

environment in which we operate, we implement

specific methods to foster dialogue and to

create a suitable atmosphere in which opinions

can be expressed and exchanged. The Stake-

holders the company has identified in relation

to Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability

issues are as follows:

1. Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)

2. Government - Local Authorities - 

Institutions

3. Suppliers

4. Vodafone Shops (Franchises) and other 

Retail Partners

5. Journalists

6. Academia

7. Business Community – Business 

Customers

8. Local Communities (see page 24)

9. Base Station installation sites owners 

(see page 24)

Stakeholders 

To better understand the needs and expecta-

tions of the society in which we operate, every

two years we carry out a survey using an inde-

pendent research firm. That survey is three-

pronged. The first stage is a quantitative phone

survey which is followed by in-depth interviews

which are held in parallel with focus groups.

The following Stakeholders participate in the

aforementioned survey:

1. Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs)

2. Government - Local Authorities - Institu-

tions

3. Suppliers

4. Vodafone Shops (Franchises) and other Re-

tail Partners

5. Journalists

6. Academia

7. Business Community – Business 

Customers

In 2009-2010 we conducted our third Stake-

holder Engagement Survey. Some of its main re-

sults are set out below:

¬ The view of Vodafone Greece’s Stakeholders

in relation to the company’s approach to re-

sponsible business and in relation to the sec-

tors in which the company has chosen to op-

erate remained unchanged compared to the

2008 survey. More specifically, 93% agreed

with the company’s definition of Corporate

Responsibility and to a large extent with the

sectors in which it has chosen to operate in

that field.
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¬ Stakeholders were particularly interested in

the following sectors in which Vodafone

Greece operates:

• Environment.

• Mobile Phones – Masts – Health – 

Network Deployment.

• Social Investment.

¬ More than 5 out of 10 Stakeholders of Voda-

fone Greece considered that compared to 2-

3 years ago the company’s Corporate Re-

sponsibility has improved. However, 3 out 10

claim that it has remained the same. Com-

pared to the 2008 survey, there has been an

11% shift from the view ‘it has improved’ to-

wards the view ‘it has remained the same’.

¬ The overall evaluation of Vodafone Greece’s

Corporate Responsibility by Stakeholders

places it among the companies that are sys-

tematically and seriously involved with their

Responsibility issues. More specifically, 43%

of Vodafone Greece’s Stakeholders consid-

ered that it had remained in the same posi-

tion compared to other companies (up by 9%

compared to 2008). 21% of Stakeholders

place it in a better position while the percent-

age of Stakeholders who avoided assigning a

placement remained significant at 27%.

¬ Vodafone Greece has been strongly pro-

moting its Corporate Responsibility strategy

to Stakeholder groups, given that 7 out of

10 of them commented positively on the

company’s Corporate Responsibility activities

(irrespective of whether asked or whether

this statement was spontaneous).

¬ Vodafone Greece’s Stakeholders were asked

to what extent they agreed with a series of is-

sues that concern their dealings with the

company on Corporate Responsibility issues.

Vodafone Greece is encouraged by the fact

that whether taken overall or per group, the

stance of Stakeholders was particularly en-

couraging on all issues. 

¬ Stakeholders remained firm in the view that

Vodafone Greece provides a good level of in-

formation about Corporate Responsibility is-

sues. The percentage of Stakeholders who

took the view that the information received

from the company in this sector is limited al-

so remained unchanged. In general, they

asked that Vodafone Greece do something

more in terms of the amount of information

provided. More flexible, tailored methods of

providing information based on degree of in-

volvement, information needs and prefer-

ences and special interests are required.

¬ A significant section of almost all groups of

Vodafone Greece’s Stakeholders continue to

have unwavering trust in the company. More

specifically, 87% of Vodafone Greece’s stake-

holders said they trusted the company and

compared to 2008 its image in relation to the

transparency of in-house and external proce-

dures has improved.

General Public

Moreover, at Vodafone Greece we conduct a sys-

tematic nationwide survey of a representative

sample of the general public investigating con-

sumer perceptions of company’s brand image.

This survey reflects the degree to which the gen-

eral public considers Vodafone Greece is a com-

pany that operates responsibly towards society

as a whole compared to other mobile telecom-

munications companies.

Moreover, we evaluate the positive perception

of our actions in the Corporate Responsibility

field based on annual surveys conducted by in-

dependent firms in Greece. According to the an-

nual Awareness and Social Behavior Index (ASBI)

prepared by MEDA Communication and VPRC,

Vodafone Greece was in 4th place (compared to

5th place last year) in the Corporate Responsi-

bility index which is comprised of companies

which are examined in terms of the recognisabil-

ity, popularity and penetration of their Corporate

Responsibility activities.
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General Public / Employees

One of the Vodafone Group’s objectives for

2008-2009 was to be recognised as a ‘green’

company by all audiences and not only by spe-

cialists in sustainable development issues. In or-

der to achieve such recognition, specific initia-

tives have to be taken by the company to that

end, which must have a direct repercussion on

the customer or general public. In this context

the Green Brand Workshops were held, involving

the public and employees at local Vodafone

Group companies, including Vodafone Greece,

to allow us to understand and identify the spe-

cial features of a company that is perceived as

‘green’ by specific audiences.

According to this survey ‘green’ companies have

the following features:

¬ they stand out for their innovative products

and services 

¬ they offer environmentally-friendly products

and services (such as those made from recy-

cled materials)

¬ they offer products and services that con-

tribute to energy savings when in use (such

as products or services that use significantly

less energy than conventional ones)

¬ their profile is that of a responsible corporate

citizen in general (in their dealings with em-

ployees, the local community in which they

operate, etc.).

Based on the results of the specific survey, Voda-

fone Greece continued to develop and sell en-

vironmentally-friendly products and services

and highlighted the environmental features of

the services it offers (see pages 60, 63-64).

Employees

In July 2009 we conducted the first in-house sur-

vey to measure employee knowledge and per-

ception of, involvement in and importance for

them of the Corporate Responsibility and Sus-

tainability programs we run. Employees were

asked to evaluate these programs, to declare

how often they took part in them and to state

their intention to participate in new programs.

In 2010-2011, the survey was repeated. Accord-

ing to the results of the Employee Survey:

¬ In the mind of our employees, Vodafone

Greece is closely associated with the concept

of corporate responsibility and is a leader in

this sector. More specifically, 96% of employ-

ees believe that the company behaves re-

sponsibly towards the environment, 97% be-

lieve that the company supports charities and

good purposes and 79% believe that the com-

pany supports local communities to a large

degree.

Vodafone Greece Corporate 
Responsibility position 
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¬ The Corporate Responsibility and Social In-

vestment programs had a positive impact on

employee views about the company (93%). A

major role in them developing such positive

perceptions about the company was played

by internal communication and in particular,

80% of employees feel proud to work for

Vodafone Greece, while 76% feel that they are

working in a company that makes a differ-

ence.

¬ For our employee’s the environment is the

most important area in which the company

takes actions (89%). The mobile phone and

accessories recycling program was particu-

larly well-known (98%) while some 68% of

employees participated in the program at

least once a year. The highest level of recog-

nition and participation went to the house-

hold batteries recycling program (99% and

85% respectively) while the small household

devices recycling program was also well-

known (91%).

¬ The telemedicine program was also consid-

ered important by 96% of employees, and the

energy efficiency program by 98%, up 6% and

4% respectively from the previous survey.

¬ The most recognisable of all social invest-

ment programs were the brown bear protec-

tion program (99%), the Children's Creativity

Workshops at the SOS Children’s Villages

(98%), the new volunteer World of Difference

program (97%) and the Respite Home for chil-

dren suffering from cerebral palsy was con-

sidered particularly important (95%) as was

the LETO mobile paediatrics and dentistry

unit (93%).

¬ A large number of employees (82%) ex-

pressed interested in taking part in the social

investment programs.

¬ 81% of employees said they were pleased

with the existing sources of information about

masts, mobile phones, technology and health

while the company websites (Global intranet

and vodafone.gr) were the main source of in-

formation for employees about these issues.

Based on the results of this survey, we planned

and implemented:

¬ information – awareness raising actions for

employees about the company’s environ-

mental programs (see pages 19, 56).

¬ a volunteer program involving company em-

ployees (see page 69).

2010-2012 objective

1. Develop an action plan based on survey

results.

2. Carry out the 4th Stakeholders Survey

(2010-2012).

3. Carry out an Employee Survey.

2010-2011 result

1. The plan was implemented.

2. -

3. An Employee Survey was carried out.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. -

3. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Carry out the 4th Stakeholders Survey.

2. Develop an action plan based on survey

results.

3. Carry out an Employee Survey.

Integrating responsibility into

our Management Systems

At Vodafone Greece we have developed man-

agement systems which are certified by accred-

ited bodies. In this way we ensure an even more

systematic and efficient approach to Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability issues:

ISO 14001

The Environmental Management System we im-

plement for all our operations has been certified

according to the requirements of the ISO 14001

standard since June 1999 (Certificate No.

04.33.01/006 ELOT). In June 2010 the compa-

ny’s Environmental Management System was

successfully evaluated by the certification body

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (Certificate

No. 362212D).

EMAS

In November 2003 we were the first mobile

telecommunications company in Greece and

the second one worldwide to receive certifica-

tion under the European Union’s EMAS. This sys-

tem enables us to systematically manage those

of our activities which impact on the environ-

ment and to provide information to the public

through our Environmental Statement (Certifi-

cate No. EMAS EL-000011). In May 2006 the

EMAS Committee unanimously decided to re-

new Vodafone Greece’s registration in the EMAS

Register for Greece. The European Commission

has included Vodafone Greece’s actions on the

official EMAS website as an example of system-

atic management of the environmental impact

arising from company operations.
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OHSAS 18001: 2007

The Occupational Health and Safety Manage-

ment System we implement for all our opera-

tions has been certified according to the require-

ments of the ELOT 1801 (OHSAS 18001, BS

8800) standard since June 1999 (Certificate No.

06.33.01/001 ELOT). In June 2010 the compa-

ny’s Occupational Health and Safety Manage-

ment System was successfully evaluated by the

certification body Lloyd’s Register Quality As-

surance (Certificate No. 362212/C).

ΙSO 9001:2008

The Quality Management System we implement

for all our operations has been certified according

to the requirements of the ISO 9001 standard

since March 1996 (Certificate No. 02.29.02-

33.01/249.1 ELOT/IQNET). Since July 2002

the Quality Management System implemented

at the Vodafone Greece’s Shops has also been

certified according to ISO 9001. This was an in-

novative step; Vodafone Greece was the first

retail chain in the country to receive such a

distinction. This certification ensures that all

points of sale across the entire country offer

the same high standard of service, follow the

same procedures and implement practices fo-

cused on the customer. In June 2010 the annual

audit to maintain the two Quality Management

System certificates in force for the company

and Vodafone shops was successfully completed.

Certification was carried out by the certification

body Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (Cer-

tificates Nos.362212/A and 362212/B).

ELOT ΕΝ ISO/IEC 17025

Vodafone Greece, in March 2009, has pioneered

once again within the Greek market, being the

first mobile telecommunications company in

the country, to obtain certification from Hellenic

Accreditation System (ESYD), in line with the

requirements of the ELOT EN ISO/IEC 17025

standard, for its Environmental EMF Measure-

ment Lab. The Environmental EMF Measurement 

Lab is fully equipped, and is staffed with scientific

personnel who carry out radio frequency EMF

measurements in line with national and inter-

national guidelines and standards, to ensure

proper operation of the network and unwavering

compliance with EMF exposure limits. The ac-

creditation certificate demonstrates the Lab’s

problem-free, scientific and reliable work, for

which it was audited by the Hellenic Accreditation 

System. In July 2009 the Measurement Lab re-

newed its accreditation, after successfully com-

pleted the annual audit performed by the Hel-

lenic Accreditation System (ESYD). In August

2010 we set up a laboratory to measure noise

from Base Stations and the ambient – working

environment.

ISO 27001: 2005 (BS 7799)

In 1999 Vodafone Greece was the first Greek, and

one of the first European, mobile telecommuni-

cations networks to receive BS 7799 certifica-

tion for its Information and Data Security Man-

agement System, designed to ensure maximum

possible security and protection for customer’s

data and information (BS 7799). In June 2007

the company received certification under ISO

27001:2005, an update to the previous stan-

dard, which requires that 133 safety mecha-

abc  

Pop-up messages for employees awareness
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nisms and organisational measures relating to

information security be put in place (LRQA, Cer-

tificate No. 362212/F). In June 2010 the re-cer-

tification of the Information Security Manage-

ment System was successfully completed by

the certification body Lloyd’s Register Quality

Assurance with only two improvements made

to it.

BS 25999-2:2007

Vodafone Greece’s Business Continuity Manage-

ment System, which applies to the planning, 

development, implementation, running, main-

tenance and surveillance of mobile telecommu-

nications networks to provide 2G and 3G voice

services, Short Message service, Mobile Broad-

band services and Customer Service operations,

is certified for BS 25999 by the certification body

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance (Certificate

No. 362212/H). Vodafone Greece is the first mo-

bile telecommunications company in the coun-

try to receive certification under that standard.

This certificate demonstrates the existence of

an effective Business Continuity Management

System which seeks to ensure the uninterrupted

provision of critical Vodafone activities and serv-

ices in the case of unforeseeable events. In May

2011, the annual inspection was successfully

completed and the scope of the Business Con-

tinuity Management System was extended to

fixed telephony and internet business customer

services by the certification body Lloyd's Regis-

ter Quality Assurance.

In March 2005, Vodafone Greece was informed

of a security issue in its network. Software for-

eign to the network and capable of performing

interception had been installed without Voda-

fone Greece’s knowledge in the network soft-

ware created, supported and maintained by an

external supplier. The foreign software was re-

moved without delay and the Greek authorities

promptly informed. The authorities conducted

investigations and subsequently made the mat-

ter public in February 2006. As a result, the Ad-

ministrative Authority for Secrecy of Communi-

cations imposed a €76 million fine on Vodafone

Greece, which the company duly paid. Vodafone

Greece appealed against that to the Council of

State, which handed down judgment No.

3319/2010 which accepted the application and

overturned the entire fine. Likewise, the National

Telecommunications and Post Commission

(EETT) imposed a €19.1 million fine on the com-

pany. The company has lodged an appeal

against that decision before the Athens Admin-

istrative Court of Appeal which was heard on

24/11/2010. The judgment in that case has not

yet been made public.

Integrating responsibility into 

our organisational structure

¬ Vodafone Group and Vodafone Greece have

both set up Corporate Responsibility and Sus-

tainability departments.

¬ The Vodafone Greece Corporate Responsibil-

ity Department participates in Vodafone

Group Corporate Responsibility Team and in

the Energy Management Team.

¬ To ensure better coordination of Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability issues, Voda-

fone Greece has also established the follow-

ing inter-departmental committees:

• the Energy and Environment Committee

and Team charged with implementing

sound environmental practices

• the Content Standards Steering Commit-

tee, charged with continuous monitoring

of content issues, including adult services

made available via mobile phones. It is also

responsible for validating and implement-

ing local policies and for adapting interna-

tional Vodafone Group guidelines on this

matter

• the Health and Safety Committee at work,

responsible for identifying and investigating

relevant issues and possible divergences

from Greek legislation and company poli-

cies on employee Health and Safety issues

• the EMF (Electromagnetic Field) Steering

Committee, responsible for implementing

Vodafone Group policies on EMF and safety

issues and for ensuring compliance with

Greek legislation.
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Evaluating our Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability

performance

Based on procedures adopted by Vodafone

Group in 2003, we evaluate our practices and ac-

tivities on two levels.

Qualitative evaluation

All companies within Vodafone Group use an ag-

gregated score, based on a common set of indi-

cators, to assess the degree to which Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability practices have

been implemented in two specific categories.

Quantitative Evaluation

We collect performance data for the programs

we implement. The data is organised by seven

categories to enable comparisons of perform-

ance on a year-by-year basis.

¬ Energy efficiency

¬ Waste management

¬ Water

¬ Cooling - Fire suppressant systems

¬ Mobile phone, battery and accessory re-use

and recycling program

¬ Legislative compliance

¬ Social investment

The results are collected twice a year basis and

the results are included in this Report. There are

over 300 indicators. Each year the indicators are

revised to cover the material Corporate Respon-

sibility and Sustainability issues.

Vodafone Greece organisational structure for issues concerning Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability

VODAFONE GROUP VODAFONE
CEO

Coordination Participation

**
The Director is a member of company’s Management Committee with designated responsibility in his/her objectives for Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability.

GROUP
FOUNDATIONS TEAM

GROUP ENERGY
MANAGEMENT TEAM

GROUP CORPORATE
RESPONSIBILITY

TEAM

CORPORATE AFFAIRS
DIVISION*

CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY

DEPARTMENT

PUBLIC AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT

SOCIAL INVESTMENT
DEPARTMENT

MEDIA RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT

HEALTH AND
SAFETY COMMITTEE

CONTENT STANDARDS
STEERING COMMITTEE

EMF STEERING
COMMITTEE

ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENT TEAM

ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENT

PROJECT TEAMS
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Evaluating the reliability of our

financial results

The US Sarbanes-Oxley Act was developed and

adopted by the US Securities Exchange Com-

mission (SEC) to promote the quality of financial

reporting by:

¬ promoting basic principles of business ethics

and corporate governance

¬ introducing internal mechanisms to manage

business risks.

Given that the shares of Vodafone Group are also

traded on US stock exchanges, Section 404 of

the Act stipulates that the company should in-

clude the following information in its Annual Fi-

nancial Report:

¬ a statement certifying the adequacy of the

business procedures leading to financial re-

porting

¬ certification of financial results through de-

tailed internal audits and operational

processes

¬ corrective actions, measures and controls re-

garding such results.

Since 2004-2005, Vodafone Greece has also

started implementing Section 404, by docu-

menting and evaluating the effectiveness of in-

ternal mechanisms for business risk manage-

ment and the main processes and transactions

leading to financial reporting. During 2005-

2006, Vodafone Greece verified the implemen-

tation of corrective actions already identified

and the effectiveness of all internal audits.

2010-2011 objective

1. Properly implement and apply corporate

processes, comments for improvement and

audit mechanisms to ensure that the

company’s financial results are correctly

prepared and reported.

2. Obtain validation of the above from

independent auditors, who will certify the

company’s compliance with the requirements

of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

2010-2011 result

1. Successful assurance of proper implementation

and application of corporate processes and con-

trol points, including corrective action changes

required.

2. Validation of company’s compliance (comments

for improvement were included but these have

no impact whatsoever on the financial results)

by independent internal and external company

auditors, in accordance with the requirements of

section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100% 

►2011-2012 objective

1. Check proper implementation and

application of corporate processes and

checks which safeguard: a) the correctness

of financial results and b) company

revenues.

2. Successfully obtain validation from

independent auditors, who will certify the

company’s compliance with the

requirements of Section 404 of the

Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Ensuring Business 

Continuity

A Business Continuity Management department

has existed within Vodafone Greece since 1997

and its objective is to ensure the continuity of

essential business operations and critical serv-

ices/processes, safeguarding the company’s

brand, reputation and revenue.

During 2010, our business continuity planning

activities focused on the following:

¬ improving the existing business continuity

plans,

¬ testing the existing business continuity plans

to ensure their effectiveness,

¬ continuing compliance with British Standard

BS25999,

¬ providing training and briefings to all new em-

ployees.

We were the first company in Greece to be cer-

tified in line with the requirements of the inter-

national BS 25999 standard for our Business

Continuity Management System.

2010-2011 objective

1. Continue compliance with British Standard

25999.

2. Provide training and briefings to all new

employees.

2010-2011 result

1. Successful audit of the Business Continuity

Management System in line with British

Standard BS 25999 and extension of

certification to fixed telephony and internet

business customer services.

2. Briefing and training of new employees via

the induction program.
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Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100% 

►2011-2012 objective

1. Continue compliance with British Standard

25999.

2. Develop a communication and information

portal in company’s Global Intranet, to raise

business continuity awareness. 

3. Develop an alternative workplace to be used

if the main building facilities are unavailable

or inaccessible due to an emergency.

Performing internal audits 

of our operations

At Vodafone Greece, we operate an Internal Au-

dit Process aimed at improving the business risk

management mechanism within the company.

This Internal Audit Process is an independent,

objective consulting service which assesses the

way in which the company operates and recom-

mends optimisation measures, based on corpo-

rate governance and audit practices. 

Internal Audit carries out an internal self-evalu-

ation process using a Key Control Questionnaire

(KCQ) each year to measure the effectiveness

and efficiency of the internal audit system for all

operations and to test compliance with Voda-

fone Group policies. The KCQ is used at all com-

panies in the Vodafone Group.

The relevant questionnaire includes a series of

questions on Corporate Responsibility and Sus-

tainability aimed at improving the company's

performance both at local and international lev-

el. The fact that the CEOs of local companies are

the people who sign these questionnaires is

proof of their importance. This process is used

to set the priorities for the annual schedule of

audits. 

Collecting, auditing and

publishing data on our operations

In an effort to provide reliable and objective in-

formation, we collect quantitative data regard-

ing our Corporate Responsibility and Sustain-

ability activities. This procedure includes: 

¬ identification of performance indicators

¬ recording the sources of such information

¬ checking the correctness of such sources

¬ validation of data by a high-ranking executive

within the company.

Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability 

data is subject to audits in the context of certi-

fication of:

1. the company’s Environmental Management

System in line with the ISO 14001 standard

and the European EMAS Regulation, included

in the EMAS Environmental Statement, which

is approved by the Ministry of Environment,

Energy and Climate Change and submitted

to the competent body of the European

Union

2. the company’s Health and Safety System in

line with the OHSAS 18001 standard.

All information is available in:

¬ the Corporate Responsibility and Sustainabil-

ity Report

¬ the EMAS Environmental Statement and

¬ on our website which is regularly updated.

2010-2011 objective

1. Successful evaluation of Management Sys-

tems implementation in line with ISO 14001,

EMAS, OHSAS 18001.

2. Renew Vodafone Greece’s registration in the

EMAS Register for Greece.

2010-2011 result

1. Successful evaluation.

2. Registration renewal.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Successful evaluation of Management 

Systems implementation in line with 

ISO 14001, EMAS, OHSAS 18001.

2. Internal evaluation of maintaining Vodafone

Greece’s registration in the EMAS Register

for Greece.

Corporate magazine for employees

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011
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Exchanging examples 

of best practice

In the context of exchanging views, experiences

and best practices and coordinating joint strategy

on Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability is-

sues, the Vodafone Group organises:

¬ a Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability

conference once a year attended by the rele-

vant departments of companies in the Group

from around the world,

¬ a monthly conference call among Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability officers from

companies around the world,

2010-2011 objective

Exchange best practices.

2010-2011 result

Best practices exchanged. 

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Exchange best practices.

Membership of international

and national organisations

Both, the Vodafone Group and Vodafone Greece

are members of international and national or-

ganisations operating in the Corporate Respon-

sibility and Sustainability sector. In particular,

the Vodafone Group, and Vodafone Greece by

extension as a member, belong to the: 

¬ World Business Council for Sustainable

Development (WBCSD)

¬ Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI)

¬ CSR Europe

Likewise, Vodafone Greece is an active member

of the Hellenic Network for CSR. In 2010-2011

Vodafone Greece was major sponsor of the ac-

tivities organised by the Hellenic Network for

CSR to mark its 10th anniversary.

Moreover, Vodafone Greece is a founding mem-

ber of the Business Council of the Hellenic Fed-

eration of Enterprises for Sustainable Develop-

ment, which participates in the regional network

of the World Business Council for Sustainable

Development (WBCSD). The Vodafone Group,

and Vodafone Greece, as a member, are also

members of the Dow Jones Sustainability Index

and the FTSE4Good Index. For more information

regarding the above organisations’, such as par-

ticipation start dates, please visit the relevant

websites.

Communicating our Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability

In March 2007 we commenced the first integrat-

ed print campaign covering the Corporate Re-

sponsibility and Sustainability area. At the same

time, in 2006, we set up the 1256 line, a four-digit

number that customers (whether post-pay or

pre-pay customers) could send an SMS to, free

of charge, asking for information about any topic

relating to Corporate Responsibility and Sustain-

ability. Company customers receive a reply SMS

and if the question requires a more detailed re-

sponse, informative materials are sent to the cus-

tomer. During 2010-2011, 6 SMS were sent, pri-

marily with questions about the mobile phones

recycling program.

Moreover, we designed and created an interac-

tive game, entitled ‘Mobile Invaders’ aiming at in-

forming and motivating employees and the gen-

eral public about recycling, as well on

responsible mobile phone use. The game has

been available since 2008 in java format via the

VF live! services menu (download free of charge),

as well as on the company’s Global Intranet

home page and the website in flash format. 

We supported/participated in the following con-

ferences/workshops that promote the princi-

ples of Corporate Responsibility and Sustainabil-

ity and convey them to the public:

¬ 16-17 April 2010: 6th Panhellenic Conference

of the Local Government Authority Inter-Mu-

nicipal Health & Social Solidarity Network on

‘NHS Health Care & Prevention via Municipal-

ities’.

1. 2.

M a n a g i n g  Co r p o ra t e  Re s p o n s i b i l i t y  a n d  S u s t a i n a b i l i t y  

1. The ‘Hellenic Network for CSR’ logo

2. The ‘Hellenic Business Ethics Institute’ logo
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¬ May 2010: Recycling Festival for school pupils

at schools in large municipalities nationwide

organised by the National Collective Recipro-

cal Alternative Packaging Management Sys-

tem, TEXAN Reciprocal Recycling.

¬ 17 May 2010: Green ICTs Info-Event 

¬ 2 June 2010: 8th Corporate Social Responsi-

bility conference on ‘Building responsible

companies. Best practices for sustainable de-

velopment, organised by the Hellenic-Amer-

ican Chamber of Commerce.

¬ 24 June 2010: Telecom Strategies. Digital

Cities.

¬ June 2010: Summer Escape program held at

the NOESIS Center 

¬ June 2010: Panhellenic Basketball Camp or-

ganised by the Kids Basketball Academy.

¬ 21 - 29 August 2010: 4th Panhellenic Scout

of Greece Jamboree.

¬ 20 October 2010: The Economist Green Busi-

ness Summit.

¬ 1 November 2010: “Eco-Summit, Athens.

Green Telecoms: Creating new business op-

portunities for Greece” organised by Nokia

Siemens Networks.

¬ 8 December 2010: “Future Leaders” organ-

ised by the Hay Group.

¬ 28 February 2011: “Doing Business Socially

2011: Responsibility – Cooperation –

Prospects” organised by the Hellenic Network

for CSR.

In the workplace environment, which we con-

sider as important, we took the following steps

to provide our employees with more substantial

information about the company's initiatives in

the Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability

field. 

The actions design aim to maintain and further

improve the results of the Employee Survey con-

ducted annually to measure knowledge, percep-

tion, participation and the importance for em-

ployees of the Corporate Responsibility and

Sustainability programs we run.

¬ publication of 2 special features, 33 articles

and 3 print inserts in the corporate magazine

‘joy’,

¬ presentation of the results of our programs,

prevailing global trends, and examples of best

practices from other organisations on the

company’s Global Intranet,

¬ distribution of the Vodafone Corporate Re-

sponsibility Report for 2010-2011 in elec-

tronic format,

¬ use of flash banners on the company’s Global

Intranet and reminders in the Joy magazine

featuring energy savings and office/home re-

cycling messages,

¬ news about all company programs on the

company’s bulletin board

¬ energy savings-related messages on the lo-

gin screen,

¬ pop-up messages reminding employees to

set air-conditioners for the seasonal temper-

ature,

¬ special messages on the thermostats at our

premises reminding staff to correctly adjust

the temperature depending on the season,

¬ special signs on the outer doors of buildings

with messages about the use of air-condition-

ers inside the buildings,

¬ hosting of a mobile phone recycling week for

employees, 

¬ sending an email to all via the company’s cus-

tomised electronic bulletin board.

2010-2011 objective

1. Continue the Corporate Responsibility and

Sustainability print campaign with emphasis

on the ‘mobile phones recycling program’.

2. Information dissemination–awareness

raising initiatives implemented for

employees about company environmental

programs.

2010-2011 result

1. Continuation of the print campaign about

the ‘mobile phones recycling program’.

2. Information dissemination – awareness

raising measures implemented.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

►►2011-2012 objective

1. Continuation of the print campaign about the

‘mobile phones recycling program’.

2. Information dissemination–awareness raising

initiatives implemented for employees about

company environmental programs.

Mrs Nafsika Zevgoli, Vodafone Greece

Corporate Responsibility Professional, 

at the 8th Corporate Social Responsibility

Conference by the Hellenic-American

Chamber of Commerce
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Responsible Behaviour

At Vodafone Greece, in parallel with achieving our commercial

objectives we also take into account the impact of our operations

on society as a whole and take suitable steps in that regard with

measurable results. Depending on the extent of its activities 

-without this necessarily translating into financial outlays- the

company is obliged to reduce the potential negative impact and

bolster the positive impact on the world around it.



Mobile Phones - 
Masts - Health - 
Network Deployment

Responsibly deploying 

our network

The rapid growth of mobile telecommunications

has familiarised us with mobile phone usage, but

not with the technology required for their opera-

tion. As a result, while most people demand to be

able to use their mobile phones everywhere and

at any time, others are concerned about the way

mobile telecommunications networks operate.

At Vodafone Greece, we deploy our network of

Base Stations in line with the guidelines issued by

international scientific organisations and strictly

comply with the standards adopted in relation to

public exposure limits to electromagnetic fields.

Mobile telecommunications operation is based

on a network of Base Stations which is used to

transmit voice (conversations), text (SMS) and

data (photographs, music, video, etc.). Based on

the 2009 results of the Stakeholder Engage-

ment Survey, one of the key issues that came up

was how mobile telecommunications compa-

nies deploy their network. 

In addition to the national legislative require-

ments, Vodafone Group has also developed a

specific policy and guidelines on Network De-

ployment which specify how the following is-

sues are to be managed and implemented:

¬ radio wave emissions 

¬ environmental impacts 

¬ network location planning and selection

¬ communication with local government rep-

resentatives and local communities living

close to Base Stations

¬ awareness and support of Base Stations in-

stallation sites owners. 

In Greece, the safety exposure limits (basic re-

strictions and reference levels) for the general

public are specified in Article 31(9) and (10) of

Law 3431/2006 (Government Gazette

13/A/3.2.2006) on electronic communications

and other provisions, and Articles 2-4 of Joint

Ministerial Decision No. 53571/3839 (Govern-

ment Gazette 1105/B/6.9.2000) of the Minis-

ters of Development, Environment, Planning &

Public Works, Health & Welfare, and Transport &

Communications on Protective measures for

the public regarding the operation of land an-

tennas. That Joint Ministerial Decision was based

on Recommendation 1999/519/EC of the

Council of the European Union on limitation of

the exposure of the general public to electro-

magnetic fields (0 Hz – 300 GHz) (Table 1) (OJ L

199, 30.7.1999).

In addition, other safety factors have been incor-

porated into the safety exposure limits for the

general public in Greece. More specifically, in the

case of a Base Station installed within a distance

of less than 300 meters from the perimeter of

buildings housing kindergartens, schools, eld-

erly homes or hospitals, the limits in Greece

equal the 60% of the EU Recommendation

while in all other cases equal the 70%.

Vodafone Greece’s mobile telecommunica-

tions network has been designed and installed

based on the 60% of the recommended safety

exposure limits for the general public irrespec-

tively of whether there exist kindergartens,

schools, elderly homes or hospitals within a dis-

tance of up to 300 meters from the Base Sta-

tion installation. To ensure compliance within

the national legislation regarding exposure lim-

its, the company submits a technical study on

the radio emissions for every Base Station to

the Greek Atomic Energy Commission (GAEC).

Micro Base Stations (cells operation at very low

power – total effective radiated power is less
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Average 
Representative 

Power Density 
Region value [W/m2]

EASTERN MACEDONIA & 

THRACE – EPIRUS – WESTERN 

MACEDONIA REGIONS 0.1009

ATTICA 0.1299

NORTH AEGEAN 0.0815

WESTERN GREECE 0.1031

THESSALY 0.0641

IONIAN ISLANDS 0.0177

CENTRAL MACEDONIA 0.0763

CRETE 0.1299

SOUTH AEGEAN 0.1106

PELOPONNESE 0.0928

MAINLAND GREECE 0.1841

Benchmark figures in the Greek legislation in various frequency ranges calculated using a 70% and 60% reduction in the E-field strength,

H-field strength, and equivalent plane wave power density (P).  Mobile telecommunications networks operate at frequencies of 900, 1800

and 2100 MHz.

Safe exposure levels for the general public in Greece as a % 

of the EU’s safe exposure levels 

70% 60% 

Ε (V/m) Η (A/m) Ρ (W/m2) Ε (V/m) Η (A/m) Ρ (W/m2)

900 MHz 34.5 0.0929 3.1 31.9 0.0860 2.7 

1800 MHz 48.8 0.1313 6.3 45.2 0.1216 5.4

2 –300 GHz 51 0.1339 7 47.2 0.1239 6

Frequency

range 
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than 164 Weirp) are excluded from the afore-

mentioned requirement. Moreover, the com-

pany has the Vodafone ISO/ 17025-certified

Environmental EMF Measuring Lab carry out

regular checks (measuring the level of EMF ra-

diation) on a part of its network each year in

collaboration with academic bodies such as

Universities, NTUA and the GAEC.

EMF measurements from 13 regions of Greece

(which measured power density units, W/m2)

are presented in the following table. The spe-

cific measurements were performed either by

the Vodafone Greece accredited lab, according

to ISO 17025, or by independent authorities

such as GAEC or Universities, responding to in-

dividual requests or acting according to Law

3431/2006 as part of their obligations.

In addition, mobile phones sold at Vodafone

Greece shops comply with the ICNIRP guide-

lines on restricting the exposure of people to

radio frequency (RF) fields. At the same time,

we are also implementing an integrated infor-

mation program for stakeholders and citizens

about issues arising from the operation of mo-

bile telecommunications.

Implementing the Health and

Safety of RF Fields Policy

At Vodafone Greece we implement a Health and

Safety for RF Fields policy that ensures protec-

tion from potential risks to the health and safety

of employees and the general population from

exposure to RF fields. The policy covers all phas-

es in the lifecycle of Base Stations and terminals,

from supply to commissioning and mainte-

nance thereby protecting the safety of the gen-

eral population. Special protective measures

have also been implemented for all those peo-

ple working at Base Stations.

Measuring exposure to RF fields

from devices close to the body

Vodafone Greece requires that manufacturers

of mobile phones sold at its shops take meas-

urements of the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)

for terminal use next to the ear in accordance

with the European standard EN50360 and IEC

62209-1.The company has also innovated by re-

quiring that manufacturers measure SAR values

following the new international protocol, that

was published in 2010 for handsets use next to

the body. These measurements are designed to

check that the SAR is in compliance with the na-

tional and international standards. 

Visual impact

Aiming to reduce Base Stations visual impact,

Vodafone Greece in 1998 began to design styl-

ish small-scale antennas with a low visual impact

in urban, semi-urban and sensitive surroundings.

In particular, Vodafone Greece: 

¬ develops alternative methods for integrating

antennas into the existing built environment,

so as to avoid interfering with the natural sur-

roundings 

¬ creates special installations at existing build-

ings and ensures co-location is achieved with

other mobile telecommunications compa-

nies. In 2010-2011 there were 107 special

constructions and 4 collocations

¬ special installations, which blend into the sur-

roundings, are also used such as Stations in

the shape of a palm tree or church tower, or

even with the majority of the installations lo-

cated underground. These special construc-

tions relate to Base Stations located in areas

of special interest such as archaeological

sites or national parks.
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Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r

‘The apple of discord: 
Technology, antennas, 
mobile phones, health’

Annual special constructions - Collocations
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Environmental impact

assessments

Vodafone Greece also conducts environmental

impact assessments (EIA) to ensure that any

possible environmental impact during Base

Station construction and operation is mitigated.

However, in 6 cases a fine was imposed on the

company (€49,500), due to lack of proper Base

Station environmental impact assessments.

The company ensures that all Base Stations

have the suitable studies required by the legis-

lation. The complex, bureaucratic and time-

consuming nature of the Base Station licensing

and installation procedures hinders the devel-

opment of mobile telecommunications and

uninterrupted communication between users.

More than 15 government departments are in-

volved in the licensing processes while the

total amount of time required to obtain the

necessary licenses for a Base Station may be

as high as 2.5 years. In many cases, there are

contradictory demands from the departments

responsible for issuing the same license while

certain departments stall or refuse to issue li-

censes, despite the legislation in force, based

on arbitrary demands. Unfortunately, the new

legislative framework has not resolved the ma-

jority of these problems, nor simplified these

procedures. Also, the responsible government

departments have issued environmental impact

assessment approval –a prerequisite for the

full licensing of a Base Station– for just approx-

imately 46% of the EIA that the company has

submitted. 

Public perception surveys on

mobile telecommunications,

technology and health issues

The qualitative and quantitative public percep-

tion survey (2009) to learn the public's opinion

about how responsible the company is on mo-

bile phone, technology and health issues

showed that the public's main concern is its lack

of understanding about technology and the

need for antennas and how they operate. In par-

ticular:

¬ 67% of those questioned did not know that a

nearby antenna is needed for a mobile phone

to operate

¬ 79% of those questioned are not concerned

due to personal reasons but because of the

information they had heard/read about

health issues

¬ 60% of those questioned requested more in-

formation about the way mobile phones and

antennas operate.

In addition, the results of the Special Eurobarom-

eter survey No. 347 (June 2010) showed that

the majority of Greek citizens (81%) are con-

cerned about possible risks associated with EMF

fields, while 53% said they considered mobile

phones to be a potential source of serious health

problems.

Informing the public

¬ During 2010-2011, 6,500 copies of “The Ap-

ple of Discord: Technology, antennas, mobile

phones, health” were distributed via the Voda-

fone Greece shops, by direct mailing or at in-

fo-meetings with Greek authorities, bodies,

the mass media, to company employees as

well as to the University of Patra, Technology

Museum. This brochure, as well as the concise

version of it, explain issues such as how mo-

bile phones work, why we need antennas, the

global and national regulatory framework for

mobile telecommunications and the views of

the World Health Organisation (WHO) and oth-

er respected international bodies on mobile

telecommunications, technology and health

issues in easy-to-understand language. Ref-

erences, bibliography and information

sources have also been included for readers

in search of further scientific information. 

¬ In 2010-2011 we continued to train company

employees via the e-learning program enti-

tled ‘Mobile Phones, Masts and Health’. The

program offers technically correct and scien-

tifically documented information on all issues

that staff should be fully and properly in-

formed about so that they can answer any

questions from the public properly. The pro-

gram is available on the Global Intranet.

¬ In 2010-2011 we continued to provide Net-

Polis, Greece’s first web-based game using

mobile telephony technology. NetPolis was

developed under the supervision of Professor

Theodoros Samaras, Aristotle University 

of Thessaloniki, Radio Communications 

Laboratory. The players, via the website

http://www.netpolisgame.gr, “build” their

very own NetPolis mobile telecommunica-

tions network by complying with the techni-

cal requirements and the key rules of Greek

law for network deployment. In 2010-2010

the NetPolis website received 34,294 hits. 

Netpolis: Greece’s first 
web-based game using 

mobile telephony technology
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Dialogue with Local 

Communities

We held more than 586 info-meetings with

representatives of local government, national

and regional media, associations and NGOs.

2010-2011 objective

Communicate issues of mobile

telecommunications, technology and 

health based on scientific developments

in line with the needs of stakeholders.

2010-2011 result

Issues were communicated.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Communicate issues of mobile

telecommunications, technology and 

health based on scientific developments 

in line with the needs of stakeholders.

Awareness and support 

Base Station installation 

sites owners

Owners of sites where company Base Stations

are installed are major players when it comes to

network deployment and retention. We de-

signed and developed the site owners call cen-

ter that handles a large number of questions and

requests daily, enabling those requests to either

be resolved immediately or sent to the compe-

tent departments for resolution. 

During the time this call center has been in op-

eration, it is clear that Vodafone Greece’s choice

of implementing a project like this was both nec-

essary and well-timed. In addition to maintaining

a climate based on collaboration between own-

ers and our staff and to promoting reliability, we

effectively dealt with those issues that arose in

good time (and continue to do so) and with

questions/requests relating to the specific serv-

ice, which has enabled the company's network

to remain in operation without interruption.

In 2010-2011 in particular, the call center and

the relevant company department received

around 25,000 calls including the number of

calls made by base station owners directly to

company employees. Almost all issues which

arose were resolved and the average time to res-

olution was: 

1. Construction issues: 2 months 

2. Technical and procedural issues: 7.5 days 

3. Relations between owners and local commu-

nities: Immediate  

The call center contributes to maintaining a cli-

mate based on collaboration between owners

and our staff and ensuring they can rely on each

other, and also to effectively managing issues

which arise in good time so as to ensure the un-

interrupted provision of company services and

products. 

Our aim is to constantly improve Base Station

owner customer service levels by further devel-

oping the call center so that it can handle the

ever-increasing number of issues involved.

2010-2011 objective

Vodafone Group network deployment policy

incorporation in the contracts of the relevant

company’s subcontractors.

2010-2011 result

Policy was incorporated. 

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Promote the Vodafone Group network

deployment policy principles to internal and

external associates. 
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1. 2.

1. Mobile measuring station
‘HERMES’ 

2. Informative leaflet for 
‘HERMES’ program

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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1. Informative stand ‘HERMES’
in the Science Center

and Technology Museum

2. Monitoring Station ‘HERMES’ 
in the Science Center

and Technology Museum

3. Information program ‘Enigma’

Supporting innovative University

information programs

‘HERMES’ Program: 24-hour 

monitoring of EMF

The ‘HERMES’ program is an innovative round-

the-clock system for measuring and checking

radio frequency electromagnetic radiation emit-

ted to the environment from various sources

such as radio and television station antennas,

mobile telecommunications antennas and

radars. The ‘HERMES’ program is being imple-

mented by the Mobile Radiocommunications

Laboratory/National Technical University of

Athens and the Radiocommunications Labo-

ratory/Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. In

order to improve the program in terms of know-

how and to respond to requests for the instal-

lation of more measuring stations, the ‘HERMES’

program worked with the University of Piraeus’

Internet and Telecom Systems, Services and

Security Lab/Information Technology Depart-

ment. The University of Piraeus is now the third

university after the University of Patra and the

Democritus University of Thrace to collaborate

with the National Technical University of Athens

and the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,

which have overall responsibility for managing

the ‘HERMES’ program. Program technological

equipment has been sponsored by Vodafone

Greece. 

The University laboratories check and confirm

the measuring apparatus and post the results

of measurements on the program website

www.hermes-program.gr on a daily basis. On

the website visitors can search for all measure-

ment results, find general information about

EMF, the views of international organisations,

the Greek legislation, sources of further infor-

mation and an interactive e-learning tool. The

program started back in November 2002.

In 2010-2011 the program was extended to

13 new locations, with a total of 110 measuring

stations in 36 prefectures around Greece. A

monitoring station and an information stand,

operate at the Thessaloniki Science Center and

Technology Museum (NOESIS) with the support

of Vodafone Greece. The HERMES SMS service

also operates as part of the program, which

allows Vodafone Greece subscribers, especially

those with no internet access, to send a SMS

free of charge from their Vodafone Greece

mobile phone and receive information about

EMF levels in the areas where ‘HERMES’ program

stations are in operation. In April 2008 the Ar-

istotle University of Thessaloniki’s Radiocom-

munications Lab began running the Mobile

HERMES service which measures and records

EMF along main roads in urban areas. During

2010-2011, the Mobile HERMES service took

measurements in 2 municipalities (Thermi and

Mytilini). Last but not least, in the context of

information dissemination activities, the ‘HER-

MES’ program participated in 3 events that

were organised by local authorities in the 

municipalities of Thessaloniki, Polygyros and 

Patra.

The ‘ENIGMA’ Information Program 

about EMF

The ‘ENIGMA’ program is designed to develop a

documentation center and to provide informa-

tion to specialists and healthcare professionals

providing public health and preventative medi-

cine consultancy services. The program’s scien-

tific team records the level of knowledge among

specialists and healthcare professionals about

modern lifestyle and technological develop-

ment issues in the field of mobile communica-

tions, and provides scientific guidance on those

issues. The program has been running since No-

vember 2006 and is being implemented by the

Health and Epidemiology Laboratory of the Uni-

versity of Athens Medical School and the Hel-

lenic Society for Social Paediatrics and Health

Promotion (HSSPHP). Vodafone Greece sup-

ports the ‘ENIGMA’ program. 

The program’s scientific team updates the bib-

liography every year and reviews new scientific

articles every year. It also conducts research to

record the views and opinions of specific popu-

lation groups in order to determine their level of

knowledge about the impact of EMF. 

An info-sheet and website have been prepared

for the program (www.enigma-program.gr) with

information about the technology used to gen-

erate EMF, bibliographic sources about the con-

clusions of well-respected scientific bodies, re-

sults of published surveys and polls/perception

surveys on the level of knowledge among the

general public and specialist population groups

about EMF and health issues. Surveys are also

conducted to record the views and opinions of

specific population groups.

In 2010-2011, 7 info-seminars were organised

for members of the Medical Association, health

educationalists and medical schools. More than

250 people attended the seminars. At the same

time, the program was presented to 12 Medical

Conferences via an info-stand and relevant

brochures were distributed. More than 2,000

brochures were handed out as part of the pro-

gram.

2010-2011 objective

1. Provide support for the activities of the

National Technical University of Athens and

the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to

extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 20 new

locations.

2. Provide support for info-actions for the

university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

3. Provide support to the Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki to conduct measurements via

the ‘Mobile HERMES’ program, in 5 new

areas.

2.
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2010-2011 result

1. Support was provided for the activities of the

National Technical University of Athens and

the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to

extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 13 new

locations.

2. Support was provided for info-actions for the

university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

3. Support was provided to the Aristotle

University of Thessaloniki to conduct

measurements via the ‘Mobile HERMES’

program, in 2 new areas.

Degree of success

1. 65%

2. 100%

3. 40%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Provide support for the activities of the

National Technical University of Athens and

the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to

extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 10 new

locations.

2. Provide support for info-actions for the

university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

3. Provide support to the Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki to conduct measurements via

the ‘Mobile HERMES’ program, in 5 new

areas.

Customers

Implementing responsible

marketing practices and

communication of our operation

In 2004 the Vodafone Group prepared a manual

containing responsible marketing guidelines.

The aim of those guidelines was to set adver-

tising, promotion and responsible marketing

standards so that Vodafone’s marketing materials

were legal, proper, fair, sincere and truthful,

and respected people’s differences in terms of

age, gender, sex, religion and physical or intel-

lectual abilities. 

For example we:

¬ develop and distribute innovative products

and services to better meet our customers

needs, offering them the maximum possible

value in communication

¬ communicate without hidden charges, aim-

ing to provide transparent information to our

customers

¬ communicate simply and clearly, aiming to

provide understanding of our messages from

all the consumers.

We also took the following steps to ensure com-

prehension and transparency in relation to

prices and charges for all our products and serv-

ices whether aimed at individuals or businesses:

¬ preparation and updating of detailed tariff lists

which were distributed to all sales channels

¬ tariffs are displayed on the company website

and updated after any changes

¬ reference is made to tariffs in all advertising

flyers

¬ any change in tariffs or special offers is an-

nounced in the press

¬ use of letters, newsletters, microsites, presen-

tations at meetings

¬ communications are clear-cut, avoiding any

misleading statements about any restrictions

on the services we offer.

Listening to our customers’ needs

Bearing in mind the conditions in the Greek

and international economy and seeking, above

all, to meet the needs and expectations of our

customers, having launched the new, innovative

Vodafone Unlimited prepay and postpay tariff

plans in September 2009, in November 2010

Vodafone Greece launched new integrated

Vodafone Unlimited Tariff plans offering sub-

scribers even more, and covering all their com-

munication needs. The Vodafone Unlimited

tariff plans were designed to liberate commu-

nication and offer real economy. In addition all

subscribers, by paying a single monthly fee,

can have unlimited minutes and SMS to Voda-

fone mobiles, unlimited minutes to fixed num-

bers, minutes and SMS to other networks, as

well as mobile internet on their mobile phone,

and even use their inclusive minutes when

abroad.
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Moreover, with the new Vodafone Greece Unlim-

ited plans subscribers can use the mobile inter-

net of their bundle when abroad at a small extra

fee of just €5/month. The Vodafone Unlimited

tariff plans were designed to ensure that the

money paid by subscribers is worth it, while also

liberating communication in voice and data us-

age, no matter where they are. Subscribers can

choose one of the 11 different tariff plans that

start at just € 15 per month. At the same time, in

order to give subscribers the ability to have bet-

ter control over their bills, we also sent sub-

scribers an SMS when they reach 80% and 100%

of their minutes to the Vodafone network in line

with our fair usage policy.

To advertise the new post-pay tariff plans and to

ensure that they were better understood by cus-

tomers, we:

¬ Developed new marketing materials which

were available via all sales channels, featuring

detailed tables and a clear presentation of the

plans and the benefits they conferred.

¬ Prepared a new price list with itemised

charges and disseminated this via all sales

channels.

¬ Advertised the itemised charges on the com-

pany's website.

¬ Offered free call or free SMS to 1284 to allow

subscribers to learn about how many min-

utes of airtime they had left for other net-

works.

We continue to offer our customers the option

to choose a discount on their fixed monthly

fee rather than a new mobile phone subsidy.

The monthly fixed fee discount ranged from

€36 to €210 for the year and applied to both

new and existing subscribers. Since the annual

discount gives subscribers a significant financial

benefit, it also gives subscribers an additional

incentive to hold on to their mobile phone and

thereby reduce the impact on the environment

from the number of mobile phones used (which

entail the use of natural resources, and the

generation of electrical and electronic equip-

ment waste).

We bolstered our strategic partnership with hel-

las online, offering total communication solu-

tions that encompass mobile, fixed telephony

and ADSL internet. These new combined solu-

tions were developed to meet consumers’ needs

for integrated communications at home. All

these combined solutions offer financial bene-

fits for consumers both in the form of a discount

on both mobile and fixed telephony bills, and in

the form of special offers. To advertise these

plans we:

¬ Developed advertising material available in-

shop featuring detailed tables and showing

the plans and the advantages of our special

offers.

¬ Advertised the itemised charges and com-

bined tariff plans on the company's website.

¬ Improved customer service points from the

sales channels of the 2 companies.

Respecting the need of young users, who have

comparatively less income available than other

age brackets, we continue to offer unlimited

communication for our youth pre-paid plan to

Vodafone CU subscribers with free unlimited air-

time and SMS per month to all Vodafone num-

bers (whether pre- or post-pay) with every €10

top-up and to all Vodafone CU numbers with

every €5 top-up.

At the same time, in November 2010 we gave

CU subscribers the chance to select the extra

bonus they wished to receive upon every €5 top-

up with a free choice of 100 SMS to all networks

or 100 MB for mobile internet. Subscribers were

able to make their choice on the new Vodafone

CU website (vodafoneCU.gr), reflecting in prac-

tical terms Vodafone CU’s new motto, “Express

the real U”. This motto marks the beginning of

a campaign to bolster consumer attachment to

the brand and was also based on the nature of

the product offers where consumers always

have the right to select the thing that suits them

best.

Aimed at adults over 25 looking for simple, easy

to use pre-pay services, Vodafone's pre-pay serv-

ices offer unlimited air time and SMS to all Voda-

fone numbers (whether pre- or post-pay) with

every €10 air time top-up.
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1. Air time and SMS plans for:

- 80 minutes of air time to all mobile and

fixed telephony networks for €7.

- 150 minutes of air time to fixed telephony

networks for €5

- 60 SMS to all networks for €3.

2. The ‘2 hours bonus' scheme that offers 2 free

hours of air time to everyone with every €10

top-up for subscribers who need to commu-

nicate with all networks.

3. The Cash Back program that returns 10% to

20% of every top-up every three months.

4. The Friends & Family program which charges

€ 0.01 per minute of airtime to one or two

Vodafone mobiles chosen by the subscriber.

Calls are unlimited any time of the day, any

day of the week. There are no activation costs.

¬ We offer Vodafone International, a prepaid

tariff plan designed to cover the communi-

cation needs of immigrants by offering cheap

airtime and SMS in Greece and their country

of origin. Immigrants of all nationalities, es-

pecially those from Albania, Russia, the

Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania and Georgia, have:

1. Preferential airtime (per-second charging)

and SMS charges:

• to fixed numbers in Greece.

• to all networks in 6 selected countries 

(Albania, Russia, the Ukraine, Bulgaria, 

Romania and Georgia)

• to all Vodafone International sub-

scribers.

• to all Vodafone International plans.

2. a pre-recorded menu in 6 different lan-

guages (to assist speakers of those foreign

languages)

3. a tariff plan guide and price list translated

into 6 main languages.

¬  Vodafone Greece also offers the following

plans for the subscribers wishing to connect

to the internet even when they are away from

home:

1. Vodafone Unlimited with Internet al-

lowance, which combine unlimited voice

and SMS communication with surfing the

internet from the mobile phone. With

these tariffs, subscribers liberate their

communication via internet without wor-

rying about increased charges.

2. Vodafone Mobile Broadband post-pay

plans for laptop or tablet which cover all

consumers’ needs for mobile internet ac-

cess (volume or time based) as well as

the pre-paid service, Vodafone KartoInt-

ernet which allows subscribers to access

the internet for as long as they need to,

without any bills or commitments so that

they can better control their costs.

¬  Vodafone Greece was the first provider in

the country to develop the innovative mobile

internet services ”Vodafone KartoInternet”

and “Vodafone Internet All Day” to provide

with full control of their costs all subscribers

who occasionally connect to the internet

via their laptop or tablet and mobile phone

respectively.

1. Subscribers who are occasional users of

the Internet and wish to be free of contrac-

tual obligations, can now go on line via

Vodafone’s wireless data network for as

long as they want to, using Vodafone Kar-

toInternet. There is a number of available

pre paid sessions to chose the one that

best matches their needs, starting from 30

minutes to 15 days, which allows sub-

scribers to fully control their mobile inter-

net charges since they pay for the time

they need to connect to the internet.

2. To allow all subscribers to have immediate,

unlimited and fast internet access via their

mobile phone, only when they need it,

Vodafone Greece launched the innovative

”Vodafone Internet All Day” service. Using

this new service subscribers can access the

internet occasionally, any day they need it,

for just €1 per day and unlimited usage.

At Vodafone, in order to avoid network conges-

tion and ensure the quality of our network and

the services provided to our subscribers, we have

designed and implemented the Fair Usage Pol-

icy for tariffs, services and offers of Vodafone re-

lated to unlimited usage (and/or any other 

circumstances). For more information, please

visit  vodafone.gr.

The identification law now requires that pre-pay

plan subscribers register their particulars at one

of the company’s shops. We therefore designed

a flexible, easy procedure to allow customers to

do so rapidly and easily. Moreover, we attended

meetings with the National Telecommunica-

tions and Post Commission (EETT) about the

progress of identifying pre-pay subscribers and

made proposals about simplifying procedures

to facilitate our customers.

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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Responding to 

consumer requests

We place great emphasis on the feedback we re-

ceive from the public. The written complaints

concerning Vodafone Greece made to the com-

pany were as follows:

¬ 512 from the EETT

¬ 483 from the Ministry of Development, 

5 from the Consumers Institute and 2 from

Consumer Association ‘Quality of Life’.

Vodafone Greece’s primary concern is to provide

excellent customer service and to protect its

subscribers. That is why the company has laid

down extremely strict terms and conditions for

collaborating with Multimedia Messaging Serv-

ices. We are in fact the only company which has

set a maximum monthly charge per subscriber

on associated companies. In addition, we have

included very strict penalty clauses for associ-

ated companies in the case of complaints from

our subscribers. However, if the subscriber wants

to contact any third company to cancel his/her

subscription to a service, if they know the code

number for that service, all they have to do is

contact the Vodafone Greece Customer Service

Department to obtain the phone number of that

company.

2010-2011 objective

Check of marketing materials to ensure 

they are compatible with Vodafone Group

responsible marketing, guidelines.

2010-2011 result

Check conducted (no non-conformities

identified).

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Check of marketing materials to ensure 

they are compatible with Vodafone Group

responsible marketing, guidelines.

Provision of awareness 

and control mechanisms 

for internet access

Vodafone MyWeb services menu 

At Vodafone Greece, in the case of services

aimed only at adults that are available via the

MyWeb menu:

¬ We require mandatory age confirmation be-

fore allowing access to the specific services.

¬ We allow parents to request that their chil-

dren’s access to specific services to be

blocked (Minors profile). Those users who do

wish themselves or their children to have ac-

cess to all Vodafone Greece services aimed

exclusively at adults can stop those services

from appearing on their mobile phone by

calling the Vodafone Greece Customer Serv-

ice Department and requesting activation of

the ‘Minors Profile’ for the specific number.

Internet

If a customer has entered the MyWeb menu and

wishes to enter the internet, a message appears

on the mobile phone screen informing him/her

that he/she is about to enter an area not con-

trolled by Vodafone Greece. In this case, at Voda-

fone Greece we provide to all of our customers

the ability to control access, via their mobile

phone, to content which is freely available on

the internet. They can just contact the Customer

Care department and ask to activate a special fil-

ter that limits the access to specific internet

websites via their mobile phone.

Content Standards Steering Committee

At Vodafone Greece we have a Content Stan-

dards Steering Committee which constantly

monitors the guidelines issued by Vodafone

Group at international level and applies them in

Greece. Its functions include procedures such

as content and services classification, SPAM re-

duction, as well as briefings about the new com-

munication methods via mobile phones (Social

Networking, Instant messenger, etc) for non-

adult users to ensure safer browsing.

“Parents’ Guide” leaflet
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European Framework

Vodafone Greece and Greece’s other mobile

telecommunications companies have adopted

the European Framework on Safer Mobile Use

by Younger Teenagers and Children by incorpo-

rating it into the existing Code of Conduct for

mobile phone value added services and protec-

tion of minor users, a self-regulation initiative of

the sector in Greece. Some of the main objec-

tives of this MoU are to develop mechanisms for

controlling access to content unsuitable for mi-

nors, to categorise content so that content un-

suitable for minors is clearly and immediately

recognisable, and to prepare info campaigns for

parents and children about safe mobile phone

usage. At European level, Greece is one of the

countries which has already implemented the

majority of the provisions in the European

Framework.

Informing the public and raising

awareness about safe mobile

phone and internet usage

Parents’ Guide: Mobile - Fixed

Communications and Internet

At Vodafone Greece we updated the “Parents’

Guide” to include topics covering internet ac-

cess from mobile phones and computers, how

parent’s can control access to electronic games,

social networking websites, cyberbullying and

internet addiction and how it can be addressed.

As a follow on to the first Parents’ Guide released

in Greece back in 2007, this new Guide has been

designed to meet parents’ ever-increasing

needs for information about the use of mobile

and fixed communications and the internet by

children.

The new Guide has been prepared in collabora-

tion with two well-respected bodies, the Hel-

lenic Association for the Study of Internet Ad-

diction Disorder and the Hellenic Society for

Social Paediatrics and Health Promotion. In its

37 pages, the Guide presents the relevant tech-

nology and constantly developing services in

this sector in simple language, while specialists

also offer useful hints and tips.

2010-2011 objective

1. Update leaflet ‘Parents Guide to Mobile

Telecommunications’.

2. Implementation of an awareness program

regarding safe internet use.

2010-2011 result

1. Leaflet updated

2. Program’s implementation was transferred

for 2011-2012, due to reconsideration 

of the activities that will include.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. -

►2011-2012 objective

1. Leaflet distribution.

2. Implementation of an awareness program

regarding safe internet use.

Providing advice on the use of

mobile phones while driving

Apart from being illegal, using a mobile phone

while driving is truly dangerous because it dis-

tracts drivers and endangers both themselves

and others. Greek law on this point prohibits the

use of mobile phones and hands-free acces-

sories. Mobile phones can only be used while

driving using a hands-free kit with voice activat-

ed dialing or answering or via a wireless blue-

tooth. Failure to comply is a fineable offence.  

At Vodafone Greece, we are making every pos-

sible effort to provide systematic information on

the proper use of mobile phones to all mobile

telecommunications users, regardless of the

network they use by making information avail-

able on the company website vodafone.gr.

2010-2011 objective

Continue to provide information via 

the aforementioned tools

2010-2011 result

Continued provision of information

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue to provide information.

Mobile phones recycling
program print insert
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Informing and raising awareness

among the public about 

Corporate Responsibility 

and Sustainability issues

We provide systematic briefing to the general

public, regarding company’s Corporate Respon-

sibility and Sustainability programs, through ar-

ticles, special publications and various informa-

tion inserts in high circulation newspapers and

magazines. The company’s website is also con-

stantly updated with any new information

and/or the company’s programs related to Cor-

porate Responsibility and Sustainability.

2010-2011 objective

Inform public about Corporate Responsibility

and Sustainability issues via articles.

2010-2011 result  

Public was informed.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Inform public about Corporate Responsibility

and Sustainability issues via articles.

Access to 
Communications

Making our products and services

available to everybody

At Vodafone Greece our aim is to provide prod-

ucts and services which ensure that all people

can communicate on equal terms.

2010-2011 objective

Maintain current products and services.

2010-2011 result

Current products and services maintained.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Maintain current products and services.

Access to communications for

the visually impaired

Seeking to ensure that the disabled participate

in life and have access to communication on an

equal footing, we have developed another inno-

vative service for the visually impaired called

‘Vodafone Speaking Phone’. This service can be

activated on conventional mobile phones and

announces to users the information and 

functions which appear on the mobile phone’s

screen using ‘Real Speak’ technology. 

Specifically:

¬ this service was developed to cover the 

specific needs of the visually impaired

¬ trials were conducted in cooperation with

the Hellenic Technology for the Blind 

Development Association (STAT)

¬ it is available at all Vodafone Greece 

points of sale 

¬ it can be activated free of charge for 

customers who present disability 

(blindness) certificates duly attested 

by public authorities

¬ it comes with an audio CD and instructions

as well as a Braille leaflet

¬ information is immediately available 

by just calling 13830.

The functions spoken are SMS, incoming calls

and other information, numbers per digit, per

pair or all together, date and time, directory, bat-

tery status and network signal. From the service

start date (in 2005) to 31 March 2011 the service

had been activated for more than 1,000 visually

impaired company customers following a re-

quest made by them.

Offering the ‘Voice Navigation Service’ 

at vodafone.gr

In March 2010 Vodafone Greece was the first

mobile telecommunications company in the

country to offer all visitors to our website the

option to use the ‘Voice Navigation Service’.

The service reads out the content of specific

pages on the Vodafone Greece website. This

frees visitors from the need to stay in front of

the screen, allowing them to listen to texts
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and engage in other activities in parallel. In ad-

dition to reading out text, the service also

makes it possible to browse the website using

suitable keys. They enable the user to listen,

browse or follow a link in one of the special

menus on the Vodafone Greece webpages,

without having to use the mouse. It is aimed at

visitors to the Vodafone website who have dif-

ficulty reading text such as the visually impaired,

the elderly, the dyslexic and people who find it

difficult to operate electronic equipment because

of some disability. From a visual and functional

viewpoint, the service is easy to use and com-

prehend. 

Access to communications

for the hearing impaired 

People with hearing impairments can commu-

nicate with Vodafone Greece’s Customer Service

Department. Users of this service can send com-

plaints or request clarifications about how to use

their mobile phones to the Customer Service

Department by SMS and the Customer Service

Department will reply in the same manner. The

SMS is sent to 13830, in other words the same

number which applies when placing an ordinary

phone call to the Customer Service Department.

During 2010-2011, the Customer Service De-

partment received more than 25 SMS concern-

ing issues like services activation.

Offering special tariff plans for the

hearing impaired

In order to facilitate people facing hearing im-

pairments, since April 2002 the company has

been offering a special post-pay and pre-pay tar-

iff plan on the Greek market by name of ‘Voda-

fone Special’. This plan offers a 50% discount per

SMS to any network.

Supporting www.blind.gr; an innovative

polymorphic information and

communication hub for the visually

impaired

Since May 2007 Vodafone Greece has been sup-

porting www.blind.gr. This is an innovative by

Greek standards information and communica-

tion hub for the visually impaired that has been

developed by the Hellenic Technology for the

Blind Development Association (STAT). The hub

offers useful information on politics, technology,

culture and sports and also features notices

from relevant associations. It has an information

management and upload tool which does not

require any specific skills and was designed to

be completely accessible by the disabled, since

it is fully compliant with the relevant internation-

al standards (W3C). Information posted to

www.blind.gr is available in real time simultane-

ously on the internet, mobile phone and fixed

phone (210 5226600).

In 2009-2010 www.blind.gr added additional

services, by creating the first internet informa-

tion reader made possible by installing the RSS

WebRhetor Feed phone navigation platform.

This new service is intended to optimise use of

the website’s voice portal which can be accessed

by dialling 210 5226600 and allows disabled in-

dividuals to directly access information from nu-

merous sources. This tool reads the full text con-

tent of info-portals, newspapers, blogs and other

websites in real time using RSS WebRhetor Feed.

Websites that provide RSS feeds (or decide in the

future to provide such feeds) can join this service

free of charge simply by contacting STAT, there-

by enriching their website with an additional tool

that offers alternative access to all.

Leading bodies from the visually impaired com-

munity participate in Blind.gr, such as the Na-

tional Federation for the Blind, the Pan-Hellenic

Association of the Blind, among others, while it

has received more than 72,000 visits to the web-

site and more than 2,000 calls a month (with an

average reading time of 30 minutes per call) be-

tween May 2007, when the hub officially

opened, and 31 March 2011. Moreover, the Cen-

ter for Education and Rehabilitation of the Blind

(CERB) also decided to post all national legisla-

tion and European Union directives concerning

the visually impaired under its aegis to the ‘Leg-

islation’ section of its website.
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Another service offered by www.blind.gr is voice

recognition, making it easier to navigate the

website’s voice portal. This service allows indi-

viduals with severe mobility-related disabilities

to use the site, since all that is needed to obtain

information is the user's voice. Furthermore, the

website continues to provide snippets from ar-

ticles published in the daily press, as well as no-

tices from associations and bodies for the blind,

as well as news about technological develop-

ments.

Yet another service offered by the site is blind

OCR (optical character recognition) which al-

lows registered users of blind.gr to convert im-

ages and .pdf files into accessible, readable text.

Using this service, people with impaired vision

now have access to online texts which up until

now were inaccessible via specialised computer

access software (screen and text readers).

Offering free of charge access 

to social support lines

We offer our customers the ability to make free

calls from their mobile phone to social support

lines and the emergency services. During the

period 2010-2011, the following lines received

more than 57,000 calls.

¬ 1031: OKANA Drug Helpline

¬ 1147: Hellenic National Transplant Organi-

sation

¬ 197: National Center for Urgent Social Aid

¬ 1056: Smile of the Child

¬ 1145: Ithaki Helpline (Drug Addict Treat-

ment Center Helpline)

¬ 116111 EU Support line for children and

adolescents, and

¬ 116100 EU Missing Child Hotline.

At the same time, in 2010-2011 more than

3,400,000 calls were placed over the Vodafone

Greece network to emergency services. The

main volume was received by the Hellenic Police

(100), and the National Ambulance Center -

EKAB (166). Moreover, Vodafone Greece also of-

fers its customers the ability to send free SMS to

the emergency services using short dialing

codes:

¬ the Hellenic Police (100)

¬ Ambulances (166)

¬ the Fire Brigade (199)

In addition, Vodafone Greece supports the com-

mon European emergency number 112, in co-

operation with the General Secretariat for Civil

Protection.

2010-2011 objective

Retain the existing social support lines.

2010-2011 result

Existing social support lines retained

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Retain the existing social support lines.

Collaborating with the 

academic community

In order to stay abreast of new trends which are

emerging all the time in the mobile telecommu-

nications sector, we collaborate with the aca-

demic community. We respond to students from

universities and educational institutions who re-

quest information on our operations and proce-

dures as part of their academic studies.

2010-2011 objective

Continue the program.

2010-2011 result

Program was continued.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue the program.

www.blind.gr 
Information and communication
portal for people with disabilities
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Supply Chain

Applying the Code of Ethical

Purchasing and supplier

evaluation methods

Further to our collaboration with suppliers and

NGOs ,drawing on best practices, the Vodafone

Group has developed a Code of Ethical Purchas-

ing so as to set social and environmental stan-

dards. Vodafone expects all its associates 

to comply with the Code. In particular, the Code

concerns the following issues (for further 

information, please visit vodafone.com/

Sustainability):

1. Child Labor

2. Forced Labor

3. Health and Safety

4. Freedom of Association

5. Discrimination

6. Disciplinary Practices

7. Working hours

8. Payment

9. Individual Conduct

10. Environment

Company suppliers’ and associates’ compliance

with the principles of the Code of Ethical Pur-

chasing is now a contractual obligation. These

principles have been included in all contracts

and in the amendments of those signed by the

company with its suppliers and associates.

In 2008-2009, 17 of the company’s main suppli-

ers were asked to fill out an assessment ques-

tionnaire on the level of compliance with Ethical

Purchasing Code principles. 14 of them respond-

ed positively (82% of those asked) and sent back

the questionnaire, while the remaining 3 did not

complete the questionnaire. According to re-

sults from the analysis of questionnaires, the

suppliers who took part in the evaluation comply

at a rate of 81% with the Code of Ethical Purchas-

ing principles and only just 3 suppliers at a rate

of below 50%.

New supplier qualification procedure

Vodafone Greece has developed a special pro-

cedure which determines how the company

commences collaborations with new suppliers.

Any new supplier wishing to collaborate with

Vodafone Greece should provide specific infor-

mation to the company which permits it to carry

out a Risk Assessment on issues relating to the

Code of Ethical Purchasing. If the company is in-

terested in commencing collaboration with a

new supplier, the results of the Risk Assessment

will show whether the supplier needs to fill out

the Self-Assessment questionnaire or whether

on-site inspections of the supplier’s facilities

should be carried out. Only when these proce-

dures are successfully concluded can the sup-

plier qualify as a potential company supplier.

During 2010-2011, there was no need for an on-

site audit of new suppliers the company collab-

orated with, since none were rated as ‘high risk’

suppliers, based on the new supplier qualifica-

tion procedure.

Supplier audits

In 2010-2011, we conducted an audit on issues

regarding the compliance with the principles of

the Code, at 3 of the company’s main suppliers.

‘Speak Up’

Since 2006-2007, we have developed and

launched the ‘Speak Up’ program, a whistle-

blowing mechanism that encourages suppliers

and Vodafone Greece employees to point out

any inappropriate conduct or practice by the

company or its suppliers. Suppliers and Voda-

fone Greece employees have the ability to raise

any concerns they have about the correctness

of procedures and practices implemented by

Vodafone Greece in the procurement sector by

sending them to a specific email address. At the

same time, Vodafone Greece undertakes to

complete a timely investigation, follow-up and

resolution of all issues reported. During 2010-

2011, there were no relevant complaints from

suppliers or company’s employees.

2010-2011 objective

1. Completion of a series of audits at two

suppliers who based on 2008-2009 results,

were found to be compliant at a rate below

50% with the principles in the Code of

Ethical Purchasing.

2. Re-assessment of company’s main suppliers

in relation to their compliance with the 

Code of Ethical Purchasing.

2010-2011 result

1. Audit in one of the supplier that was found to

be complying with the principles in the Code

of Ethical Purchasing at a rate below 50%.

2. The re-assessment of company’s main

suppliers in relation to their compliance with

the Code of Ethical Purchasing was not

implemented due to differentiation in the

objectives achievement prioritisation.

3. Assessment of 3 main company’s suppliers.

Degree of success

1. 50%

2. -

►2011-2012 objective

Incorporate the updated Code of Ethical Purchas-

ing in the contracts of company’s suppliers.

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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Employees

Our employees at a glance 

In 2010 the company employed 2,232 people

(based on the headcount on 31.03.11), 99.14%

of whom are employed on the basis of open-

ended employment contracts and 0.86% on

fixed-term contracts. Moreover, 51.84% of staff

are women, 48.16% men and 93.18% of employ-

ees are in the 25 to 44 age bracket.

It is company strategy to try and attract, develop

and retain capable individuals to ensure that our

business objectives and priorities are constantly

attained. Our objective is to be an “employer of

choice” for both existing and future employees,

by adopting processes and practices which seek

to find and utilise people with talent and special

skills. 

At Vodafone Greece we offer all employees

(100%) competitive pay, irrespective of whether

they are on an open-ended or fixed-term con-

tract or whether they work full-time or part-time.

That pay is higher than the minimum salary set

in collective labour agreements based on em-

ployee skill. We also offer side benefits. 

In addition, we have a stock option scheme for

specific members of senior management, and

we also have a policy performance recognition,

and a recognition scheme for all employees to

recognise and reward innovative ideas and ini-

tiatives which seeks to bolster morale and em-

ployee dedication to the company.

It is also company policy to tie pay to employee

performance in achieving strategic objectives. 

-

Gender

Women 51.8%

Men 48.2%

Age

Lowest 20

Highest 66

Average 35.01

No. of Employees

2010-2011  2,332

2009-2010 2,572

2008-2009 2,641

Human Resources allocation per Division

Division Employees number Percentage

CEO's Office 3 0.13%

COO’s office 2 0.09%

Commercial Business 156 6.69%

Commercial Strategy & Planning 7 0.30%

Consumer Commercial 530 22.73%

Corporate Affairs 21 0.90%

Customer Operations 761 32.63%

Finance 179 7.68%

Human Resources 89 3.82%

Information Technology 88 3.77%

Legal 13 0.56%

Regulatory & Interconnection 9 0.39%

Technology 467 20.03%

Vodafone Albania 7 0.3%

Total 2,332 100%

Level of education

Ph.D. 1%

Postgraduate studies 21.5%

University degree 21.7%

Technical Education Institutes 15.8%

College 6.5%

Institutes of Vocational Education 17.7%

High School 15.8%
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New recruits

2010-2011 96

2009-2010 222

2008-2009 307

Turnover*

2010-2011 8.9%

2009-2010 7.13%

2008-2009 12.37%

*
The rate of staff turnover refers to the total number of vol-

untary leavers divided by the number of recruitments during

each year and the number of employees at the start of the

year.

2010-2011

Contract type Total %

Open-ended 2,312 99.1%

Fixed-term 20 0,9%

Total 2,332 100%

2010-2011

Contract type Part timers  ΤΕΙ practice Full timers Seasonal Total

Open-ended 85 0 2,227 0 2,312

Fixed-term 1 0 18 1 20

Total 86 0 2,245 1 2,332

Age

2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

<25 25-34 35-44 45-55 >55 <25 25-34 35-44 45-55 >55 <25 25-34 35-44 45-55 >55

16 639 503 50 1 50 786 463 44 3 89 883 405 37 3

13 491 54 69 10 33 594 519 67 13 40 631 494 47 12

29 1,130 1,043 119 11 83 1.380 982 111 16 129 1,514 899 84 15

Gender

Women

Men

Total

Vodafone Greece
Headquarters in Attiki

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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Operating as a team - 

The Vodafone Way 

In 2008 we reviewed our strategy we also sim-

plified organisational structures, and encour-

aged suitable forms of conduct to successfully

implement our plans and face the challenges of

an ever more demanding business environment. 

‘The Vodafone Way’ describes how we should

operate and behave towards customers and to

each other so that we remain successful in the

future. Our goal is for Vodafone to become an

admired company. We want our customers to

admire us for the experience we offer them, al-

lowing them to communicate freely, reliably no

matter where they are or what communication

means they choose. Our customers must there-

fore ‘experience’ a company that is: 

¬ Customer Obsessed: We want to exceed our

customer’s expectations, understand their

needs, increase their dedication and do

everything to make them feel important. 

¬ Innovation Hungry: We are creating and of-

fering new, innovative products and services

and do not accept systems and procedures

being a barrier to the development and im-

plementation of new or improved ways of

working.

¬ Ambitious & Competitive: We bring energy

and passion to our work, we believe in our

abilities and set high standards for ourselves

and our teams. 

¬ One Company, Local Roots: We work as one

company across all markets to achieve the

best outcome for our shareholders, cus-

tomers and employees without harming so-

ciety or the environment. We value our diver-

sity and build effective teams to deliver

outstanding results, taking into account the

local aspect of each market we operate in.

In order to achieve our goals, we need to have a

consistent way of operating, no matter where

we operate. 

¬ Speed: We operate with speed in the market.

We focus on rapid response and set priorities,

always ensuring high standards of quality and

safety. 

¬ Simplicity: We make things simple for cus-

tomers, associates and colleagues.

¬ Trust: We are reliable and transparent to deal

with, not just with our customers but with

each other. We act with honesty, fairness, in-

tegrity, in a reliable way and appreciate the

trust and loyalty placed in us by our cus-

tomers, our employees and our associates.

Number of voluntary leavers
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Positions per gender

2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

Managerial Staff Managerial  % Staff  % Managerial Staff Managerial  % Staff  % Managerial Staff Managerial  % Staff  %

Άνδρες 114 1,009 82.6% 46% 123 1,103 84.2% 45.5% 122 1,102 84.7% 44.1%

Γυναίκες 24 1,185 17.4% 54% 23 1,323 15.8% 54.5% 22 1,395 15.3% 55.9%

Σύνολο 138 2,194 100% 100% 146 2,426 100% 100% 144 2,497 100% 100%

Men 

Women

Total

Providing equal opportunities 

to our employees – Human Rights

Our aim is to create a working environment

where Vodafone Greece’s values can thrive,

where there is respect for diversity, where people

are treated with respect and dignity and where

everyone has equal opportunities. 

No case of racial or other form of discrimination

was drawn to the company's attention via avail-

able communication channels. Women account

for 52% of staff and 17.4% of managers are

women. Moreover, 2 of the 12 members of the

Management Committee are women. 

In addition, there is no discrimination when it

comes to employee pay. The same pay is offered

for the same job irrespective of gender. The com-

pany does not hire minors and there is no such

thing as forced labour.

Trade unions and collective

bargaining

European Employees Council has been estab-

lished at Vodafone Group level, in accordance

with the relevant EU directive and Presidential

Decree 40/1997 to effectively safeguard em-

ployee rights to information and consultation

within Community level undertakings.

A trade union has also been set up within Voda-

fone Greece to safeguard and promote the work-

ing, financial, and social security interests and

the employees acquired rights and to improve

those rights in qualitative and quantitative

terms. Trade union activity and employer con-

duct are governed by the provisions of Law

1264/1982. Article 16(4) of that Law states that

company representatives must hold regular

meetings with trade union representatives.

Improving communication and

the exchange of ideas

All our actions concerning Vodafone Greece’s

human resources are governed by specific work

principles that promote respect and confidence

building. Our objective is to create an open line

of communication between the company and

its employees. To this end, we use various com-

munication tools such as:

¬ The company’s in-house network (intranet)

¬ A personalised system for providing online

updates to all employees every day

¬ The corporate magazine ‘joy’.

These media are designed to keep employees

abreast of company affairs (strategy, develop-

ments, new products and services, company ini-

tiatives) and to provide proper, up-to-date infor-

mation about company policies and systems

and to bolster corporate culture.

Women in managerial positions per Managerial Band
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Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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The gym in Vodafone Greece
Headquarters in Attiki

¬ An employee call line unifies all employee

service procedures for a series of departments

in order to make day-to-day work easier. In

effect, a unified environment of phone lines

and intranet gives Vodafone Greece em-

ployees the ability to easily contact other

company departments. Line 3222, to which

only company employees have access, can

be used to make phone calls. It is accessible

from corporate and employee mobile phone

numbers (a number that has no fixed fee

and is offered to employees at preferential

rates) and from office phones. Line 3222

offers a menu with the following options:

• Accounts, services and commercial policy 

• Vodafone Greece Live, 3G, data services

• IT support

• Human resources

A human resources help-desk (1700) has been

in operation since April 2003, which answers

questions from all company employees about

pay, leave, overtime, internal job ads, Alico

medicare and pension plans, training courses

and other general work-related issues.

During 2010-2011 the help desk received 7,958

calls of which 7,433 were answered immediately

by help desk staff and only 525 calls were further

investigated and handled by the relevant depart-

ments.

Sharing our opinion

Direct communication with employees is one of

the most important aspects of the Vodafone

Greece corporate culture and a way of building

stronger relations with each other. At Vodafone

Greece we carry out employee surveys at regular

intervals to discover their views and how they

feel.

People Survey

Once a year, all Vodafone Group companies, in

collaboration with specialised external consult-

ants, conduct the People Survey. This survey is

a tool which enables the company to listen to

employees’ opinions on various issues relating

to their level of commitment to the company,

their views about their superiors, their career

prospects, job security and work conditions, as

well as their overall satisfaction. The survey fo-

cuses on the key aspects of human resources

strategy and in our common way of operation,

“The Vodafone Way”, and the results are evalu-

ated in order to develop an action plan to im-

prove specific areas. Two key indicators in this

survey are:

¬ The Engagement Index

¬ The Manager Index 

¬ the Employee Net Promoter Score which is

particularly important. It was included for the

first time this year. This indicator measures

the intention of company employees to rec-

ommend its products and services to rela-

tives and friends.

These indicators are a benchmark for the com-

pany both internationally within the Vodafone

Group and locally within divisions. The manag-

er’s effective management index plays an im-

portant role in their evaluation, since it is a sign

of the climate a manager creates within his team

in order to achieve optimum performance. The

results of the survey are discussed in-depth at

meetings with individual divisions with employ-

ee participation, and short-term and long-term

action plans are prepared which are monitored

in order to improve specific areas.

In the 2010 People Survey, Vodafone Greece

achieved a 96.4% participation rate compared to

an average of 90% for the Vodafone Group. The

level of commitment from Vodafone Greece’s

employees was 81% compared to 75% for the

Vodafone Group, while the effective manage-

ment index was 79% compared to 73% for the

Group. The Employee Net Promoter Score was a

remarkable 64% compared to 41% for the Voda-

fone Group, ranking the Greek company in second

place among other European companies in the

Group.

Strategy 

The idea of Team Work – Communication –

Ownership and our common way of operating,

‘The Vodafone Way’ states our goal of becoming

an admired company, places customers and

innovation at the heart of our operations and

encourages suitable behavior for all employees

in order to successfully implement our plans

and face the challenges of an increasingly de-

manding business environment.

In 2010-2011 a series of measures were imple-

mented such as:

¬ Reviews of business issues every four months.

In order to improve communication the com-

pany holds Team Leadership Meetings every

four months attended by around 150 execu-

tives to discuss the company’s financial re-

sults, key performance indicators, its achieve-

ments and so on.

¬ Cross-functional projects to increase inter-

action between divisions in the mind of cus-

tomers, in relation to the knowledge of is-

sues and the experience employees have.

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011



¬ The ‘Make a Difference’ recognition program

which commenced in January 2009, with the

aim of encouraging employees to take the ini-

tiative and propose innovative solutions that

could be implemented to add value, and re-

warding those ideas which were put into prac-

tice. Between April 2010 and March 2011 a

total of 226 ideas were suggested:

• 16 of those were implemented and 6 re-

ceived rewards,

• 210 possible ideas were put forward and the

possibility of implementing them is being

examined.

¬ ‘The Vodafone Way Global Heroes’ program

continued. whose purpose is to identify and

reward employees who embrace and live the

principles underpinning ‘The Vodafone Way’

and act in accordance with them every day.

This program, which operates in all countries

where the Vodafone Group has a presence, is

coordinated and supervised by the Human

Resources Division. A total of 29 proposals

were submitted from April 2010 to March

2011, 5 of which received individual or team

rewards. These related to projects of particu-

lar importance for the company’s objectives

and priorities. In the last quarter of 2010-

2011, the following Global Heroes awards

were conferred:

• Eleni Kotsara/Consumer Commercial, for

exceptional handling of an extremely diffi-

cult request from a subscriber.

• Nikos Kyriakidis/ΙΤ and Corentin Daubilly/IT,

for delivering, installing and operating an IT

initiative during the current year as part of

the Customer Decision Technology project.

At the same time, Eleni Kotsara also represented

the company at the Vodafone Group event for

this program where she won the activity of the

year award for 2010-2011.

The ‘Voice of the Customer’ program was devel-

oped and is being run with the support of Voda-

fone Group Management in the context of ‘The

Vodafone Way’, which in effect helps Vodafone

Greece executives focus on the customer so as

to understand their needs and wishes. The pro-

gram includes:

¬ Monthly visits by the Management Commit-

tee to corporate customers, Vodafone Greece

shops and customer services.

¬ Continuation of the ‘Back to the Floor’ pro-

gram, as part of which management execu-

tives from the company visit the market,

specifically the Vodafone Greece shops, cus-

tomer services and business customers.

¬ Monthly ‘Voice of the Customer’ meetings

with top company executives to solve prob-

lems reported by customers.

Moreover, the company’s training course ‘Pelatis’

was attended by all employees at company

shops. This course was designed in collaboration

with the Steering Committee to change behav-

ior and to develop a common culture at the com-

pany's shops for both shop owners and employ-

ees there.

2010-2011 objective

1. Attendance by 1,800 executives at the

‘‘Pelatis’ training program. 

2. Continuation of cross-functional projects. 

3. Continuation of the recognition programs,

‘Make a Difference’ and ‘The Vodafone Way

Global Heroes’.

4. Continuation of targeted training for

company executives on Leadership,

Innovation and Differentiation issues.

2010-2011 result

1. All employees at company shops attended

the 'Pelatis' program.

2. Cross-functional projects were

implemented.

3. 6 actions received awards as part of the

‘Make a difference’ program and 5 as part of

'The Vodafone Way Global Heroes'.

4. Senior executives attended courses on

leadership, innovation and differentiation.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

3. 100%

4. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Continued implementation of the ‘Pelatis’

program, monitoring of results and targeted

actions to ensure continuing improvement

of the services provided.

2. Continuation of cross-functional projects. 

3. Continuation of the recognition programs,

‘Make a Difference’ and ‘The Vodafone Way

Global Heroes’.

4. Attendance by senior executives at diversity

training courses.

40 |   
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Providing opportunities 

for life-long learning

Vodafone Greece’s employees are the main driv-

ing force in implementing corporate strategy

and achieving corporate objectives. For us at

Vodafone Greece it is a moral obligation to en-

sure that employees are constantly growing and

developing as people, in line with their potential

and business needs. We ensure that employees

are able to make career options at any given mo-

ment and can achieve their professional ambi-

tions.  In that light, there is ongoing dialogue

with employees, an ongoing investment in

knowledge and development of staff and in pro-

cedures which ensure that afore-mentioned

plans are prepared and implemented.   

The training and development strategy is inex-

tricably bound up with the company's strategic

objectives and corporate culture. Using ‘Perfor-

mance Dialogue’ and “Talent Reviews” proce-

dures, supervisors exchange views about em-

ployees, agree of development actions,

succession plans and the steps which ensure de-

velopment and the retention of talented people

by the company. These procedures have been

designed to ensure that company employees

can engage in life-long learning, training and de-

velopment, while at the same time support their

work and contribute to effective management

of their career by equipping them with the nec-

essary skills.

‘Performance dialogue’ is a form of ongoing di-

alogue with employees. It seeks to ensure that

everyone falls into line with company strategy

and to create development plans for every year

which will assist employees in attaining their

goals. 

Each year 100% of staff (with open-ended con-

tract) who have worked for the company for

more than 3 months are evaluated. In an effort

to bolster a meritocratic culture, ‘Performance

dialogue’ is accompanied by calibration meet-

ings at the end of each fiscal year to ensure that

the evaluation criteria are matched to the rele-

vant roles across the entire company. ‘Perfor-

mance dialogue’ is a tool which ensures that

both employees and their superiors are respon-

sible for their development within a dynamic en-

vironment which offers opportunities for ad-

vancement.

‘Talent Reviews’ entail discussions about em-

ployee progress, succession plans, and the steps

required in order to achieve company strategic

objectives by properly preparing its human re-

sources. These meetings are used to agree de-

velopment plans for employees for the next 3 to

5 years. ‘Talent Reviews’ help us identify and give

development and advancement opportunities

to employees via promotions and transfers to

other departments.

2010-2011 objective

Participation of 100% of employees that

covered by the annual ‘Performance Dialogue’

process.

2010-2011 result

100% participation of employees covered by

the annual ‘Performance Dialogue’ process.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Participation of 100% of employees that

covered by the annual ‘Performance Dialogue’

process.

The training plan is a key tool which offers

various ways of contributing to employee career

advancement and supporting the procedures

referred to above. It covers seminars, interactive

activities, e-learning and Vodafone Group courses

for anyone who wants to take up a managerial

post within the Group elsewhere in the world.

The majority of courses are designed exclusively

for our company. The company also invests in

continuously training its employees by financing

part of the cost of degree programs.

During 2010-2011, Vodafone Greece invested

around €676,000 in employee training. Employ-

ees attended an average of 3 days of training and

70% of employees took part in training courses.
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Training sectors we focus on are:

1. Training in products/services: To support new

products and services, training is required for

staff directly involved with technical and

commercial issues.

2. Training in scope of work/specialisation: This

training relates to the know-how needed by

the employees in order to successfully per-

form duties.

3. Training in business skills/executives devel-

opment: Business skills relate to how em-

ployees achieve their objectives, as well as

the skills a supervisor has so as to develop

and run his/her team effectively. This sector

also includes international training courses

which seek:

¬  to develop a common culture and leader

skills

¬  to create a wider group, on a global level,

that will bolster the exchange of opinions

and practices.

4. Training in health, safety issues and handling

emergencies: This training is primarily linked

to the employees’ wellbeing and their safety

at work.

5. Orientation training: These training courses

focus on the smooth incorporation of newly

recruited employees into company’s culture.

These sectors are covered by a combination of

training courses at meeting rooms, e-learning,

action, learning, workshops and recommended

reading lists. Vodafone Greece ensures that the

proper procedures and proper tools are available

so that employees can effectively prepare their

own development plan in collaboration with

their supervisor and make the relevant commit-

ment.

2010-2011 objective

Continue to bolster and support Vodafone

Greece corporate culture by emphasising on

‘The Vodafone Way’ (e.g. via the program called

‘Pelatis’).

2010-2011 result

The program implemented was targeted on ‘The

Vodafone Way’ and on customer service, such

as the Pelatis program for example implement-

ed at Vodafone shops.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue to bolster and support corporate

culture by emphasising ‘The Vodafone Way’,

developing skills and abilities associated with a

customer-based approach, and developing

executives (such as the training course

implemented by the Sales and Customer

Service Divisions).

Strategic partnerships 

with universities

As part of our goal to develop the best working

group and to provide a productive work environ-

ment which encourages knowledge acquisition

and personal development, the company has

entered into partnerships with universities in

Greece and abroad.

The program is aimed at specific educational in-

stitutions which offer courses in issues of impor-

tance for the company. The partnership focuses

on four key topics which generate mutual ben-

efits for both the academic community and the

company itself:

¬ Knowledge transfer via one-day training

events and discussions between leading uni-

versity figures, assignment and monitoring

of dissertations in collaboration between stu-

dents and their professors. 

¬ Joint academic/scientific research with the

involvement of company employees and re-

search units from the specific universities.

¬ Cash prizes for the best students each year.

The percentage of training hours per category of training (2010-2011)

New recruit training 

Business skills 

 

Products and Services

Technical skills/specialisation

Health and Safety

31%

2%

23%

2%

42%

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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¬ Career options and short-term work experi-

ence positions to enable students to acquire

experience. The ‘Challenger’ program was im-

plemented in 2010-2011. As part of this pro-

gram, we gave 5 talented young men and

women who had or were about to finish post-

graduate studies the chance to work for re-

muneration with the company on specific

projects for a 12-month period. Two of the

five were later recruited by the company.

There are already plans to run the program in

2011-2012 under the new name 'Discover'.

These partnerships relate both to Greek public

universities and university schools abroad with

a global reputation.

2010-2011 objective

Implementation of the ‘Challenger’ program

and work experience as part of the program for

6 postgraduate students who will work on

cross-functional projects.

2010-2011 result

The Challenger program was run for 5 postgrad-

uate students (for personal reasons 1 participant

had to drop out).

Degree of success

84%

►2011-2012 objective

Continuation of the program as ‘Discover’ 

(ex Challenger).

Protecting employee 

health and safety

Health and Safety issues are managed in accor-

dance with Greek laws and international stan-

dards (OHSAS 18001) with a system guarantee-

ing the health and safety of Vodafone Greece

employees in all aspects of their work and focus-

ing on risk prevention. 

Since June 1999, we have held ELOT 1801

(OHSAS 18001, BS 8800) certification; proof of

our response to the requirements for systematic

management of employee health and safety is-

sues for employees, associates and customers. 

Over recent years, our objective has been to de-

velop a culture of safety which will encourage

all employees and associates to behave respon-

sibly when it comes to their own personal safety

and the safety of those around them. 

To achieve this, Vodafone Greece expects that

its executives lead by example, will identify risks,

will specify the means to monitor and control

performance on H&S issues within their remit

and at the same time the company itself also

evaluates its executives’ performance by attach-

ing priority to specific issues (Safety First). 

At Vodafone Greece we collaborate with Work

Doctors and Occupational Health and Safety

Consultants to cover the needs across all 

of Greece and provide advice and guidance

about the measures to be taken to ensure the

safety and mental and physical health of our 

employees. 

Safety Engineers and Work Doctors make regu-

lar visits to all company facilities (buildings,

shops, Base Stations) and make recommenda-

tions to Management about how the company

can comply with Greek law and international

standards.

A Health and Safety Committee has also been

set up chaired by the Human Resources Director

or the Occupational Health and Safety Officer,

which also includes employees at all managerial

grades and from all company divisions/ depart-

ments, who represent all company employees

on Health and Safety at work issues. The Health

and Safety Committee meets 4 times a year to

prevent occupational risks and improve working

conditions. Committee members are briefed

about occupational accidents, are trained on

Health and Safety at work issues to ensure that

safety measures are complied with at their work-

place and also participate in developing compa-

ny policies to prevent occupational risks. 

At Vodafone Greece in order to confront emer-

gencies, we have prepared and implemented an

emergency plan at all its facilities and evacua-

tion drills take place at least once a year at all

company facilities. The company also makes

use of Safety Volunteers who assist in evacuat-

ing colleagues, associates and customers from

buildings if need be. Currently, there are 150

Safety Volunteers.

‘6 Absolute Health and Safety Rules’
promotional material
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In order to improve awareness among safety vol-

unteers, the company has set up an e-learning

program which explains in simple steps the pro-

cedures to be followed before and during the

evacuation of premises.  

There is a regular ‘Health and Safety Week’ each

year, attended by employees and associates in-

volved in high risk activities so as to raise aware-

ness and provide information, allow views to be

exchanged and obtain commitments from

everyone about continuous improvement. 

We carry out reviews on high risk associates and

on-the-spot checks while work is being carried

out at our facilities to develop a shared cultured

when it comes to safety issues. We evaluate their

performance and work closely with them to de-

velop improvement plans. We recognise positive

behaviour and reward associates at global level.   

We provide regularly training to employees

working at heights about how to work safely at

heights, to warehouse staff about safe work in

warehouses and the handling of forklift trucks,

to company messengers about safe driving and

to safety volunteers about first aid and fire fight-

ing. 

Vodafone Greece attaches great importance to

protecting employees from occupational risks,

monitors employee and associate accidents in

the workplace and its aim is to ensure zero fatal

accidents or major incidents and to constantly

reduce the number of accidents involving em-

ployees and associates. 

Our company has adopted the ‘6 Absolute Rules

for health and safety’ worldwide, which aim to

reduce accidents and incidents across the entire

range of its operations. These 6 rules are manda-

tory for all employees and associates, and the

company will not accept any breach of these

rules.

¬ Mandatory use of Personal Protective Equip-

ment.

¬ Avoidance of work with electricity by col-

leagues and associates who are not certified

and suitable for that work.

¬ Prohibition of work while drunk or under the

influence of prohibited substances.

¬ Mandatory use of seat belts when driving.

¬ Prohibition of the use of mobile phones when

driving.

¬ Prohibition on speeding while driving.

In order to brief company executives about the

6 Absolute Rules and foster a Health and Safety

at work culture, the company plans various ac-

tivities such as training sessions/briefings, talks,

and so on.

2010-2011 objective

1. No increase in work-related accidents, within

workplace, resulting in lost time (from the

2005-2008 baseline), (2008-2011).

2. Evaluation of management executives in

relation to achievement of Health and Safety

goals. 

3. Training for all management executives

(around 150 in total) on Health and Safety

issues and the 6 Absolute Rules.

2010-2011 result

1. The total number of workplace accidents

from 2005 to 2008 was 10, while the figure

from 2008 to 2011 was 13.

2. All management executives were evaluated.

3. All management executives were briefed.

Special training was provided to

management executives operating in high

risk areas.

Degree of success

1. 0%

2. 100%

3. 100%
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Table of accidents 

(all accidents cited involved loss of working time)

Fatal accidents involving company staff

Fatal accidents involving associates and
contractor's staff 

Third party fatal accidents (customers, etc.)

Uncontrolled work-related accidents (i.e. accidents
which occurred one hour before or after working
hours away from company facilities) involving
company staff 

Controlled work-related accidents (i.e. accidents
at company facilities) involving company staff 

2008 2007 2006 2005
2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 1 0

5 11 13

7 2 4

Re s p o n s i b le  B e h a v i o u r
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Blood donation program

►2011-2012 objective

1. No increase in workplace accidents

compared to 2010-2011.

2. Training of Health and Safety at work issues

for 70% of employees in the Technology

Division. 

3. Organise a Health and Safety Week.

In order to highlight those areas of the working

environment and its processes requiring im-

provement, Vodafone Greece also monitors em-

ployee sickness and accident leave.

More specifically: 

Ratio of direct staff days off work 

lost due to accident or illness  *

2010-2011 1,48%

2009-2010 1,76%

2008-2009 1,60%

*
The percentage of days off work lost due to accident or ill-

ness divided by the total number of working days (Vodafone

Albania is not included).

Moreover Vodafone Greece offers all its employ-

ees advice and information of how to prevent or

deal with serious illnesses and health issues

which are job-related (as part of its travel policy

for example) or which relate to general issues

which could affect company employees and their

families (such as information about epidemics

like the new flu).

Voluntarily offering 

benefits to employees

The economic benefits offered by Vodafone

Greece to employees include the Medicare

scheme, Medicare for the disabled (whether em-

ployees or their children), a pension plan, stock

options, preferential mobile phone usage terms,

wedding and birth gifts, a monthly meal al-

lowance, discounts and special offers on com-

pany products, and discounts on car and home

insurance premiums. 

As far as the pension plan is concerned, Voda-

fone Greece offers all employees the opportu-

nity to participate in a group pension plan. Em-

ployees who want to participate in the plan, pay

mandatory monthly contributions which are

withheld from their salary which are equal to a

figure corresponding from 1% to 10% of their

basic salary. The company pays monthly contri-

butions for all employees participating in the

plan equal to 3% of their basic salary. In addition

the company seeks to ensure a balance be-

tween personal and professional life. Some of

the actions implemented on the company’s ini-

tiative include:

¬ implementation of favorable policies for

working mothers during their maternity 

period

¬ flexible working hours regarding morning ar-

rival times applicable to all employees (apart

from those employed on shifts)

¬ implementation of a program of regular

check-ups for employees engaged in high risk

activities (base station employees, warehouse

staff and messengers) and daily cooperation

with Work Doctors

¬ a fully equipped gym is in operation at the

company’s headquarters for employees to

use and keep in shape. In addition a basketball

team has been set up by the company which

takes part in a company championship 

¬ programs and activities are organised for em-

ployees’ children such as a vocational guid-

ance program implemented in collaboration

with specialised work psychologists

¬ coordinating the participation of children in

summer camps all over Greece and providing

financial support

¬ hosting a children’s party once a year for the

children of employees at which gifts are dis-

tributed.

Implementing a blood 

donation program

Since 1996 Vodafone Greece has been imple-

menting a blood donation program at the com-

pany’s premises with the active involvement of

employees. This voluntary blood donation pro-

gram is run twice a year in cooperation with the

Athens hospitals, Patissia General and Amalia

Fleming, and the Thessaloniki hospital, Agios

Pavlos. The resulting blood bank covers the

needs of all our people and their close relatives.

In 2010-2011, 455 employees took part in the

voluntary blood donation program and 227

blood units were used by employees and their

families.

2010-2011 objective

Continue the program.

2010-2011 result

Program was continued.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue the program.
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Eco-Efficiency

At Vodafone Greece our objective is to make as much as possible for

customers, while consuming fewer resources. Our objective is to

reduce environmental impact across the spectrum of our operations,

starting from the design and manufacture of products and services

that we promote to the market, and including the use and disposal

from our customers. These programs are managed as part of the

Environmental Management System which is ISO 14001 and EMAS

certified for all the company activities and facilities.



Eco-Efficiency

Environmental aspects 

of a mobile telecommunications

company’s operation

Electromagnetic fields

From the operation of the mobile telecommu-

nications network, electromagnetic radio-fre-

quency is trasmitted to the environment, thus

affecting it. Therefore, the network operation

specifications should follow the limits set by in-

ternational organisations (e.g. International

Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation - ICNIRP).

Energy

The energy that is consumed to cover the oper-

ational needs of the company is mainly pro-

duced from conventional energy sources (e.g.

lignite, oil. etc.). The combustion of these

sources results in the increase of carbon dioxide

emissions to the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is

one of the greenhouse gasses that lead to global

warming and climate change.

Ozone layer (ODS)

Some cooling and air-conditioning systems use

sudstances such as hydroclorofluorocarbons

(HCFC) that could damage the ozone layer.

Wastes

For the operation of the company, a wide range

of materials is used (e.g. network equipment and

mobile phones to office consumables) which af-

ter having reached their end-of-life, could be:

¬ re-used

¬ recycled, or

¬ disposed of at landfills or illegal dumpsites.

The last option hinders the danger of contami-

nating underground waters and the soil with

heavy metals (e.g. lead, mercury, cadmium, etc.)

or other dangerous substances.

Resources

Company operation requires the use and con-

sumption of natural resources (e.g. water) and

materials. This use causes the depletion of nat-

ural resources (e.g. water, minerals, trees, etc.),

and the deterioration of the atmosphere, the

surface and underground waters and the soil

from the production of these materials.

Transportation

Employee transportation to work along with

business air-travel, contribute to global warming,

air pollution, and the increase of road traffic.

Visual Impact

The operation of the company’s mobile telecom-

munications network is based on Base Stations

for the reception and transmission of radio’s sig-

nals. These Base Stations could have a visual im-

pact in urban, rural and environmentally sensi-

tive areas.

2 3

2 3 41

2 3
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Eco - E f f i c i e n c y

Preventing CO2 emissions 

to the atmosphere*

We are implementing programs to significantly

reduce our network’s and offices’ energy con-

sumption. In 2010-2011 we estimate that we

prevented the emission of more than 41,600

tons of CO2 into the atmosphere via our energy

efficiency programs and the use of renewable

energy sources at our offices and across our

telecommunications network in general. These

activities are outlined below. The cost savings

from these energy programs implemented by

the company are in the order of € 5.6 million, a

figure which translates into 0.52% of overall

company turnover. Measuring power consump-

tion is a complex process and one that is being

constantly reviewed given that there are no

commonly accepted standards or examples

from other companies to draw on.

2010-2011 objective

1. Prevent the emission of 29,000 tons of CO2.

2. Reduce CO2 emissions by 40% per megabyte

(MB) of network traffic (against a 2006-2007

baseline).

3. Reduce, by 2020, CO2 emissions by 50%

against a 2006-2007 baseline (this is a Voda-

fone Group overall commitment).

2010-2011 result

1. The emission of 41,658 tons of CO2 , was

prevented. 

2. CO2 emissions reduced by 66% per

megabyte (MB) of network traffic against a

2006-2007 baseline.

Degree of success

1. 143%

2. 132%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Prevent the emission of 45,000 tons of CO2.

2. Reduce, by 2020, CO2 emissions by 50%

against a 2006-2007 baseline (this is 

a Vodafone Group overall commitment).

Εnergy consumption allocation 2010-2011

55%

1%10%
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5%
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CO2 emission prevention from
Vodafone Greece programs
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C02 emissions
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*
In 2010-2011 the method for calculating energy consump-

tion at company Base Stations was revised and for that rea-

son the consumption figures for the 2 previous years have

been adjusted accordingly to ensure that all figures are com-

parable. This adjustment was made because the increase in

consumption from the addition of 3G equipment to Base

Stations was re-assessed, consumption figures for outdoor

equipment were recomputed and the consumption figures

for Bases Stations hosted by other providers were taken into

account. Up until now they had not been included in the cal-

culations.
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Innovating by using renewable

energy sources

Green Base Station

We constructed a pilot ‘Green’ Base Station

which operates exclusively using renewable

forms of energy in order to reduce cost and limit

the environmental impact from the power gen-

eration and consumption requirements of the

company’s network arising from diesel-fuelled

generators. Diesel-fuelled generators partici-

pate in a system which combines photovoltaic

panels and a wind turbine, in order to cover the

Base Station’s power requirements. Results have

indicated a reduction in diesel-fuelled generator

operating time by 95% with a corresponding re-

duction in environmental impacts (meaning less

CO2 emissions). However, the Base Station trial

operation was stopped, since its further deploy-

ment in the company’s network is not financially

viable.

Photovoltaic Systems

At Vodafone Greece we utilise solar energy 

having installed hybrid photovoltaic systems at

54 Base Stations located in rural areas not cov-

ered by the national grid, operating with diesel-

fuelled generators. The energy produced by

photovoltaic systems is around 0.6% of the total

energy used by the network. The use of photo-

voltaic systems:

¬ Reduces the consumption of liquid fuels

used by the company in remote areas not

connected to the power grid and therefore

also reduces CO2 emissions to the atmos-

phere. 

¬ Reduces the future cost of constructing such

systems making them more competitive

compared to non-renewable sources.

¬ Makes them more widely known to the pub-

lic, thus increasing their acceptance.

►2011-2012 objective

Further improve photovoltaic systems by 

combining them with hybrid systems.

Saving energy across 
our network*

Heating/Cooling energy savings

Base Stations

At Vodafone Greece we save heating/cooling en-

ergy at Base Stations which accounts for around

50% of their total energy consumption. Savings

are achieved by installing ‘Free Cooling’ systems.

These are systems that use automated fans and

sensors to reduce the running time of air-condi-

tioning units by taking into account the external

temperature, and only ventilating the area, while

still maintaining areas adequately cool. 
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Photovoltaic System 
in Base Station

*
The company network includes Base Stations, Switching

Centers (MTXs) and Data Centers.

Sulphur dioxide (SO2) and 
nitrogen oxides emissions  (NOx)
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In this way, these systems reduce energy con-

sumption compared to conventional air-condi-

tioners. Where ‘Free Cooling’ systems cannot be

installed, ‘inverter’ air-conditioners are used

which consume less energy than conventional

air-conditioners. 

Free cooling systems are installed at all new

Base Stations resulting in more than 60% heat-

ing and cooling energy savings. Moreover, as

part of the network upgrade program, old tech-

nology systems are gradually being replaced

with new reduced energy consumption tech-

nologies. 

In the 2010-2011 period 114 ‘Free Cooling’ sys-

tems and 96 ‘inverter’ air-conditioners were in-

stalled at new Base Stations and 199 conven-

tional air-conditioners were upgraded. As a result

of these initiatives, 70% of the Base Stations air-

conditioners are now either ‘Free Cooling’ or ‘in-

verter’ systems. 

Moreover, we increased the cooling tempera-

ture at base stations to 32oC instead of 28oC,

thereby significantly reducing energy consump-

tion.

MTXs and Data Centers*

Since 2006, at Vodafone Greece we have imple-

mented all the necessary actions, in order to

save heating and cooling energy at MTXs and

Data Centers which accounts for around 50% of

total energy consumption at a MTX and Data

Center. In 2010-2011 back-up air-conditioners

with a total installed capacity of 1,370 KW were

kept offline at the company’s MTXs and Data

Centers with the result that we saved 1.105

MWh, which corresponds to a cost saving in the

order of approximately €94,504. 

Since 2008, we have increased the preferred

cooling temperature special MTX and Data Cen-

ter facilities from 21oC to 23oC, 25oC or 26oC 

depending on the requirements of each space,

with the result that we made savings of 746 MWh

in 2010-2011 which corresponds to a cost sav-

ing of around €63,794.

Base Station telecommunications

equipment 

Given the development of the 3G network and

the addition of new Base Stations, an increase in

energy consumption per station is expected. 3G

equipment is primarily being installed at existing

2G stations with the aim of reducing the overall

impact on the environment from the construc-

tion of new Base Stations and to make energy

savings, since the infrastructure of existing Base

Stations can be more efficiently utilised by in-

stalling air-conditioners for example.

Energy efficiency equipment 

activation at 2nd generation 

Base Stations

In 2010-2011 we put in place a mechanism for

all 2G Base Stations that monitors the telecom-

munications traffic at each Base Station in real

time and only keeps the TRX needed to cover

that specific level of traffic active. Excess TRX are

deactivated thereby saving energy. It is estimat-

ed that these savings are around 4.5% of total

base station energy consumption, while ensur-

ing that the high level of service offered to cus-

tomers remains unchanged.

Energy consumption per network element (2G or 3G)
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*
In 2010-2011 we made improvements to how energy con-

sumption at company buildings is measured (relating to

specific uses at MTXs, Data Centers and office buildings).

This improvement led to the data from the two previous

years being adjusted for each use, without the overall en-

ergy consumption at buildings being affected.

Eco - E f f i c i e n c y
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Power generation

Base Stations located in remote rural areas

which cannot be connected to the power grid

require the use of generators to run the Base Sta-

tions. In 2010-2011 we reduced the capacity of

existing generators while continuing to ensure

that Base Stations remained in operation, ac-

companied by a 40% reduction in the amount

of diesel consumed. 

In our endeavor to further reduce the environ-

mental impact from the use of generators, since

2010-2011 we have been using a hybrid system

that also uses batteries at around 289 Base Sta-

tions, resulting in a 17.5% drop in diesel con-

sumption. During low traffic periods (around 6

hours a day), the generators are taken off line

and the Base Station runs on batteries which are

then recharged when the generator comes on

line again. When the Base Station is run on bat-

teries, only ‘Free Cooling’ air-conditioners are

used.  All new Base Stations that do not have ac-

cess to the electricity grid are now constructed

in this way from the outset. In 2010-2011 this

specific program resulted in savings of 500,000

lt of diesel or 750 MWh of power, and prevented

the emission of 1,340 tons of CO2 to the atmos-

phere.

2010-2011 objective

1. 31% savings in network energy consumption

(this percentage represents energy savings

that equals 18,600 MWh for Base Stations and

6,400 MWh for MTXs and Data Centers).

2010-2011 result

1. 41% savings in network energy consumption

(this percentage represents energy savings

that equals 24,385 MWh for Base Stations

and 13,160 MWh for MTXs and Data Centers).

2. Reduction in overall energy consumption at

MTXs and Data Centers by 6.6% compared to

2009-2010.

Degree of success

1. 132%

►2011-2012 objective

45% savings in network energy consumption.

Vodafone Greece network 
energy consumption
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Saving energy at the 

company’s offices

Lighting efficiency*

Since 2001, Vodafone Greece has been one of

the 54 founding members of the GreenLight

European program. This is a voluntary program

where public and private organisations commit

themselves to upgrading lighting efficiency at

their building premises. The benefits of partic-

ipating in this program are primarily environ-

mental but also encompass cost savings. They

include:

¬ energy savings

¬ reduced CO2 emissions

¬ reduced operating costs

¬ prolonged lighting lifespans.

Today this specific practice has been extended

to office space covering 44,000 m2 including the

building complexes in Halandri, Kifissos,

Lykovrysi, Pallini, Pireos and Thessaloniki. Ener-

gy savings for lighting at the buildings covered

exceeded 20%. In 2006, motion detectors were

installed in the communal areas of the Halandri

building complex (meeting rooms and WCs).

Lighting in these areas is automatically switched

on only when people are present thus avoiding

power wastage. At the same time, the number

of hours that lighting is on in the underground

parking areas at the Halandri building complex

was reduced to approximately 4 hours a day (in

operation during employee arrival and depar-

ture times). During the rest of the day, only safety

lighting is left on. The overall energy savings for

lighting from these two measures are over 35%,

in the areas covered.

Idle Power Demand

Since 2004 we have been taking the steps nec-

essary to achieve power factor (cosφ) correction

at the company’s offices and switching centers

(MTX) nationwide. The results of these steps

have been that the power factor at offices and

switching centers has improved significantly and

is now close to unity (1). Significant economic

and environmental benefits have been gener-

ated. For example, during the 2010-2011 period,

it is estimated that cost savings will be around

€39,371 while the corresponding reduction in

energy consumption will be 6,088 MWRh (idle

power megawatt hours). Power factor correction

makes the national power transmission system

more reliable. This is particularly important, es-

pecially during the summer, since it prevents

power generation plants from overloading and

also reduces the likelihood of transmission sys-

tem failures in the form of extensive power

blackouts.

*
In 2010-2011 we made improvements to how energy con-

sumption at company buildings is measured (relating to

specific uses at MTXs, Data Centers and office buildings).

This improvement led to the data from the two previous

years being adjusted for each use, without the overall en-

ergy consumption at buildings being affected.
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2010-2011 objective

1. 5% reduction in office energy consumption

per m2.

2010-2011 result

1. 9.4% reduction in office energy 

consumption per m2.

2. 6.6% reduction in total office energy 

consumption.

Degree of success

1. 188%

►2011-2012 objective

5% reduction in office energy 

consumption per m2.

Recycling lead batteries

At Vodafone Greece we promote the recycling

of lead batteries used by the company network.

In particular, used batteries are sent for recycling

to the approved battery and accumulator recy-

cling body. During recycling, lead is recycled

with the result that heavy metals are not dis-

posed off to land-fill sites. Over the last two years

more than 498 tons of lead batteries have been

sent for recycling. The lead from batteries is a

substance which bio-accumulates and can, if

dumped in the ground, cause long-lasting dam-

age to plants, animals and micro-organisms and

therefore to humans via aquifers.

2010-2011 objective

100% recycling of stored lead batteries.

2010-2011 result

100% recycling of stored lead batteries 

(161 tons).

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

100% recycling of stored lead batteries.

Recycling waste oils

In 2010-2011 36,923 liters of waste oil were sent

for recycling. In our endeavor to improve our per-

formance in relation to certified waste oil man-

agement, we installed collection tanks at all

Base Stations that run using generators (around

800 Base Stations). The project was completed

in December 2009. At the same time the com-

pany also entered into partnership with an au-

thorised associate who collects the waste oil

from those Base Stations. 

All waste oils generated at company buildings

(MTXs, data centers and office space) is sent for

recycling via a certified waste oil associate.

2010-2011 objective

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils

from Base Stations.

2010-2011 result

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils

from Base Stations.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils

from Base Stations.
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Recycling electrical and 

electronic equipment

At Vodafone Greece we forward telecommuni-

cations equipment, computers, printers and

monitors for recycling, in cooperation with the

approved waste electrical and electronic equip-

ment recycling body. In this way we are con-

tributing to a reduction in the environmental im-

pact caused by heavy metals such as lead, zinc

and cadmium being leached from handsets in

landfill sites. In 2010-2011 we sent 194.4 tons

of electrical and electronic equipment (includ-

ing used light bulbs) for recycling, correspon-

ding to 100% of old equipment from the com-

pany's network of shops and office space.

The program has included light bulbs recycling

since 2008-2009. Special collection bins have

been placed in company offices and at MTXs to

collect bulbs from building maintenance work

and send them for recycling. Collection bins have

also be placed at the entrances to our office build-

ings so that company employees can recycle the

lamp bulbs they use at home. In 2010-2011 we

sent 9.4 tons of used light bulbs for recycling.

In addition, since 2008-2009 special collection

bins have been placed at company’s office build-

ings to collect small household electrical and

electronic devices. Company employees now

have the choice to recycle small household

electronic and electrical devices which they no

longer use.

2010-2011 objective

Re-use and recycle 100% of electrical and

electronic equipment leaving our warehouse.

2010-2011 result

Recycling of 100% of electrical and electronic

equipment leaving our warehouse (194.4

tons).

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Re-use and recycle 100% of electrical and

electronic equipment leaving our warehouse.

Recycling paper and 

toner cartridges

At Vodafone Greece, we implement a program

that aims to recycle paper and toner cartridges.

Specifically, we have installed:

¬ paper collection bins (240 liters) at central lo-

cations in the company buildings (such as

printing and photocopying areas) 

¬ paper collection bins (18 liters) in each of-

fice/workplace (in total around 2,200 bins

have been placed)

¬ toner cartridges collection bins (100 liters)

at central locations in the company buildings

(such as printing and photocopying areas).

Electrical and electronic equipment recycling
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During 2010-2011:

¬ there was an increase in paper recycling per

employee (14%).

¬ more than 52 tons of paper (office paper, ad-

vertising leaflets, packaging materials) were

sent for recycling, saving more than 680 trees 

¬ 1,680 toner cartridges were sent for recy-

cling, a quantity corresponding to 53% of

those purchased by the company, in the

same period.

The use of paper and toners has a small impact

on the environment based on the Risk Assess-

ment carried out. However, it is one factor in our

offices’ operations which we have chosen to

manage.

2010-2011 objective

1. Maintain paper recycling percentage per em-

ployee in line with 2009-2010 result (18.8

kgr per employee).

2. 50% recycling of used toner cartridges.

2010-2011 result

1. 14% increase in paper recycling per

employee in comparison to 2009-2010 

(21.5 kgr per employee).

2. 53% recycling of used toner cartridges.

Degree of success

1. 114%

2. 106%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Maintain paper recycling percentage per

employee in line with 2010-2011 result

(21.5 kgr per employee).

2. 60% recycling of used toner cartridges.

1. Paper collection bin

2. Toners collection bin

3. Small electrical and electronic
appliances collection bin 2. 3.1.
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Mobile phones, batteries 

and accessories 

recycling program

In June 2003 Vodafone Greece was the first

mobile telecommunications company to im-

plement a nationwide mobile phones, batteries

and accessories recycling program. In 2010-

2011 more than 43,000* mobile telecommu-

nications products were collected at around

1,000 special bins that had been installed at

Vodafone Greece’s shops, at the company’s

buildings across Greece, at all Scouts branches

and in 137 of the company’s business customers.

It should be noted that all mobile phone owners

were able to participate in the program regardless

of the network they use. 

The company “spring cleaned” its warehouses

and more than 83,000 mobile and fixed telecom-

munications products were sent for recycling. 

Since January 2009 the mobile phones and

accessories recycling program operated at

Vodafone Greece shops has been extended to

cover fixed phones, laptops, modems and other

fixed telephony and internet equipment and

accessories.

Having collected the materials including spent

mobile phones, batteries and accessories, they

were sent to a specialised body authorised by

the state which under Greek law is responsible

for re-use, dismantling or further use of the

materials for the production of other items. 

Although the program is in its 8th year, public

participation is not proportionally in line with

mobile phone and accessory sales. According

to available data, in 2010-2011 only 0.8% of

the mobile phones sold by the Vodafone Greece

shops during that period were actually collected

for recycling at the shops and the company’s

buildings.

During 2010-2011, we took the following steps

to raise awareness among the public:

¬ In February 2011 employees were once again

called upon, with great success, to become

ambassadors of the mobile phones recycling

program and to inform their friends and fam-

ilies accordingly. As a result, more that 2,215

mobile phones were collected. 

¬ By March 2011, already 137 business cus-

tomers had installed Vodafone Greece’s 178

collection bins at their premises to collect

mobile phones and accessories.

¬ In cooperation with sport clubs such as

Olympiacos F.C., P.A.O.K. F.C., Pierikos

Archelaos FC., we placed special collection

bins at selected areas of their football

grounds and also took a series of steps at the

grounds to promote the program. 

¬ We were actively involved in the Reciprocal

Recycling Fests organised by the National

Collective Reciprocal Alternative Packaging

Management System ‘Reciprocal Recycling’

at various municipalities nationwide. 

¬ We continued general public awareness and

training regarding the possibilities of recy-

cling a mobile phone materials, through a rel-

evant print insert.

Mobile phones, batteries 
and accessories recycling
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In 2010-2011 our shops started an 'Exchange'

program to encourage the re-use of mobile

phones. 236 mobile phones were collected as

part of the program. They were sent to a spe-

cialised partner for repair and then for sale in de-

veloping countries.

2010-2011 objective

15% increase in the number of mobile 

phones and accessories collected*.

2010-2011 result

64% increase in the number of mobile 

phones and accessories collected 

(43,311 items collected).

Degree of success

426%

►2011-2012 objective

15% increase in the number of mobile 

phones and accessories collected.

*
The word “accessories” refers to all mobile telecommuni-

cations items –besides mobile phones– which are included

in the relevant chart.

Household batteries 

recycling program

The household batteries recycling program

commenced on a pilot basis at the company’s 4

central buildings in July 2004 and was extended

in November 2005 to all Vodafone Greece shops

and the company’s buildings. The program is

jointly implemented with the approved body for

the collection of household batteries (AFIS). Dur-

ing 2010-2011 we forwarded more than 9.8 tons

of spent household batteries (around 327,000

batteries).

2010-2011 objective

Collect 8 tons of spent household batteries

(around 270,000 batteries).

2010-2011 result

9.8 tons of spent household batteries

collected (around 327,000 batteries).

Degree of success

123%

►2011-2012 objective

Collect 10 tons of spent household batteries

(around 337,000 batteries).
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Using more environmentally-

friendly refrigerants and fire

suppressants

At Vodafone Greece we only use fire suppressants

with zero Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP)

while as part of scheduled maintenance activities

we are gradually replacing old refrigerant systems

which operate using HCFC R-22 with new ones

which operate with zero ODP refrigerants. In

2010-2011 the installed quantity of HCFC 

R-22 (a substance contributing to ozone layer

depletion) reduced by 14%, while at the same

time overall ODP of installed refrigerants also

reduced by 11% in comparison to the same

period last year. As a result of the efforts taken,

the number of breakdowns of refrigerant systems

which operate using HCFC R-22 reduced con-

siderably, resulting in a 43% decrease in the

quantity of R-22 being replenished.

2010-2011 objective

5% reduction in the ODP indicator for

refrigerant systems.

2010-2011 result

11% reduction in the ODP indicator for

refrigerant systems.

Degree of success

220%

►2011-2012 objective

5% reduction in the ODP indicator for

refrigerant systems.

Reducing paper consumption

At Vodafone Greece we implement a program

which seeks to reduce paper use for the compa-

ny’s daily needs. Over recent years the company

has modified most of its computer software so

that all the employees that use computers in

their day-to-day work, can print two or more

pages on one sheet of paper. During 2010-2011,

paper use (A4 and A3) per employee decreased

by 11%.

Since September 2007, all payslips have been

available to Vodafone Greece employees exclu-

sively in electronic format. 

In order to drastically reduce the amount of pa-

per used in printing bills, in February 2009 Voda-

fone Greece stopped sending out full analyses

of calls to all post-pay numbers held by compa-

ny employees. In September 2010 the company

completely stopped sending out such bills. The

full analysis can instead be viewed online at My

Account on vodafone.gr. 90% of company em-

ployees participate in this specific program re-

sulting in a saving of 750 kilograms of paper a

year, that correspond to approximately 9 trees

per year.

Since July 2009, the company stopped sending

the full analysis of calls to retail customers, and

has achieved a 94.5% participation rate. As a re-

sult we saved more than 76 tonnes of paper, cor-

responding to more than 1,290 trees. In Novem-

ber 2010 the company also extended this

e-billing program to business subscribers,

achieving a 95% participation rate, resulting in

savings of more than 36 tons of paper.
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2010-2011 objective

1. Maintain paper use percentage per

employee in line with 2009-2010 result

(20.8 kgr per employee).

2. Extend e-billing practice to company’s

business subscribers.

2010-2011 result

1. 11% decrease in paper use percentage 

per employee in relation to 2009-2010

result (18.5 kgr per employee).

2. e-billing practice extended to business

subscribers.

Degree of success

1. 111%

2. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

Maintain paper use percentage per employee

in line with 2010-2011 result (18.5 kgr per

employee).

Monitoring the environmental

impacts of transport 

Based on available data, fuel consumed by the

Vodafone Greece corporate fleet of vehicles

dropped by approximately 14% over the last

year. At the same time, 830 employees of Voda-

fone Greece were given the chance to work re-

motely since they have access to the company

network and their company email wherever they

are using Vodafone Mobile Connect. 

At the same time, the number of air miles trav-

eled was up 15%*. Since 2008 Vodafone Greece

has invested in developing video-conferencing

infrastructure to replace the need for its employ-

ees to travel by air on business, resulting in a

drop in CO2 emissions from air travel. In 2010-

2011 there were 447 video conferences in total

between employees of Vodafone Greece and

the Vodafone Group at the conference room fa-

cilities at the Halandri building.    

Fuel consumption used in road transport and

the impact on the atmosphere from air travel by

the company’s executives is not one of the com-

pany’s main impacts on the environment based

on the results of the Risk Assessment of its op-

erations.

2010-2011 result

1. 14% decrease in fuel consumed by the

company’s vehicles.

2. 15% increase in the air miles traveled.

*
This refers to trips abroad, since we have not developed a

central mechanism for recording and monitoring trips within

Greece.
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Offering environmentally-friendly

products and services

Offering a solar mobile phone

Vodafone Greece was the first mobile telecom-

munications company in the country to offer

the Samsung Blue Earth in February 2010, the

first touch screen, environmentally-friendly

mobile phone that also recharges using solar

energy.

The Samsung Blue Earth combines environmen-

tally-friendly materials, low energy consumption

when in use and elegant design as well as unique

technical features.  

The plastic parts of the handset and the recharg-

er come from reused water bottles which con-

tributes to a drop in fuel consumption and CO2

emissions during the production process. In

2010-2011 2,136 phones were sold.

Offering a solar mobile phone charger

In 2005 Vodafone was the first mobile telecom-

munications company in the world to make a so-

lar mobile phone charger commercially avail-

able via its shops, and that product was

re-released in 2010.

Using sunlight, this innovative product stores

energy which is then used to power up the mo-

bile phone whenever necessary thus avoiding

the use of electrical power. Vodafone Greece’s

solar recharger is compatible with a wide range

of mobile phones, allowing users to change mo-

bile phone but keep the same recharger, and can

also be used anywhere -even on the beach- pro-

vided there is sunlight. It is worth noting that

when a conventional charger is plugged in it

continues to consume power even if the mobile

phone is not connected to it. In 2010-2011, 150

items were sold.

Participating in events

to promote environmental

responsibility

Vodafone Greece participates in the ‘Earth

Hour’ action against climate change

All Vodafone Greece’s shops actively participat-

ed, for the third consecutive year, in the ‘Earth

Hour’ global initiative organised by the environ-

mental organisation WWF to combat climate

change. All Vodafone Greece’s shops nationwide

turned off their window display lights and store

signs for one hour from 20:30 on Saturday, 26

March 2011. In line with safety regulations,

emergency systems remained operational as al-

ways. Note that it is standard company practice

that the lights at all Vodafone Greece’s office

building remain switched off during non-work-

ing hours.

Participating in Environmental 

Awareness classes 

Vodafone Greece was actively involved in the Re-

ciprocal Recycling Fests organised by the Na-

tional Collective Reciprocal Alternative Packag-

ing Management System ‘Reciprocal Recycling’

at various municipalities nationwide. 

For three weeks from the start of May 2010, stu-

dents from 11 municipalities across all of Greece

took part in major recycling competitions, and

recycled more than 2 million pieces of plastic,

glass and metal packaging. Note that by recy-

cling that packaging the emission of more than

45,334 kilograms of greenhouse gases into the

atmosphere was prevented. 

2.1.

1. Solar mobile phone

2. Solar charger

1. 2.

1. Reciprocal
Recycling Fests

2. WWF «Earth Hour» 
initiative logo
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During the prize-giving ceremony held at the

Aigli in the Zappeion, attended by more than

400 students from municipalities nationwide,

Vodafone Greece awarded netbooks and bicy-

cles as prizes to the schools that managed to

collect the most recyclable materials in each

municipality.

Participating in the 

‘Recycle Now!’ program

At Vodafone Greece we worked with the 

Thessaloniki First Conurbation Parents Associa-

tion to design an educational course called 

‘Recycle Now!’. The program was launched in the

2009-2010 school year and continued in the

2010-2011 school year under the aegis of the

Thessaloniki local government authority, in col-

laboration with officials from the Primary and

Secondary Education Directorate of Thessaloni-

ki. The following measures were taken as part of

the program:

¬ A one-day environmental education event

was held. 

¬ In 2009-2010, 28 special recycling bins were

installed at 24 schools around the city to col-

lect materials such as paper and electrical

and electronic equipment while in 2010-

2011, 20 new bins were added. At the same

time children were given special bags to col-

lect and transport recyclable materials. This

result in around 10 tons being sent for recy-

cling, of which 6 tons was paper, 2 tons glass

and 2 tons of electrical appliances.

¬ Info-events were held for around 300 school

pupils at the Mavrorachi Landfill Site. The pur-

pose of these visits was to ensure they had a

full picture of the benefits of recycling and

the impact of not properly managing waste.

¬ 12,000 copies of an info-leaflet about recy-

cling were printed and distributed.

2010-2011 objective

1. Publish info leaflets.

2. Install additional 20 bins.

2010-2011 result

1. An info-leaflet about recycling was prepared,

12,000 copies of which were distributed.

2. Bins were installed.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

Corporate recycling leaflet
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Contribution to 
Sustainable Societies

The company’s future is intimately bound up with the challenges

that sustainable development presents. We are focusing on sectors

where our mobile technology solutions can help address

challenges at an economic, social and environmental level, 

while at the same time generating new opportunities for the

company to develop.
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Contributing to 
the development of
the Greek economy
while also generating
environmental
benefits

Carbon Connections study

Vodafone Greece presented the Carbon Connec-

tions study, the first quantified study in Greece

whose measurable figures show how specific

commercially-available mobile telecommuni-

cations applications can contribute to stimulat-

ing the economy’s competitiveness while also

addressing climate change.  

Vodafone Greece prepared this study since cur-

rent economic conditions require that we focus

on how to stimulate development in Greece and

how to make Greek businesses, and therefore

the economy, competitive. That will have posi-

tive repercussions on citizens and businesses

while also generating important benefits for the

environment.

The results of the study indicate that by imple-

menting 16 smart mobile telecommunication

applications, energy costs can be reduced by

2010 by €1.4 billion, while also preventing the

emission of 6.4 Mt of CO2 eq, a figure which ac-

counts for 4.5% of Greece’s estimated emissions.

To achieve those reductions, 13.6 million mobile

telecommunication connections will be need-

ed, which will primarily relate to wireless con-

nections between devices (M2M), and to achieve

this significant investments in both telecommu-

nications and IT will be needed.

Of the extensive range of potential mobile

telecommunication applications that could re-

duce energy costs and CO2 emissions, the Car-

bon Connections study focuses on 16 smart mo-

bile communications applications in 4 main

categories:

¬ Dematerialisation: This category includes

smart mobile telecommunications applications

that promote the substitution of physical

goods, processes and actual movements with

‘virtual’ alternatives. Examples are videocon-

ferencing or e-commerce.

¬ Smart grid: This category includes smart mo-

bile telecommunications applications that

promote the efficiency of power distribution

grids thanks to active monitoring of the grid

and to a reduction in dependence on the

central power generating system.

¬ Smart logistics: This category includes smart

mobile telecommunications applications that

promote the supervision and monitoring of

vehicles and their cargoes to improve logistics

efficiency by utilising vehicles more fully.

¬ Smart cities: This category includes smart

mobile telecommunications applications that

promote improved traffic management and

better public utilities.

The greatest energy cost savings come from the

smart grid category (€0.41 billion) and the smart

cities category (€0.55 billion), while machine to

machine (M2M) wireless communication appli-

cations account for 90% of CO2 emissions. 

The adoption of such smart mobile communi-

cations applications could be given a major

boost by adopting a suitable regulatory frame-

work accompanied by incentives that would

stimulate business investments in those appli-

cations. Such a framework and incentives would

lay the foundations for more innovation in

Greece, for development and for improved com-

petitiveness in the economy overall.

Vodafone Greece, in partnership with other com-

panies in the ICT sector, is already poised to con-

tribute to implementing the majority of the

smart applications listed in the study.

The study was prepared in collaboration with Ac-

centure, and is based on the original Carbon

Connections study prepared by the Vodafone

Group in collaboration with Accenture, which fo-

cuses on implementing smart mobile telecom-

munications applications in 25 countries in Eu-

rope.

Offering the Vodafone Web 

Conferencing service 

Vodafone Greece was the first company in the

Vodafone Group to release the Vodafone Web

Conferencing service. It became available on

the Greek market in July 2009 in collaboration

with Cisco WebEx Technology. This service is an

innovative web conferencing solution that al-

lows users to communicate with associates and

customers in a direct and effective manner no

matter where they are located worldwide via

phone and web conferencing by simply using

a phone and an internet connection.

This service fully eliminates the need to travel

to hold business meetings, thereby resulting in

a drop in fuel consumption on business trips

and a corresponding drop in CO2 emissions into

the environment.

Vodafone Greece Carbon
Connections: Quantifying mobile’s 

role in tacking climate change
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Co n t r i b u t i o n  t o  S u s t a i n a b le  S o c i e t i e s

Offering the ZeliTrack fleet 

management service

The ZeliTrack service is a simple-to-use sub-

scriber Web Fleet Management service avail-

able exclusively from Vodafone Greece.

The special device installed on the vehicle con-

stantly records the geographical coordinates

and transmits the data via GPRS which is then

stored and presented to the customer in real

time with full reports and historical data about

traffic, routes, vehicle operations and other

data such as door opening /closure, cargo tem-

perature and driver ID.

The ZeliTrack service allows all companies with

a fleet of vehicles to improve the services 

offered to end customers while also reducing

operating costs arising from diesel consump-

tion and thereby reduce its environmental foot-

print by:

¬ using statistical data to more effectively de-

ploy vehicles and reduce itineraries 

¬ optimising itinerary scheduling and reduce

the number of kilometers traveled 

¬ monitoring vehicle usage to schedule pre-

ventative maintenance more effectively 

¬ motivating drivers to implement best driving

practices.

Utilising our
technology in the
health sector

At Vodafone in 2006 we started supporting a pi-

lot scheme entitled 'Remote Population Groups

Medical Parameters Telemetry' at 5 regional

clinics run by the Central Macedonia 2nd Health

and Welfare System with the participation 

of Thessaloniki's Papageorgiou General Hospital

and technical support from the company 

Vidavo. 

In 2010-2011 the program had extended to cov-

er an additional 13 rural surgeries bringing the

total figure nationwide to 30. The program, or-

ganised and supported by Vodafone Greece, is

being implemented in coordination with the Lo-

cal Government Authority Inter-Municipal

Health & Social Solidarity Network, whose mem-

bers include the municipalities involved in the

program, with the participation of Athens Med-

ical Center as the central hospital and technical

support and training from Vidavo.

Telemedicine refers to the procedure for obtain-

ing patient examinations from a regional surgery

for example and sending them to a central hos-

pital to be examined by specialist doctors such

as cardiologists. Telemedicine is based on mo-

bile communication technology and new gen-

eration medical devices. These devices permit

patients to be examined using a cardiograph for

example and for that data to be sent to a central

hospital to a specialist cardiologist who will re-

ceive the examinations and send back his diag-

nosis in the same way. 

The benefits to patients at that they can practice

preventative medicine, while at the same time

geographical limitations are abolished and the

sense of security felt by citizens is strengthened

thanks to direct access to specialist doctors.

Doctors can better manage their patients since

they can provide specialist healthcare services

in rural areas while at the same time they also

have the opportunity to communicate with spe-

cialists.

In addition to covering patients suffering from

chronic conditions, the program also covers

population groups deemed to be at high risk

such as the obese, smokers, etc. In 2010-2011

more than 1,709 examinations were sent by the

rural surgeries participating in the program.

Since 2006 at Vodafone Greece we have also

been supporting the Municipality of Trikala’s pi-

lot Telemedicine program. Thanks to sponsor-

ship of PDA devices and SIM/GPRS cards, par-

ticipants in the program can now have their

course of pharmaceutical treatment directly

checked and adjusted by doctors at the Trikala

Hospital using the Vodafone Greece network

which carries the relevant data.In 2008-2009

Vodafone Greece launched a new pilot

Telemedicine program at the Roma medical

and welfare centers in the Municipalities of

Trikala and Sofades. The telemedicine equip-

ment (sponsored by Vodafone Greece) will en-

able integrated primary healthcare services to

be provided and data to be sent to a specialist

when necessary, without the need to refer the

patient to the specialist or without him or her

having to travel to see the specialist. The pro-

gram is being implemented in collaboration

with the Trikala and Karditsa General Hospitals

following decisions to that effect by the Boards

of Directors of those Hospitals.

Telemedicine program: Process of taking
and sending examinations
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In 2009-2010, with the support of Vodafone

Greece, the Municipality of Trikala began a

telemedicine research program to monitor type

2 diabetes patients at home. The aim of the pilot

program is to cover 30 patients chosen by the

Trikala General Hospital for a period of 6 months.

2010-2011 objective

1. Telemedicine program from the 17 current

areas to cover 30 in total.

2. Implement a new Telemedicine program.

2010-2011 result

1. Extend the Telemedicine program was

extended to 30 locations nationwide.

2. A new telemedicine program was started to

monitor type 2 diabetes patients at home.

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

Retain existing telemedicine programs.

Utilising our
technology in the
educational sector
Working in collaboration with the Foundation

for the Hellenic World, Vodafone Greece devel-

oped the ‘Click … on history’ educational program.

This program is aimed at secondary school

pupils and seeks to highlight local history from

the viewpoint of school pupils and to make

them more familiar with mobile communications

technology as a contemporary tool of educa-

tion.

As part of the program, pupils were asked to

record their local history using ‘smart’ mobile

phones by utilising the camera, video and voice

recorder functions. Pupils were asked to contact

the local community around their school,

explore their town, neighbourhood or village,

collect evidence from family photograph albums,

cultural associations and public archives under

the guidance of their teachers and experts from

the Foundation for the Hellenic World. This re-

search audiovisual material was then uploaded

by mobile phone to a specially designed online

platform for the program, where it was integrated

in well-organised presentations.

This program brings an important contribution

to pupils’ education as far as research method

is concerned, while it also helps them acquire

skills regarding essay creation in electronic

form through a process that is bound to have

the pupils’ attention. Last, it trains pupils 

in carrying out a collective project, since they

must form groups, in which they need to 

cooperate closely in order to submit their final

project, while it also familiarises them with

technologies used every day, but in a more

creative manner, thereby highlighting the value

of using them in an educational setting. The

program was implemented on a pilot basis at 6

schools in various areas around Greece. 

►2011-2012 objective

Evaluation of the pilot program and exploration of

the potential for extending it to 10 new areas.

Utilising our
technology in the
environmental
protection sector

Since 2008 Vodafone Greece has been support-

ing a pioneering research program which has

been implemented for the first time in Greece

by ARCTUROS. The program utilises Vodafone

Greece’s mobile telecommunications network

to monitor and protect the brown bear, from pos-

sible interruptions such as those deriving from

major technical projects.

Specifically, ARCTUROS researchers fit bears

with GPS-GSM locating devices, which do not in-

terfere with the free movement and behavior of

the animals. At designated times, each device

links up to a satellite and stores the geographical

location of the animal on a micro-hard disk. At

the same time, it authors an SMS containing

those coordinates and transmits it via Vodafone

Greece’s mobile telecommunications network

to the computers at the ARCTUROS scientific

center.

1. Educational program
«Click... on history»

2.  Research program to monitor
the brown bear 2.1.
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This allows exceptionally important data about

the brown bear’s population status and relations

between sub-populations, habitat usage, etc. to

be collected. To date the scientific team from

ARCTUROS has collected data that has led to sig-

nificant conclusions being drawn such as the

fact that the recorded brown bear population in

the area studied was larger than the pre-existing

estimates. Based on that information, the scien-

tific team from ARCTUROS was able to take pre-

ventative steps and implement proposals, inter-

vene in the planning stages of major technical

projects to ensure that the brown bear’s habitats

remain intact, and that roads are suitably sign-

posted for drivers passing through such areas.

2010-2011 objective

Continue and expand the program to cover  

the Egnatia vertical axis (Siatista – Kastoria –

Krystallopigi).

2010-2011 result

Program was continued and expanded to cover

the Egnatia vertical axis (Siatista – Kastoria –

Krystallopigi).

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue the program to monitor 

the brown bear.

Vodafone World 
of Difference
In September 2010 we implemented the Voda-

fone World of Difference program which gives

individuals with vision and passion the oppor-

tunity to make their dream come true and work

for the charity of their choice on one specific

project. This is a global program that has been

implemented so far in 20 countries with great

success, and has given the opportunity to more

than 950 individual winners around the world

to work for a charitable organisation of their

choice. During the 5-week application submission

period, we received 292 applications from the

public. 3 candidates were eventually chosen

to work for one year at a charity of their choice.

They were:

¬ Katie Alevra, who took over management

of the new Wildlife Care and Environmental

Information Center being built by the “ANIMA”

Wildlife Protection and Care Association in

the Municipality of Saronikos. The aim of

the project is to create suitable infrastructure

to accommodate and care for 2,500 wild

animals a year and to provide environmental

education to 7,000 school pupils. The Center

will commence operations in September

2011 and in April 2012 it will be possible for

schools to make visits to its premises.  

¬ Konstantinos Kostopoulos, who took up po-

sition as Professional Advisor with the Patra

Mental Health Association, offering his serv-

ices to mental health patients and their fam-

ilies. His objective is to assess the state of

members of the association and using that

assessment to place them in jobs or educa-

tion and to provide briefings to raise aware-

ness in the local labour market.

¬ Vasiliki Hatzopoulou, who took up the post

of social worker at the PERPATO Prefecture

of Rhodopi Association for the Mobility Chal-

lenged, responsible for issues relating to

care for the mobility challenged and acces-

sibility in the Prefecture. Her aim is to raise

funds and implement specific initiatives to

ensure greater accessibility in the Prefecture

of Rhodopi for the disable, as well as to raise

public awareness.

We also gave our employees the chance to par-

ticipate in the program. One employee was cho-

sen to work for 6 months for a charity of his

choice. The successful candidate was Ioannis

Rhoditis, who took up the post of Business De-

veloper at the Smile of the Child Association for

the Southeastern Europe Center for Missing and

Exploited Children. His aim is to promote the ob-

jectives and activities of the Center among the

bodies involved, and to develop partnerships

with organisations in neighbouring states in SE

Europe.

►2011-2012 objective

1. Completion of work by the 4 candidates at

the charities of their choice.

2. Repeat the program.

Vodafone World of Difference
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Programs for
the Children

Planetbook: 

The first environmental 

board game

In 2009-2010 we developed the first environ-

mental board game, Planetbook, in collaboration

with KEAN (Cell of Alternative Youth Activities).

Planetbook is aimed both at adults and children

and seeks to educate and cultivate awareness

about environmental issues by combining learn-

ing with fun. 

The game is available at no cost to environmental

educators in schools nationwide, and it is also

widely presented at educational and environ-

mental events.

The environmental organisations Greenpeace,

WWF, Archelon, SOS Mediterranean, the Pan-

hellenic Network of Ecological Organisations

(PANDOIKO), the Hellenic Ornithological Society

& European Expression were also involved in

developing it.

2010-2011 objective

Distribution of 2,500 games to schools

nationwide.

2010-2011 result

2,305 games distributed

Degree of success

92%

►2011-2012 objective

Presentation of the game at 20 events

nationwide.

Educational film about the

environment, entitled 

‘Earth is our Home’

During 2007-2008, a new film called ‘Earth is our

Home’ was produced in cooperation with the

Foundation of the Hellenic World and is being

screened at the ‘Hellenic Cosmos’ virtual reality

theatre, ‘Tholos’. It lasts 15 minutes and address-

es environmental issues. The film was produced

using cutting edge 3-D graphics and can only be

seen at the ‘Tholos’ theatre. ‘Tholos’ resembles

a planetarium in terms of shape and layout, but

in effect the only thing they have in common is

the hemispherical projection surface. This is a

unique, virtual reality immersion experience

which gets viewers directly involved, is flexible,

innovative and captivating. 

The film presents how human activities affect

the environment and also recommends day-to-

day things we can do to minimise those effects

(like energy efficiency, using renewable energy

sources and recycling practices). 

The film stars a polar bear and a fish who face a

series of challenges in their ecosystem due to

our approach to the environment. Starting from

the images of the ice floes where the polar bear

lives, the film takes us to the city and our day-to-

day reality where alternative methods are pro-

posed for a series of things we could all do in a

much more environmentally-friendly way. This

film is aimed at both adults and children. In the

second half of the screening, viewers can test

their knowledge and memory in a pleasant, in-

teractive and educational game.

In October and November 2010, the film was

screened at the planetarium at the Science Cen-

ter and Technology Museum NOESIS in Thessa-

loniki and was viewed by 4,066 visitors.

2010-2011 objective

20,000 visitors to watch the film.

2010-2011 result

14,087 visitors watched the film.

Degree of success

70%

►2011-2012 objective

10,000 visitors to watch the film.

‘LETO’ mobile paediatrics 

and dentistry unit

The ‘LETO’ mobile paediatrics and dentistry unit

established by Vodafone Greece and Medicins

du Monde in 2003, travels around all of Greece

to provide paediatric and dental care to children

living in remote and underdeveloped areas

which have no hospitals or health centers. The

‘LETO’ unit provides the following services:

¬ paediatric examination and free treatment

with basic paediatric drug provision

¬ dental examination, treatment and distribution

of dental hygiene and preventative dental

medicine guidelines

¬ preventative hygiene and implementation of

vaccination programs

¬ lectures on preventative medicine, healthy

eating habit and oral hygiene and distribution

of informative material.

2010-2011 objective

Evaluation of program’s continuation.

2010-2011 result

Program continued and 4,268 children were

examined.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Examine 4,500 children.

Planetbook: Environmental board game
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Children's Creativity Workshops 

at the SOS Children’s Villages

In 2005-2006 in cooperation with the SOS Chil-

dren’s Villages we established Children’s Creativ-

ity Workshops at the charity’s premises in Athens

and Thessaloniki. At these workshops, children

from the SOS Villages and from the wider area

of Vari and Plagiari receive training and can ex-

press themselves through innovative artistic and

creative expression methods under the guid-

ance of special instructors.

At the SOS Children's Village in Vari a building

has been suitably designed and fully fitted to

house:

¬ A music workshop

¬ A visual arts workshop 

¬ A theatre workshop

¬ A theatrical fairytales workshop

¬ A new technologies workshop

¬ An English language workshop 

¬ A parent counseling and support group

At the SOS Children's Village in Northern Greece

in the Plagiari area of Thessaloniki a building has

been suitably designed and fully fitted to house:

¬ A music workshop

¬ A visual arts workshop 

¬ A cultural events workshop

¬ A reading and expression workshop

2010-2011 objective

1. Development and running of a new

environmental awareness workshop at Vari.

2. Development and running of 3 new workshops

at Plagiari: reading and expression,

environmental awareness and cultural events.

2010-2011 result

1. New environmental awareness workshop 

at Vari planned.

2. 2 reading and expression and cultural events

workshops developed and run at Plagiari.

Environmental awareness workshop

planned.

Degree of success

1. –

2. 67%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Run an environmental awareness workshop

at Vari and Plagiari.

2. Re-evaluate and adjust the workshops to

meet children’s needs.

Respite Home for children

suffering from cerebral palsy

The Respite Home for children suffering from

cerebral palsy was established in 2003-2004

with our support to the Hellenic Cerebral Palsy

Society. The children staying at the Respite

Home do so, on average for one week, and at the

Home have the opportunity to improve their so-

cial skills and participate in educational and

leisure activities.

Key objectives of the Home are to help deal with

family crises, provide relief to parents and chil-

dren staying there, and to train young adults

about how to live on their own and to allow them

to temporarily ‘escape’ their family environment.

500 m2 of the Society’s premises were dedicated

to the Respite Home which includes 3 spacious

bedrooms capable of sleeping 4 people each, a

fully fitted bathroom, kitchen and staff quarters,

living-room/library and veranda. Guests at the

Respite Home can also use the Society’s facili-

ties such as the refectory, the swimming pool,

sports facilities since the Respite Home operates

on the Society’s premises. 

The team staffing the respite home includes

specialists and consists of therapists, social

workers, nurses, physical education instructors,

sociologists, and special needs teachers.

2010-2011 objective

Accommodate 230 children.

2010-2011 result

274 children were accommodated.

Degree of success

119%

►2011-2012 objective

Accommodate 270 children.

Supporting initiatives 

to promote the social good

In February 2006 the three mobile telecom-

munications companies Cosmote, Wind (former

TIM) and Vodafone Greece set up the “Prosfero”

service to support and provide integrated man-

agement for charitable events like TV-marathons.

This service allows certain numbers to be used

by the three companies for a specific time

period. Customers of all three companies can

send as many SMS as they want to the specific

number during that period. Each SMS costs €1

plus VAT. The total net revenues (VAT excluded)

which result from use of the service are paid

over by the three mobile telecommunications

companies to the institution body organising

the charity event (by depositing it with the De-

posits and Loans Fund). It is worth noting that

1. “LETO” mobile paediatrics and dentistry unit

2. Creative Workshops at the SOS Children’s Villages

3. Environmental Educational film ‘Earth is our home’ 1. 2. 3.
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all three companies involved in offering this

service gain no financial benefit from it and do

not retain any sum for themselves, not even to

cover operating costs. During the year 10 actions

were implemented to raise funds for charitable

bodies.

2010-2011 objective

Continue the program.

2010-2011 result

1. 9 organisations were supported

2. The program was implemented throughout

the year.

Degree of success

100%

►2011-2012 objective

Continue the program.

Employee
volunteerism
program

Vodafone Greece’s employees participate in a

series of voluntary activities, offering their time,

skills and abilities to support charitable purpos-

es. Our aim is to generate the greatest possible

benefit for the recipient of such services, and so

we chose the SOS Children’s Villages as the ben-

eficiary of all our volunteer measures. For the

second year running, we implemented the ‘Me

& My Shadow’ program for children from the SOS

Children’s Villages to allow them to get to know

how the company works and to receive appro-

priate stimuli about their professional future. 22

children from the SOS Children’s Villages visited

our offices in Halandri and Thessaloniki to expe-

rience what it is like to be a Vodafone employee

for one day. “Me & My Shadow" is a job shadow-

ing initiative intended to contribute to the edu-

cation of children aged 12 to 16 years old by

placing them in the actual day-to-day roles and

activities of an employee. 

Moreover, a team of employees from the Infor-

mation Technology and Human Resources Di-

visions renovated the creativity workshops at

the Vari SOS Children’s Village. This was a pilot

program implemented by 27 company employ-

ees who dedicated 362 hours of their working

time to studying the premises housing the cre-

ativity workshops, designing the renovation and

carrying out the necessary work.

For the third consecutive year 10 employees

represented Vodafone Greece in the Global Bik-

ing Initiative by cycling from Prague to Düssel-

dorf to disseminate information about the work

of the SOS Children’s Villages. The team’s efforts

raised €9,250 in donations from friends, col-

leagues and the company which went to the Vari

SOS Children’s Village. This effort also encour-

age a team of 48 employees and associates of

the company to take part in the Athens 28th

Classical Marathon in October, raising a total of

€14,500 for the Vari SOS Children’s Village.

Since 2002 employees have been systematical-

ly involved in collecting clothes and offering

them to charities such as Medicins du Monde,

the Greek Red Cross, the Strofi Treatment Center

and individual families in the Municipality of

Perama. During 2010-2011 around 15 hours

were spent in implementing the scheme by a

team of employees in the context of their day-

to-day work while more than 300 items of cloth-

ing were distributed.

2010-2011 objective

1. Continue the program of clothing collection.

2. Repeat the “Me and My Shadow” program.

2010-2011 result

1. The program was continued (clothing

collection).

2. The ‘Me & My Shadow’ initiative took place in

Athens and Thessaloniki. 

Degree of success

1. 100%

2. 100%

►2011-2012 objective

1. Continue the clothes collection program.

2. Carry out a satisfaction survey among

participants in the 'Me & My Shadow'

program. 

3. Explore employee intentions to participate in

volunteer programs by conducting an in-

house survey. Plan 2 volunteer actions based

on the results of the survey.
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2010-2011 objective

Completion of the whistle blowing mechanism
for cases of corruption.

1. Develop an action plan based on survey
results.

2. Carry out the 4th Stakeholders Survey (2010-
2012).

3. Carry out an Employee Survey.

Verify that the relevant corporate processes
and mechanisms are properly implemented,
thereby assuring the accuracy of company’s
reported financial results.

Obtain validation from independent auditors,
who will certify the company’s compliance
with the requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act.

Continued compliance with BS25999.

Provision of training and briefings to all new
employees.

❙

Successful evaluation of Management
Systems implementation in line with ISO
14001, EMAS, OHSAS 18001.

Renew Vodafone Greece’s registration in the
EMAS Register for Greece.

Exchange best practices.

1. Continue the Corporate Responsibility print
campaign with emphasis on the
‘Mobile phones recycling program’. 

2. Implement information dissemination-
awareness raising initiatives 
for employees about company 
environmental programs.

2010-2011 result

The mechanism has been notified to the Hellenic
Data Protection Authority for approval.

1. The plan was implemented. 
2. -
3. An Employee Survey was carried out. 

Successful assurance of proper implementation
and application of corporate processes and
control points, including corrective action
changes required. 

Validation of company’s compliance (comments
for improvement were included but these have no
impact whatsoever on the financial results) by
independent internal and external company
auditors, in accordance with the requirements of
section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.  

Successful audit of the Business Continuity
Management System in line with British 
Standard BS 25999 and extension of certification 
to fixed telephony and internet business 
customer services. 

Briefing and training of new employees via the
induction program. 

❙

Successful evaluation.  

Registration renewal. 

Best practices exchanged. 

1. Continuation of the print campaign about the
‘mobile phones recycling program’. 

2. Information dissemination – awareness
raising measures implemented. 

►2011-2012 objective

Completion of the whistle blowing mechanism
for cases of corruption.

1. Carry out  the 4th Stakeholders Survey
2. Develop an action plan based on survey

results.
3. Carry out an Employee Survey.

Check proper implementation and application
of corporate processes and checks 
which safeguard: 
a) the correctness of financial results and 
b) company revenues.

Successfully obtain validation from
independent auditors, who will certify the
company’s compliance with the
requirements of Section 404 of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act.

Continue compliance with British Standard
25999.

Develop a communication and information
portal in company’s Global Intranet, to raise
business continuity awareness. 

Develop an alternative workplace to be used
if the main building facilities are unavailable
or inaccessible due to an emergency.

Successful evaluation of Management
Systems implementation in line with ISO
14001, EMAS, OHSAS 18001.

Internal evaluation of maintaining 
Vodafone Greece’s registration in 
the EMAS Register for Greece.

Exchange best practices.

1. Continuation of the print campaign about
the ‘mobile phones recycling program’.

2. Information dissemination–awareness
raising initiatives implemented for
employees about company 
environmental programs.

O b j e c t i ve s  -  Re s u lt s  -  N e w  Co m m i t m e n t s  Ta b le
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Responsible Behaviour

2010-2011 result

Issues were communicated.

Policy was incorporated. 

Support was provided for the activities of
the National Technical University of Athens 
and the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to
extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 13 new
locations.

Support was provided for info-actions for the
university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

Support was provided to the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki to conduct measurements via the
‘Mobile HERMES’ program, in 2 new areas.

Check conducted (no non-conformities
identified). 

1. Leaflet updated. 
2. Program’s implementation was transferred for

2011-2012, due to reconsideration of the
activities that will include. 

Continued provision of information. 

Public was informed. 

Current products and services maintained. 

Existing social support lines retained. 

Program was continued. 

1. Audit in one of the supplier that was found to be
complying with the principles in the Code of
Ethical Purchasing at a rate below 50%.

2. The re-assessment of company’s main suppliers
in relation to their compliance with the Code of
Ethical Purchasing was not implemented due to
differentiation in the objectives achievement
prioritisation. 

3. Assessment of 3 main company’s suppliers.

2010-2011 objective

Communicate issues of mobile
telecommunications, technology and 
health based on scientific developments 
in line with the needs of stakeholders.

Vodafone Group network deployment policy
incorporation in the contracts of the relevant
company’s subcontractors.

Provide support for the activities of 
the National Technical University of Athens 
and the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to
extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 20 new
locations.

Provide support for info-actions for the
university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

Provide support to the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki to conduct measurements via the
‘Mobile HERMES’ program, in 5 new areas.

Check of marketing materials to ensure they are
compatible with Vodafone Group responsible
marketing, content and use guidelines.

1. Update leaflet ‘Parents Guide to Mobile
Telecommunications’.

2. Implementation of an awareness program
regarding safe internet use.

Continue to provide information (mobile
phones and driving). 

Inform public about Corporate Responsibility
issues via articles.

Maintain current products and services.

Retain the existing social support lines.

Continue the program (academic community).

1. Completion of a series of audits at suppliers
who based on 2008-2009 results, were found
to be compliant at a rate below 50% with the
principles in the Code of Ethical Purchasing.

2. Re-assessment of company’s main suppliers
in relation to their compliance with the Code
of Ethical Purchasing.

►2011-2012 objective

Communicate issues of mobile
telecommunications, technology 
and health based on scientific developments
in line with the needs of stakeholders.

Promote the Vodafone Group network
deployment policy principles to internal 
and external associates. 

Provide support for the activities of the
National Technical University of Athens and
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to
extend the ‘HERMES’ program to 10 new
locations.

Provide support for info-actions for the
university programs ‘HERMES’ and ‘ENIGMA’.

Provide support to the Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki to conduct measurements via
the ‘Mobile HERMES’ program, in 5 new areas.

Check of marketing materials to ensure they
are compatible with Vodafone Group
responsible marketing, guidelines.

1. Leaflet distribution.
2. Implementation of an awareness 

program regarding safe internet use.

Continue to provide information.

Inform public about Corporate Responsibility 
and Sustainability issues via articles.

Maintain current products and services.

Retain the existing social support lines.

Continue the program (academic
community).

Incorporate the updated Code of Ethical
Purchasing in the contracts of company’s
suppliers.



Reported results against objectives marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope 

(see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)

Mobile Phones – Masts – Health – Network Deployment

Customers

Access to Communications

Supply Chain
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2010-2011 objective

1. Attendance by 1,800 executives at the
‘Pelatis’ training program. 

2. Continuation of cross-functional projects. 
3. Continuation of the recognition programs,

‘Make a Difference’ and ‘The Vodafone Way
Global Heroes’.

4. Continuation of targeted training for
company executives on Leadership,
Innovation and Differentiation issues.

Participation of 100% of employees that fall
under the annual process of ‘Performance
Dialogue’.

Continue to bolster and support Vodafone
Greece corporate culture by emphasising on
‘The Vodafone Way’ (e.g. via the program called ‘
Pelatis’).

Implementation of the ‘Challenger’ program
and work experience as part of the program for
6 postgraduate students who will work on
cross-functional projects.

1. No increase in work-related accidents, within
workplace, resulting in lost time from the
2005-2008 baseline (2008-2011).

2. Evaluation of management executives in
relation to achievement of Health and Safety
goals. 

3. Training for all management executives
(around 150 in total) on Health and Safety
issues and the 6 Absolute Rules.

Continue the program (blood donation).

2010-2011 result

1. All employees at company shops attended the
'Pelatis' program. 

2. Cross-functional projects were 
implemented. 

3. 6 actions received awards as part of the ‘Make a
difference’ program and 5 as part of 'The
Vodafone Way Global Heroes'. 

4. Senior executives attended courses on
leadership, innovation and differentiation. 

100% participation of employees covered by the
annual ‘Performance Dialogue’ process. 

The program implemented was targeted on ‘The
Vodafone Way’ and on customer service, such as
the Pelatis program for example implemented at
Vodafone shops. 

The Challenger program was run for 5
postgraduate students (for personal reasons 1
participant had to drop out). 

1. The total number of workplace accidents 
from 2005 to 2008 was 10, while the figure
from 2008 to 2011 was 13. 

2. All management executives were evaluated. 
3. All management executives were briefed.

Special training was provided to management
executives operating in high risk areas. 

Program was continued. 

►2011-2012 objective

1. Continued implementation of the ‘Pelatis’
program, monitoring of results and targeted
actions to ensure continuing improvement
of the services provided.

2. Continuation of cross-functional projects. 
3. Continuation of the recognition programs,

‘Make a Difference’ and ‘The Vodafone Way
Global Heroes’.

4. Attendance by senior executives at diversity
training courses. 

Participation of 100% of employees that
covered by the annual ‘Performance Dialogue’
process.

Continue to bolster and support corporate
culture by emphasising ‘The Vodafone Way’,
developing skills and abilities associated with
a customer-based approach, and developing
executives (such as the training course
implemented by the Sales and Customer
Service Divisions).

Continuation of the program as ‘Discover’ 
(ex Challenger).

1. No increase in workplace accidents
compared to 2010-2011.

2. Training of Health and Safety at work issues
for 70% of employees in the Technology
Division. 

3.  Organise a Health and Safety Week. 

Continue the program.

Responsible Behaviour (continue)



Reported results against objectives marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope 

(see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)

Employees

O b j e c t i ve s  -  Re s u lt s  -  N e w  Co m m i t m e n t s  Ta b le
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Reported results against objectives marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope 

(see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)

Eco-Efficiency

2010-2011 result

The emission of 41,658 tons of CO2, was 
prevented. 

CO2 emissions reduced by 66% per megabyte
(MB) of network traffic against a 2006-2007
baseline.

❙

❙

1. 41% savings in network energy consumption
(this percentage represents energy savings that
equals 24,385 MWh for Base Stations and
13,160 MWh for MTXs and Data Centers).

2. Reduction in overall energy consumption at
MTXs and Data Centers by 6.6% compared to
2009-2010.

1. 9.4% reduction in office energy consumption
per m2.

2. 6.6% reduction in total office energy
consumption.

100% recycling of stored lead batteries (161 tons).

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils from
Base Stations.

Recycling of 100% of electrical and electronic
equipment leaving our warehouse (194.4 tons).

14% increase in paper recycling per employee in
comparison to 2009-2010 (21.5 kgr per
employee).

53% recycling of used toner cartridges.

64% increase in the number of mobile phones and
accessories collected (43,311 items collected).

9.8 tons of spent household batteries collected
(around 327,000 batteries).

11% reduction in the ODP indicator for refrigerant
systems.

11% decrease in paper use percentage per
employee in relation to 2009-2010 result 
(18.5 kgr per employee).

2010-2011 objective

Prevent the emission of 29,000 tons of CO2.

Reduce CO2 emissions by 40% per megabyte
(MB) of network traffic against 2006-2007
baseline.

Reduce, by 2020, CO2 emissions by 50% against
a 2006-2007 baseline (this is a Vodafone Group
overall commitment).

❙

31% savings in network energy consumption
(this percentage represents energy savings that
equals 18,600 MWh for Base Stations and 6,400
MWh for MTXs and Data Centers).

5% reduction in office energy consumption 
per m2.

100% recycling of stored lead batteries.

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils at
Base Stations.

Re-use and recycle 100% of electrical and
electronic equipment leaving our warehouse.

Maintain paper recycling percentage per
employee in line with 2009-2010 result (18.8 kgr
per employee).

50% recycling of used toner cartridges.

15% increase in the number of mobile phones
and accessories collected.

Collect 8 tons of spent household batteries
(around 270,000 batteries).

5% reduction in the ODP indicator for refrigerant
systems.

Maintain paper use percentage per employee in
line with 2009-2010 result (20.8 kgr per
employee).

►2011-2012 objective

Prevent the emission of 45,000 tons of CO2.

❙

Reduce, by 2020, CO2 emissions by 50% against
a 2006-2007 baseline (this is a Vodafone Group
overall commitment).

Further improve photovoltaic systems by 
combining them with hybrid systems.

45% savings in network energy consumption.

5% reduction in office energy consumption 
per m2.

100% recycling of stored lead batteries.

Documented recycling of 100% of waste oils
from Base Stations.

Re-use and recycle 100% of electrical and
electronic equipment leaving our warehouse.

Maintain paper recycling percentage per
employee in line with 2010-2011 result 
(21.5 kgr per employee).

60%  recycling of used toner cartridges.

15% increase in the number of mobile phones
and accessories collected.

Collect 10 tons of spent household batteries
(around 337,000 batteries).  

5% reduction in the ODP indicator for
refrigerant systems.

Maintain paper use percentage per employee
in line with 2010-2011 result (18.5 kgr per
employee).
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2010-2011 objective

Extend e-billing practice to company’s business
subscribers.

❙

Publish info leaflets.

Install additional 20 bins.

2010-2011 objective

1. Expand Telemedicine program from the 17
current areas to cover 30 in total.

2. Implement a new Telemedicine program.

❙

Continue and expand the program to cover the
Egnatia vertical axis (Siatista – Kastoria –
Krystallopigi).

❙

Distribution of 2,500 games to schools
nationwide (Planetbook).

20,000 visitors to watch the film (Earth is our
Home).

Evaluation of program’s continuation (LETO).

2010-2011 result

e-billing practice extended to business
subscribers.

1. 14% decrease in fuel consumed by the
company’s vehicles.

2. 15% increase in the air miles traveled.

An info-leaflet about recycling was prepared,
12,000 copies of which were distributed.

Bins were installed.

2010-2011 result

1. Extend the Telemedicine program was
extended to 30 locations nationwide. 

2. A new telemedicine program was started to
monitor type 2 diabetes patients at home.  

❙

Program to monitor the brown bear was
continued and expanded to cover 
the Egnatia vertical axis (Siatista – 
Kastoria – Krystallopigi). 

❙

2,305 games distributed. 

14,087 visitors watched the film. 

Program continued and 4,268 children were
examined. 

►2011-2012 objective

❙

❙

❙

❙

►2011-2012 objective

Retain existing telemedicine programs.

Evaluation of the pilot program and exploration
of the potential for extending it to 10 new areas
(‘Click … on history’).

Continue the program to monitor the 
brown bear .

1. Completion of work by the 4 candidates at
the organisations of their choosing.

2. Repeat the program.

Presentation of the game at 20 events
nationwide.

10,000 visitors to watch the film.

Examine 4,500 children.

Eco-Efficiency (continue)

Contribution to Sustainable Societies



Reported results against objectives marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope 

(see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)

Utilising our technology in the health sector

Utilising our technology in the educational sector 

Utilising our technology in the environmental protection sector 

Vodafone World of Difference

Programs for the Children

O b j e c t i ve s  -  Re s u lt s  -  N e w  Co m m i t m e n t s  Ta b le
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2010-2011 objective

1. Development and running of a new
environmental awareness workshop at Vari.

2. Development and running of 3 new
workshops at Plagiari: reading and expression,
environmental awareness and cultural events
(SOS Children’s Villages).

Accommodate 230 children.

Continue the program.

1. Continue the program of clothing 
collection.

2. Repeat the “Me and My Shadow” program.

2010-2011 result

1. New environmental awareness workshop 
at Vari planned. 

2. 2 reading and expression and cultural 
events workshops developed and run at
Plagiari. Environmental awareness 
workshop planned. 

274 children were accommodated. 

1. 9 organisations were supported. 
2. The program was implemented 

throughout the year. 

1. The program was continued (clothing
collection). 

2. The ‘Me & My Shadow’ initiative took place in
Athens and Thessaloniki.  

►2011-2012 objective

1. Run an environmental awareness workshop
at Vari and Plagiari.

2. Re-evaluate and adjust the workshops to
meet children’s needs.

Accommodate 270 children.

Continue the program.

1. Continue the clothes collection program.
2. Carry out a satisfaction survey among

participants in the 'Me & My Shadow'
program. 

3. Explore employee intentions to participate 
in volunteer programs by conducting an 
in-house survey. Plan 2 volunteer actions
based on the results of the survey.

Contribution to Sustainable Societies (continue)



Reported results against objectives marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope 

(see pages 85-87, Assurance Report)

Employees Volunteerism
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M a i n  F i g u re s  i n  Ta b le  Fo r m 1

Income tax (€ million)

Value Added Tax (€ million)

Fee of subscribers billing mobile telecommunications (€ million)

Salaried staff social security contributions (€ million)

Total cost of pay rolling and benefits (€ million)

Social - Income distribution 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

Society - Economy 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

Turnover (€ million)

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA) (€ million)

Earnings before taxes (€ million)

Net sales (€ million)

Total investments in assets (€ million)2

Cost of goods sold (€ million)

Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and

monopoly practices and their outcomes
0

Competition 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

31



Data marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope (see pages 85-87, Assurance Report).

Total Vodafone Greece customer base3

Complaints through EETT

Complaints through the Ministry of Development etc.

Total number of employees

No. of women in first line managerial level

Total number of accidents

New recruits

Turnover

Number of voluntary leavers

3,875,703

512

490

2,332

2

5 uncontrolled & 

7 controlled 

96

8.9%

237

Responsible Behaviour 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

5,906,299

550

423

2,641

2

13 uncontrolled 

- 4 controlled 

307

12.37%

335

6,023,315

402

511

2.572

2

11 uncontrolled 

- 2 controlled - 

1 fatal accident of a

third party

222

7.13%

204

1,505.61

484.5

237.7

708.2

2,529.64

797.4

1,303.78

320.8

96.97

535.36

2,595.95

768.4

1,087.81

231.9

-28.7

430.91

2,687.76

656.9

9.78

123.03

112.38

21.56

108.05

70.38

146.9

86.7

21.5

112.6

39.93

115.97

113.93

22.34

108.43

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011
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Programs financial aid (€)

Value of products provided to charities (€)

409,954

0

Contribution to Sustainable Societies 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

410,230

0

532,051

0

1. For more information on Board’s approach regarding

financial issues, analytical information for the

company’s scale, information for the shares, 

as well as the complete financial data, please 

visit vodafone.com.

2. The assets investments are calculated based on the

international accounting standards and the amount

depicted is accumulated since company’s beginning

of operations.

3. Due to Vodafone Greece operating segment, it is not

possible to include customer type and geographical

distribution. For example, a postpay customer that has

requested Vodafone Greece services in the Attica area,

does not necessarily means that he/she uses these

services in the Attica area and/or that he/she stays in

this specific area.



Data marked with this symbol is within KPMG’s limited assurance scope (see pages 85-87, Assurance Report).

Use of renewable energy sources (kWh)

Total network and offices energy consumption (MWh)

Total network and offices energy consumption (Gigajoule)

Total CO2 emissions from the company’s network and offices (tn)

Total CO2 emissions prevention due to the company’s programs (tn)

Installed quantity of R-22 refrigerant (kgr)

Replenished quantity of R-22 refrigerant (kgr)

Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) indicator for refrigerants/kgr (x 10-5)

No. of handsets, accessories, batteries collected as part of the recycling program

Approximately flight distance covered by employees (miles)

Environmental fines (€)

593,627

104,907

377,665

111,878

41,658

8,229

416

2,879

43,311

1,352,593

49,500

Eco-Efficiency 2010-2011 2009-2010 2008-2009

593,627

90,231

324,831

95,636

20,794

10,345

636

3,489

22,600

1,351,087

97,000

654,369

103,000

370,800

110,523

31,761

9,591

725

3,229

26,460

1,174,098

75,250

Vodafone Corporate Responsibility & Sustainability Report 2010-2011
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Α

AccountAbility Standards

www.accountability.org.uk

American-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce

www.amcham.gr

ARCTUROS www.arcturos.gr

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki

www.auth.gr

Association for the Mental Health (S.O.P.S.I.)

Patras  www.sopsipatron.gr

Athens Medical Center www.iatriko.gr

Β

Blind.gr   www.blind.gr

Body for the collection of home 

batteries (AFIS)  www.afis.gr

C

Cell of Alternative Youth Activities

www.kean.gr

Center for Education and Rehabilitation 

of the Blind (C.E.R.B.)  www.keat.gr

Cerebral Palsy Greece  www.cp-ath.gr

Civil Protection Authority

www.civilprotection.gr

Consumers Association – The Quality of Life

www.ekpizo.gr

Consumers Institute  www.newinka.gr

Corporate Social Responsibility Europe

www.csreurope.org

D

Democritus University of Thrace

www.duth.gr/en

Dow Jones Sustainability Index

www.sustainability-index.com

E

Ecocity  www.ecocity.gr

Economist conferences

www.hazliseconomist.com

Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS)

www.quality.co.uk/emas.htm

‘ENIGMA’ Information Program for EMF

www.enigma-program.gr

EuroCharity  www.eurocharity.gr

European Commission  

http://ec.europa.eu

Evropaiki Ekfrasi

www.ekfrasi.gr/en/framepage.html

F

Federation of Industries of Northern 

Greece (FING)  www.sbbe.gr

Fire Brigade  www.fireservice.gr

Foundation of the Hellenic World  

www.ime.gr

FTSE4GOOD  www.ftse.com

G

Global e-Sustainability Initiative

www.gesi.org

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

www.globalreporting.org

Greek Atomic Energy Commission

www.eeae.gr

GreenLight  www.eu-greenlight.org

Greenpeace  www.greenpeace.gr 

GSM Association  www.gsmworld.com

H

Hay Group  www.haygroup.com

Ηellas online  www.hol.gr

Hellenic Accreditation System S.A. (E.SY.D.)  

www.esyd.gr

Hellenic Authority for the Information 

and Communication Security and Privacy

(ADAE)  www.adae.gr

Hellenic Business Ethics Institute (European

Business Ethics Network - EBEN GR)

www.eben.gr

Hellenic Data Protection Authority

www.dpa.gr

Hellenic Federation of Enterprises

www.sev.org.gr

Hellenic National Transplant Organisation

www.eom.gr

Hellenic Network for Corporate Social

Responsibility  

www.csrhellas.gr

Hellenic Organisation for Standardisation

(ELOT)  www.elot.gr

Hellenic Ornithological Society

www.ornithologiki.gr

Hellenic Police  www.astynomia.gr

Hellenic Red Cross  www.redcross.gr

Hellenic Society for Social Paediatrics

and Health Promotion  www.socped.gr

Hellenic Society for the Study of Internet

Addiction Disorder   www.hasiad.gr

‘HERMES’ Program for the 

systematic measurement of EMF  

www.hermes-program.gr

I

Inter Municipality Health & Welfare Network

www.ddy.gr

International Commission on Non-Ionising

Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)  

www.icnirp.de

International Organisation for

Standardisation  

www.iso.org

K

KPMG Advisors A.E. www.kpmg.gr

L

Lloyd's Register Quality Assurance (LRQA)

www.greece.lrqa.com

M

Meda Communication  www.meda.gr

Medecins du Monde  www.mdmgreece.gr

MEDITERRANEAN SOS Network

http://medsos.gr/medsos/

Microsoft   www.microsoft.com

Ministry of Development, 

Competitiveness and Shipping

www.ypoioan.gr

Ministry of the Environment, Energy 

and Climate Change  

www.ypeka.gr

Municipality of Sofades  www.sofades

Municipality of Trikala  www.trikalacity.gr

Ν

National Center for Urgent Social Aid

www.ekakv.gr

National Center of Instant Help

www.ekab.gr

National Technical University of Athens

www.ntua.gr

National Telecommunications 

and Post Commission  

www.eett.gr

Nokia Siemens Networks

www.nokiasiemensnetworks.com

0

Olympiacos F.C.  www.olympiacos.org

Organisation Against Drugs (OKANA)

www.okana.gr

P

P.A.O.K. F.C.  www.paokfc.gr

Panhellenic Association of the Blind

www.pst.gr

Pierikos Archelaos   www.pierikosbc.gr

Public Power Corporation  www.dei.gr

We b s i t e s
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R

Recycling center (ΤΕΧΑΝ)

www.recycling-center.gr

S

Science Center and Technology 

Museum (NOESIS)  

www.tmth.edu.gr

Scouts of Greece 

www.sep.org.gr

SingularLogic

www.singularlogic.gr

SOS Children’s Villages  

www.sos-villages.gr

T

The Association for the Protection 

and Welfare of Wildlife, ANIMA  

www.wild-anima.gr

The Council of State  

www.ste.gr

The Smile of the Child  

www.hamogelo.gr

Therapy Center for Dependent 

Individuals  www.kethea.gr

U

University of Patras

www.upatras.gr/index/index/lang/en

University of Piraeus  

www.unipi.gr/eng_site

V

Vidavo  www.vidavo.gr

VPRC  www.vprc.gr

W

World Business Council

for Sustainable Development  

www.wbcsd.ch

World Health Organisation  

www.who.int/en/

WWF  www.wwf.gr

Α

ACCI  Athens Chamber of Commerce

and Industry

ADAE  Hellenic Authority for the Information and

Communication Security and Privacy

AFIS  Portable Battery Recycling Scheme

B

BS  Base Station

C

CEO  Chief Executive Officer

COO  Chief Operating Officer

CERB  Center for Education and Rehabilitation of

the Blind

CEREPRI  Center for Research and Prevention of

Injury

CO2 Carbon Dioxide

CR  Corporate Responsibility

CSR  Corporate Social Responsibility

E

EBEN GR  Hellenic Business Ethics Institute

EETT National Telecommunications and Post

Commission

EIA  Environmental impact assessment

EKAB  National Center of Instant Help

ELOT  Hellenic Organisation for Standardisation

EMAS  Eco-Management and Audit Scheme

EMF  Electromagnetic Field

E.SY.D.  Hellenic Accreditation System S.A. 

G

GeSI  Global e-Sustainability Initiative

GRI  Global Reporting Initiative

GSM  Global System of Mobile

Telecommunication (2nd Generation)

GPRS  General Packet Radio Service

Η

HCFC  HydroChloroFluoroCarbons

HOL  hellas online

HSSPHP  Hellenic Society for Social Paediatrics

and Health Promotion

I

ICNIRP International Commission on Non-

Ionising Radiation Protection

ISO  International Organisation for Standardisation

K

KCQ  Key Control Questionnaire

KETHEA  Therapy Center for Dependent

Individuals

kgr   Kilogram

Kwh  Kilowatthour

L

LMDS  Local Multipoint Distribution Services

LRQA  Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance

lt   Litre

M

m3 Cubic Metre

m2 Square Metre

MBA  Master of Business Administration

Mb  Megabyte

MMS  Multimedia Messaging Service

MTX  Switching Center

ΜWRh  Idle Power Megawatt hours

N

NGO Non-Governmental Organisation

O

O.C.R.  Optical Character Recognition

ODP  Ozone Depleting Potential

OKANA  Organisation Against Drugs

P

Pb  Lead

ΡV  Photovoltaic

R

RF Radio Frequency

S

SAR  Specific Absorption Rate

SIM  Subscriber Identity Module

SMS  Short Message Service

STAT  Hellenic Technology for the Blind

Development Association

T

Τn  (Ton)

V

VAT  Value Added Service

W

WSCSD  World Business Council for Sustainable 

Development

-

€   Euro

3G   3rd Generation Telecommunications Network

A b b rev i a t i o n s  
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Strategy and analysis

1.1 CEO Statement 
1.2 Key impacts, risks and 

opportunities

Organisational profile

2.1 Name of the reporting organisation 
2.2 Brands, products and/or services 
2.3 Operational structure 
2.4 Headquarter location  
2.5 Countries in operation  
2.6 Nature of ownership 
2.7 Μarkets served
2.8 Scale of the organisation 
2.9 Significant organisational 

changes
2.10 Awards received  

Report parameters

3.1 Reporting period 
3.2 Previous report 
3.3 Reporting cycle  
3.4 Contact point for questions  
3.5 Content definition 
3.6 Boundary of the report
3.7 Limitations on the report’s scope
3.8 Joint ventures, subsidiaries and

outsourcing
3.9 Data measurement techniques 
3.10 Effects of information re-statement 
3.11 Changes from previous reports 
3.12 Location of Standard Disclosures 
3.13 Εxternal assurance 

Government, commitments 
and engagement

4.1 Governance structure 
4.2 Chair’s role and function 
4.3 Independent/non-executive members 

at the board  
4.4 Shareholder/employee participation 
4.5 Executive remuneration 

and performance 
4.6 Conflicts of interest at the board
4.7 Board expertise on sustainability 
4.8 Mission and value statements 
4.9 Board governance 
4.10 Evaluation of the Board’s performance 
4.11 Precautionary approach/principle 
4.12 External charters/principles 
4.13 Αssociation memberships 
4.14 List of stakeholders 
4.15 Stakeholder identification  
4.16 Approaches to stakeholder 

engagement 
4.17 Topics raised by stakeholder

Economic performance indicators

Disclosure on Management 
approach 

EC1 Direct economic value
EC2 Implications from climate change 
EC3 Defined benefit plan 
EC4 Financial government assistance 

EC6 Local suppliers approach 
EC7 Local recruitment 

EC8 Infrastructure investment 
EC9 Indirect economic impacts

5-8, 14-15

6-8

6-8

18-19, 38-39

41-42, 76-77

6-8, 14-15

1, 6-8

5-8, 34

5-8, 14-17, 41-42

6-8, 16, 39-42

9, 21-22, 56-57

9-12, 18-19, 29-31, 60-61

18, 42-43

9-12

9-12

9-12, 15, 18-19, 23-24, 34, 

38-42

9-12, 18-19, 21-26, 29-30

76-77

3, 76-77

1

45

Vodafone Greece has not

received any significant

financial assistance from

the government and

government is not present

in Vodafone Greece

shareholding structure.

34

Not material.

21-26, 31-33, 62-69

26-29, 31-33, 76-77

1

1, 2, 4-19, 70-75

2

3

4-19

2

2

2

3, 76-77

3, 76-77

3

3

2

2

2

2

2, 9-12

2

2

2

17

48-53

2, 3, 48-53

80-83

3, 17, 85-87

GRI Indicators Section / Note Section / Note
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1, 5-8, 46-61

Not material-Vodafone Greece

does not manufacture.

Not material-Vodafone Greece

does not manufacture.

48-52, 76-77

48-52, 76-77

48-52

60

59-60, 63-64

Not material based on Risk

Assessment results. Water

consumption is not one of the

company’s main impacts on the

environment, as these derive

from its operation, however, this

sector as well is responsibly

handled.

Not material-However, Vodafone

Greece does assess potential

impacts on biodiversity in its 

network deployment.

48, 76-77

The indirect greenhouse gas

emissions derive from electrical

energy use from the network for

company's operations as well as

from the employees air travel.

48-49

58

49

Not material based on Risk 

Assessment results.  

46-61

No relevant incident occurred.

46-61

56-57, 76-77

23, 76-77

59, 76-77 

Environmental performance
indicators

Disclosure on Management 
approach

EN1 Volume of materials used 

EN2 Recycled materials  

EN3 Direct energy consumption by
primary energy source 

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by
primary source  

EN5 Energy saved
EN6 Initiatives for renewable energy
EN7 Initiatives for reducing indirect 

energy
EN8 Water withdrawal 

EN11 Land assets in sensitive areas 
EN12 Biodiversity within lands owned 

EN16 Greenhouse gas emissions 
EN17 Other indirect greenhouse gas

emissions   

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse
gases

EN19 Ozone-depleting substance
emissions

EN20 NOx and SOx emissions 
EN21 Water discharge  

EN22 Waste by disposal method 
EN23 Significant spills 
EN26 Εnvironmental impact mitigation 
EN27 Packaging materials 
EN28 Νon-compliance sanctions 
EN29 Environmental impact of transport

Social performance indicators:
Labour practices and decent work

Disclosure on Management
approach 

LA1 Workforce breakdown 
LA2 Εmployee turnover 
LA3 Benefits provided to full-time

employees
LA4 Collective bargaining 

agreements  
LA5 Minimum notice periods  

LA6 Workforce in joint health and safety
committees

LA7 Occupational injuries and
absenteeism 

LA8 Education on serious diseases  
LA10 Training per employee
LA11 Lifelong learning
LA12 Career development
LA13 Employee diversity and 

governance
LA14 Basic salary ratio of men to women

Social performance indicators: 
Human rights

Disclosure on Management
approach 

HR1 Ηuman rights clauses in
investment 

HR2 Supplier screening on human
rights 

HR4 Discrimination  
HR5 Αssociation and collective

bargaining 
HR6 Child labour  
HR7 Forced labour  

5-8, 35-45

35, 76-77

35

45

35-38

At Vodafone Greece there is a

minimum notice period of at

least three months for

substantive operational 

changes which affect staff. 

43-45

43-45, 76-77

43-45

41-42

41-43

38, 41-42, 76-77

35-38

Vodafone Greece offers the same

pay for the same job irrespective

of gender. 

5-8, 34

The company takes into

consideration the P.D. 178/2002

(employees rights protection)

in cases of important investment

agreements.

34

38

35-38

38

38

GRI Indicators Section / Note Section / Note
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Social performance indicators: 
Society

Disclosure on Management
approach 

SO1 Impacts on communities
SO2 Corruption risks 
SO3 Αnti-corruption training 
SO4 Actions against corruption  
SO5 Public policy and lobbying 

SO6 Political contributions/donations

SO7 Anti-competitive behavior
SO8 Regulatory non-compliance

sanctions 

Internal operations

IO1 Investment in telecom network
infrastructure 

IO2 Extended service to not profitable
locations 

IO3 Health and safety of field 
personnel 

IO4 Radiofrequency emissions from
handsets

IO5 Radiofrequency emissions from 
base stations

IO6 Specific Absorption Rate of 
handsets

IO7 Sitting of masts and 
transmission sites 

IO8 Data for sites   

1, 5-8, 21-26, 31-33, 62-69

21-26, 31-33, 62-69

5-8,17,34

5-8,34

5-8, 34

5-6, http://www.vodafone.com/

content/index/about/about_us/

policy.html

5-6, http://www.vodafone.com/

content/index/about/about_us/

policy.html

76-77

5-8, 12-13, 16, 76-77

76-77

Vodafone Greece has no

universal service obligations

(Universal Service Obligation),

according to legislative and

regulatory framework.

22, 43-45

22

21-26

22

21-24

Vodafone Greece characterises

this information as confidential.

However, the company

publishes the number of

collocations with other mobile

telecommunications

companies.

Telecommunications Sector Specific                     Section / Note Section / Note

GRI Indicators

Social performance indicators: 
Product responsibility

Disclosure on Management 
approach 

PR1 Product life cycle 
PR3 Product information 
PR6 Marketing communications 

programs 
PR7 Non-compliance in marketing

practices
PR8 Client privacy
PR9 Product non-compliance  

5-8, 21-31

21-26, 30, 33, 56-57

29-30

26

26

12-14

12-14

At Vodafone Greece we develop

telecommunications infrastruc-

ture in order to provide coverage

and high quality communications

services throughout the entire

state, including not just urban and

semi-urban areas but also remote

rural areas, villages and towns

with low populations, roadways

and almost the entire surface of

Greek territorial waters.  

31-33

16-17, http://www.vodafone.gr/

portal/client/cms/view

CmsPage.action?pageId=4341

http://www.vodafone.gr/portal/

client/cms/viewCmsPage.action

?pageId=1595

Due to Vodafone Greece

operating segment, it is not

possible to include customer

type and geographical

distribution. For example, 

a postpay customer that has

requested Vodafone Greece

services in the Attica area, does

not necessarily means that

he/she uses these services 

in the Attica area and/or that

he/she stays in this specific

area.

Providing access

PA1 Remote and low population 
density areas

PA2 Overcoming barriers for access 
and usage

PA3 Availability and reliability ensurance   

PA4 Level of availability   

GRI Indicators Section / Note Section / Note

GRI  Relevant  Requirements  Table
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Telecommunications Sector Specific                     Section / Note Section / Note

GRI Indicators

Technology applications

TA1 Resource efficiency of products
and services  

TA2 Potential replacement of
physical objects  

TA3 Measures of transport and/or
resource changes of customer use 

TA4 Estimates of the rebound effect 

TA5 Intellectual property rights and
open source technologies

Notes

The afore-mentioned requirements-indicators refer to Sustainability Reporting Guidelines of GRI (2006) and to GRI Telecommunications Sector Supplement (2003).

The additional GRI Indicators are presented in grey color.

Telecommunications Sector Specific                      Section / Note Section / Note

GRI Indicators

49-53, 58-60, 63-64

59-60, 63-64

60, 63-64, http://www.sepe.gr/

files/pdf/Executive%20Summar

y.pdf

60, 63-64, http://www.sepe.gr/

files/pdf/Executive%20Summary

.pdf

http://www.vodafone.gr/portal/

client/cms/viewCmsPage.

action?pageId=4341

PA5 Usage by low and no income
people  

PA6 Emergency situations and
disaster relief

PA7 Human rights issues for access
and usage 

PA8 EMF issues communication 
PA9 Ιnvestement in electromagnetic

field research 

PA10 Charges and tariffs clarificationν 

PA11 Information on responsible,
efficient and environmentally
preferable use

26-29

16-17, 33

29-30

21-26, 31

22, 24-26, 

http://www.vodafone.com/

content/index/about/sustainability/

mpmh/scientific-research/

research-programmes.html

26

18-19, 24, 29-31, 60, 63-64

G R I  Re p o r t  A p p l i c a t i o n  Leve l

REPORT 
APPLICATION LEVEL  C  C +  B  B +  A  A +

G3 PROFILE
DISCLOSURES

O
U

TP
U

T

G3 MANAGEMENT
APPROACH

DISCLOSURES O
U

TP
U

T

G3 PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS &

SECTOR SUPPLEMENT
PERFORMANCE

INDICATORS

Report on:
¬ 1.1
¬ 2.1-2.10
¬ 3.1-3.8, 3.10-3.12
¬ 4.1-4.4, 4.14-4.15.

Report on all criteria listed
for Level C plus:
¬ 1.2
¬ 3.9, 3.13
¬ 4.5-4.13, 4.16-4.17.

Same as requirement
for Level B.

Not Required. Management Approach
Disclosures for each Indicator
Category.

Management Approach
Disclosures for each
Indicator Category.

Report on a minimum of 
10 Performance Indicators,
including at least one from
each of: Economic, Social
and Environmental.

Report on a minimum of 20
Performance Indicators, at
least one from each of
Economic, Environmental,
Human rights, Labor, Society,
Product Responsibility.

Report on each core G3 and
Sector Supplement*
Indicator with due regard to the
Materiality Principle by either:
a) reporting on the Indicator or
b) explaining the reason for
its omission.

*  Sector supplement in final version
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Every two years we conduct both a Risk Assess-

ment and a Stakeholder Engagement Survey.

These identify important issues for the compa-

ny, allowing us to focus our actions in line with

the principles in the AA1000 APS standard. Our

aim is to manage our Corporate Responsibility

and Sustainability and the content of the com-

pany's Corporate Responsibility and Sustainabil-

ity Report, so that it follows the principles of the

AA1000 APS standard.

One of the constant challenges we face is sys-

tematically disseminating the AA1000 APS stan-

dard’s principles and integrating them into the

entire range of company activities. Another pri-

ority is to keep Stakeholders constantly briefed

and aware, so that consultations with them gen-

erate added value for the company, especially

when it comes to defining the Corporate Re-

sponsibility and Sustainability strategy we fol-

low.

Inclusivity

To identify our Stakeholders we evaluate those

groups in society that are affected by or affect

company operations. We then recognise our

Stakeholders’ needs and expectations. Our ap-

proach includes quantitative and qualitative sur-

veys, interviews with the main categories of

Stakeholders and focus groups with opinion

leaders. This fosters dialogue, creating a suitable

atmosphere within which opinions can be ex-

pressed and exchanged. As a result our belief

that we understand the needs and expectations

of our Stakeholders is reinforced, as well as the

certainty that we are managing issues of con-

cern to the company’s Stakeholders. We are

committed to endeavoring to meet our Stake-

holder needs and expectations.

Materiality

From the outset, the company has focused on

sectors, which are material for company opera-

tions, and on sectors which have been highlight-

ed as important by our Stakeholders. Based on

the results of the Risk Assessment and the

Stakeholder Engagement Survey, the most im-

portant sectors for Vodafone Greece are:

Responsible behavior

1. Mobile Phones - Masts - Health - Network

Deployment

2. Customers

3. Access to Communications

4. Supply Chain

5. Employees

Eco-efficiency

6. Energy efficiency and use of renewable en-

ergy sources

7. Recycling

8. Use and promotion of environmentally

friendly products and services

Contributing to sustainable societies

9. Developing and promoting services that

lead to a low carbon economy

10. Utilising mobile communications technol-

ogy in the health, environmental protec-

tion and education sectors

11. Vodafone World of Difference 

12. Programs for Children

13. Employees Volunteerism

The pages of this Report describe specific pro-

grams with measurable results that the compa-

ny has implemented in the aforementioned sec-

tors.

Responsiveness

We strive to meet our Stakeholders’ needs and

expectations, using the feedback obtained from

dialogue with them. The needs and expectations

expressed are taken into account in relation to

company’s operation. As a result, we set specific

measurable objectives for every program we

implement, to be achieved within a specific

time frame, which we also publish. We also

publish the results of our programs irrespective

of whether the specific objectives have been

achieved or not.

One sector that we have invested in strategically

is to further utilise our technology to promote

sustainable societies in economic, social and

environmental terms, and our progress in that

sector is described in the Corporate Responsibility

and Sustainability Report. The areas we have

focused on include utilising our technology to

stimulate the competitiveness of Greek busi-

nesses, while generating benefits for the envi-

ronment, and the fields of healthcare, the edu-

cation and environmental protection. Bolstering

technology's contribution in this way is a key

challenge which we will continue to address

over the years to come.

For Vodafone Greece, Corporate Responsibility and Sustainability is a strategic investment,

which is inextricably bound up with our day-to-day operations. The aim of the Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability program is to reduce the impact of our operations on the

environment and society in general, and to bolster the positive impact of our technology

on the world around us.
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What was included in the scope of our

assurance engagement?

Our engagement was designed to provide 

limited assurance in accordance with ISAE 30001

and the requirements for a Type 2 assurance 

engagement under AA1000AS (2008) 2 on the

following aspects of the Report (assurance

scopes):

¬ the application of AA1000APS (2008)3

principles, as described on page 84 of the 

Report, 

¬ the reliability of the “Managing Corporate 

Responsibility and Sustainability” section

marked with the symbol on pages 4-19 of

the Report,

¬ the stated results against objectives marked

with the symbol  and reported in the 

“Objectives – Results – New Commitments

Table” on pages 70-75 of the Report,

¬ the reliability of performance data for 

2010-2011 marked with the symbol  and

reported in the “Main Figures in Table Form”

section on pages 76-77 of the Report,

¬ Vodafone’s self-declared Global Reporting

Initiative (GRI) application level of the Report,

including the telecommunications sector

specific GRI indicators.

The nature, timing and extent of evidence-

gathering procedures for limited assurance is

less than for reasonable assurance, and 

therefore a lower level of assurance is provided

for the data and objectives under the limited 

assurance scope.  Readers should note that

moderate level of assurance in AA1000AS

(2008) is consistent with limited assurance in

ISAE 3000.

We have not been engaged to provide assurance

over any prior reporting period data or 

information presented in the Report.

Which reporting criteria did 

Vodafone use?

Vodafone applies the AA1000APS (2008) criteria

for the three principles of inclusivity, materiality

and responsiveness as described on page 84 of

the Report.

For the Report, Vodafone applies the Sustainability

Reporting Guidelines (G3) of the GRI as declared

οn page 1 of the Report.

Our conclusions are based on the appropriate 

application of the abovementioned criteria.

What was excluded from the scope of our

assurance engagement?

The scope of our work did not include the 

financial and environmental data of the 

Company contained in the Report. 

To obtain a thorough understanding of 

Vodafone’s financial results and financial 

position, the 2010-2011 audited financial 

statements should be consulted.

Assurance Repor t  

1.  International Standard on Assurance Engagements

(ISAE) 3000: Assurance Engagements other than Audits

or reviews of Historical Financial Information, issued by

the International Auditing and Accounting Standards

Board.

2.  AA1000 Assurance Standard (2008), issued by 

AccountAbility.

3.  AA1000 Principles Standard (2008), issued by 

AccountAbility.

Independent Limited Assurance Report 

to the Management of Vodafone

KPMG Advisors A.E. was engaged by Vodafone-Panafon Hellenic Telecommunications Company S.A. (further referred to as “Vodafone” 

or “the Company”) to provide limited assurance over selected aspects of the Greek version of the Vodafone Corporate Responsibility 

and Sustainability Report 2010-2011 (further referred to as the “Report”) for the reporting period ended 31 March 2011.
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Which assurance standards did we use?

We conducted our engagement in accordance

with ISAE 3000 and the requirements for a Type

2 assurance engagement under AA1000AS

(2008). A Type 2 Assurance Engagement 

covers not only the nature and extent of the 

organization’s adherence to the AA1000APS

(2008), but also evaluates the reliability of 

selected sustainability performance information.

We conducted our engagement in accordance

with the “IFAC Code of Ethics for Professional

Accountants” which requires, among other

things, the independence of the members of

the assurance team and of the assurance 

organization, including not being involved

in writing the Report. The Code contains 

detailed requirements regarding the integrity, 

objectivity, confidentiality and professional

competence and behavior. KPMG has internal

systems and processes to monitor compliance

with this Code and to prevent potential 

conflicts regarding independence. Our engage-

ment was conducted by a multidisciplinary

team with extensive experience in sustainability

(including environmental, social and financial

aspects) and sustainability assurance.

What did we do to reach our conclusions?

We planned and performed our work to obtain

all the evidence, relevant documentation, 

information and explanations that we considered

necessary in relation to the above scope.  Our

work included the following procedures 

using a range of evidence gathering activities

which are further explained below:

¬ Inquiries of management to gain an 

understanding of Vodafone’s processes for

determining the material issues for its key

stakeholder groups inclusive of an evaluation

of the results of Vodafone stakeholder con-

sultation processes and their methodology.

¬ Interviews with senior management and 

relevant managerial staff of Vodafone 

concerning sustainability strategy and 

policies for material issues, and the 

implementation of these across the business.

¬ Interviews with relevant Vodafone staff 

responsible for providing information in the

Report, during which we also reviewed the

systems and processes for information man-

agement, internal control and processing of

the qualitative and quantitative information,

at Company level. We also tested on sample

basis the reliability of underlying data for the

selected performance data within the scope

of our assurance.

¬ Enquiring about Vodafone’s assertions and

explanations regarding progress against 

objectives through evidence collection, 

covering internal and external documentation

such as correspondence, minutes of 

meetings, reports, presentations and 

research and survey results.

¬ Visits to the central offices of Vodafone in

Athens, which were selected on the basis of

a risk analysis including the consideration of

both quantitative and qualitative criteria.    

¬ A media analysis and an internet search for

references to Vodafone during the reporting

period.

¬ Review of the Report to ensure there are no

disclosures that are misrepresented or 

inconsistent with our findings.

¬ Checking the GRI Index provided by Vodafone,

to ensure consistency with the GRI 

application level requirements of A+.

What are our conclusions?

The following conclusions should be read in 

conjunction with the work performed and scope

of our assurance engagement described above.

Assurance scope 1: On the AA1000APS prin-

ciples of Inclusivity, Materiality and Respon-

siveness (limited assurance):

Nothing has come to our attention to suggest

that Vodafone’s description of its alignment with

the AA1000APS (2008) principles on page 84 

of the Report, is not fairly stated. Without 

affecting our conclusion, the following are 

recommended:

¬ In relation to the principle of inclusivity, Voda-

fone’s stakeholder engagement could be 

further improved by reconsidering the 

current - biennial - frequency of application.

The more frequent the structured contact

with stakeholders, the more usable its results

in terms of grasping the pulse of a 

dynamically changing society and making

proactive choices regarding its needs.  

¬ In relation to the principle of materiality,

Vodafone could seek the direct involvement

of stakeholders to the materiality and impact

assessment by organizing dedicated sessions

in the context of regular stakeholder 

engagement.  In this way Vodafone can 

combine the Company’s Management 

perspective with the direct opinion of 

stakeholders about the perceived impacts

and their materiality. 
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¬ In relation to the principle of responsiveness

Vodafone could communicate to its 

stakeholders the applied response 

mechanism making reference to its rationale

in respect to response prioritization, 

planning, implementation and stakeholder

feedback.

Assurance scopes 2, 3 and 4: On the reliabil-

ity of selected section and data, and results

against selected objectives (limited assur-

ance):

Nothing has come to our attention to suggest

that the reliability of the “Managing Corporate

Responsibility and Sustainability” section

marked with the symbol on pages 4-19 of the

Report, the stated results against objectives

marked with the symbol  reported in the 

“Objectives – Results – New Commitments

Table” on pages 70-75 of the Report, and the 

reliability of performance data marked with the

symbol  for 2010-2011 reported in the “Main

Figures in Table Form” section on pages 76-77

of the Report, are not fairly stated.

Assurance scope 5: On the self declared GRI

application level (limited assurance):

Nothing has come to our attention to suggest

that Vodafone’s self-declaration of GRI 

application level A+ on page 83 is not fairly 

stated.

Without prejudice to our conclusions for all the

assurance scopes, as presented above, we 

provide Vodafone’s management with an 

internal report presenting in more detail our

findings and areas for improvement.

Responsibilities

Vodafone’s Management are responsible for

preparing the Report, and the information and

statements within it. They are responsible for

identification of stakeholders and material 

issues, for defining objectives with respect to

sustainability performance, and for establishing

and maintaining appropriate performance 

management and internal control systems from

which reported information is derived.

Our responsibility is to express our conclusions

in relation to the above scope. Our assurance 

report is made solely to Vodafone in accordance

with the terms of our engagement. Our work has

been undertaken so that we might state to 

the Company those matters we have been 

engaged to state in this assurance report and 

for no other purpose.  We do not accept or 

assume responsibility to anyone other than

Vodafone-Panafon Hellenic Telecommunications 

Company S.A. for our work, for this assurance 

report, or for the conclusions we have reached.

KPMG Advisors A.E.

George Raounas

Partner

Athens, March 9th 2012
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